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Resumo

Leis de programação são importantes tanto para definir a semântica axiomática de lin-
guagens de programação quanto para auxiliar o processo de desenvolvimento de software.
De fato, estas leis podem ser utilizadas como base para práticas informais de desenvolvi-
mento como refactoring, que vem sendo popularizada por metodologias modernas, em
especial por Extreme Programming.

Embora não tenham sido suficientemente exploradas ainda, as leis de modelagem
provavelmente podem trazer benef́ıcios similares, mas com um impacto positivo maior
em confiabilidade e produtividade, devido ao melhor suporte antecipado no processo de
desenvolvimento de software.

Em geral, transformação de modelos que preservam semântica são propostas de
maneira ad hoc tendo em vista que são dif́ıceis de serem provadas que são consistentes
com respeito a semântica formal. Como consequência, pequenos eqúıvocos podem levar
a transformações que deixem o modelo inconsistente.

Por estes motivos, este trabalho propõe um conjunto de leis de modelagem (que po-
dem ser vistas como transformações de modelos bidirecionais que preservam semântica)
que podem ser utilizas com segurança para se derivar leis mais complexas. Estas leis
descrevem transformações de modelos em Alloy, uma linguagem formal para modelagem
orientada a objetos. Além disso, será mostrada como estas leis podem ser utilizadas para
refatorar especificações em Alloy. Com o intuito de se verificar a consistência das leis,
foi proposta uma semântica denotacional para Alloy, utilizando a própria linguagem e
uma noção de equivalência indicando quando dois modelos em Alloy possuem a mesma
semântica. Por fim, o Alloy Analyzer, ferramenta utilizada para fazer análises em mod-
elos em Alloy, foi estendida com algumas das leis básicas propostas. Como resultado,
algumas diretrizes para a implementação de sistemas de transformação foram propostas.

Palavras-chave: métodos formais, transformação de modelos, refactoring, verificação
de modelos
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Abstract

Laws of programming are important not only to define the axiomatic semantics of pro-
gramming languages but also to assist in the software development process. In fact,
these laws can be used as the foundation for informal development practices, such as
refactorings, widely adopted due to modern methodologies, in special Extreme Program-
ming.

Although they have not been sufficiently studied yet, modeling laws might bring
similar benefits, but with a greater impact on reliability and productivity, since they
are used in earlier stages of the software development process.

Semantics-preserving model transformations are usually proposed in an ad hoc way
because it is difficult to prove that they are sound with respect to a formal semantics.
So, simple mistakes lead to incorrect transformations that might, for example, introduce
inconsistencies to a model.

In order to avoid that, we propose a set of simple modeling laws (which can be seen
as bi-directional semantics-preserving model transformations) that can be used to safely
derive more complex semantics-preserving transformations. Our laws are specific for
Alloy, a formal object-oriented modeling language. We also show how those laws can
be used to refactor Alloy specifications. In order to prove their soundness, we propose
a denotational semantics for Alloy, using itself, and an equivalence notion stating in
which conditions two Alloy models have the same meaning. Furthermore, the Alloy
Analyzer, which is the tool used to make analysis in Alloy models, is extended with
some of the proposed basic laws. As a result, we collect some guidelines to implement
transformation systems.

Keywords: formal methods, model transformations, refactoring, model checking
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter we overview the dissertation, describing the motivation, the main objec-
tives and the proposed solutions.
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The deaths related to overdosing from the Therac 25 irradiation machine, and re-
ported software failures in Airbus aircraft and nuclear industry provide evidence of the
risks taken when we use advanced computer systems to control critical systems. The
complexity of these systems makes inadequate the use of conventional design and anal-
ysis techniques to provide high levels of confidence in the correct operation of these
systems.

The application of formal design and analysis to these critical systems is essential
to provide this high level of confidence, and thus reduce the risks, such as those related
to human lives and environment, involved in the use of these systems. Many of the
benefits promised by formal methods are shared with other disciplines, such as civil
engineer. The precision of mathematical thinking relies not on formality but on careful
use of mathematical notions, giving us a much greater degree of precision. Analysis can
expose such errors while they are still cheap to fix.

In fact, if a company formalizes the entire system being developed, most of the times
it will make the project out of budget and time. Not all companies have sufficient budget
to invest and time. Therefore, it may not be always possible to formalize all aspects of
a system. There are some formal development practices that help the developer to use
formal methods in practice, at a low level cost. Including these methods in the software
development process will improve the software quality, correctness and reliability.

One of these practices that assist the software development process are laws of pro-
gramming [16], which state properties about programming constructs and are useful for
reasoning about programs [35]. They describe the properties of programs expressible in
a suitable notation, just as the laws of arithmetic describe the properties of numeric op-
erations, for example, in decimal notation. Algebraic laws provide an interface between
the user of the language and the mathematical engineer who designs it. The laws of
programming are like the laws of arithmetic.

Several paradigms have benefited from algebraic programming laws. For instance,
the laws of imperative programming [16] have been useful not only for providing al-
gebraic semantic definitions but also for establishing a sound basis for formal software
development methods.

Laws of programming are also important to define the axiomatic semantics of pro-
gramming languages. Axiomatic Semantics [47] is a methodology that defines properties
about language constructs. These properties are expressed with axioms and inference
rules from symbolic logic. A property about a program or a specification is deduced by
using the axioms and rules to construct a formal proof of the theory.

In fact, besides being used as the foundation for informal development practices, such
as refactorings [11], widely adopted due to modern methodologies, in special Extreme
Programming [1], these laws of programming are very helpful to motivate the practical
use of formal development methods. Nowadays, the use of refactoring in practice is very
easy and cheap, with the advent of free tools that automatically apply them very fast.

Although they have not been sufficiently studied yet, modeling laws might bring
similar benefits, such as refactoring models, but with a greater impact on reliability
and productivity, since they are used in earlier stages of the software development pro-
cess. So, we propose a comprehensive set of modeling laws for Alloy [23], a formal
object-oriented modeling language, and show how the laws can be used to derive model
refactorings, such as introducing design patterns. In order to show that our laws are
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sound, we also propose a denotational semantics for Alloy and an equivalence notion for
Alloy models.

Models in Alloy are characterized as being concise, analyzable, declarative and struc-
tural. The Alloy Analyzer is a tool used to simulate Alloy specifications and to check
properties about them. These simulations generate structures and behaviour without
requiring the user to provide inputs or test cases. From now on, we consider that models
and specifications have the same meaning.

Semantics-preserving model transformations are usually proposed in an ad hoc way
because it is difficult to prove that they are sound with respect to a formal semantics.
So, simple mistakes lead to incorrect transformations that might, for example, introduce
inconsistencies to a model. In order to avoid that, each law proposed here defines two
small-grained model transformations that preserve semantics. We regard them as basic
because they are simple and able to derive more complex transformations.

In order to prove that our basic laws are sound, we propose a denotational seman-
tics [47] for Alloy using Alloy itself. We prefer to propose basic laws since they are
easy to be proved to be sound. Giving the semantics in Alloy allows us to model the
laws proposed in Alloy and check some of them, for a predefined scope, using the Alloy
Analyzer. Before proving the laws manually, we first checked them with the tool, which
gives us some confidence that they are sound. Besides defining the semantics, in order to
prove that model transformations preserve semantics, we defined an equivalence notion
stating in which conditions two Alloy models have the same meaning.

We prefer to propose laws for Alloy rather than Unified Modeling Language (UML) [3]
and the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [29], because Alloy has a much simpler se-
mantics. Nevertheless, Alloy is expressive enough to model a variety of applications.
Our laws can also be useful for reasoning about UML class diagrams, by providing a
semantics for UML class diagrams based on Alloy, as similarly described elsewhere [44]
using a previous version of Alloy. Another advantage of Alloy is the support for auto-
matic specification analysis, which is an important aspect for using formal methods in
practice.

In addition to clarify aspects of Alloy’s semantics, these basic laws serve as a basis
for deriving more elaborate laws and refactorings for practical applications of model
transformations, such as introducing design patterns to a model. Code refactoring [11]
is the process of changing a software in such a way that it does not alter the external
behaviour of the code yet improves its internal structure. However, in this research
we are dealing with models and focus on design refactorings — large-grained model
transformations that preserve semantics of the models and may improve reusability,
readability, and the structure of the specification.

We also show how to use the laws to derive the Extract Interface refactoring, that,
for instance, helps us to introduce the Observer [12] design pattern into a model. Since
we proved that the basic laws preserve semantics, we assure that these more elaborate
laws, derived using the basic laws, also preserve semantics.

Related work [9, 31, 14] has proposed some transformations for UML class diagrams.
However, they do not offer a comprehensive set of modeling laws that can derive more
complex transformations. In addition, some of them do not completely preserve seman-
tics.

In order to help the user to check the preconditions and to apply a law, we extended
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the Alloy Analyzer with some of the laws. We implement them using Document Object
Model (DOM) and eXtensible Stylesheet Language Transformation (XSLT) [2]. As a
result, we collected general guidelines to implement transformation systems. We think
that they can also be used to make transformations between models to code. Therefore,
these guidelines should be useful in Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [30] to make
transformations between models (Platform Independent Model and Platform Specific
Model) of the same type and of different types, and from Platform Specific Models to
code.

The main contributions of this research are the following:

1. Define a partial denotational semantics for Alloy that is used not only to clarify
the language’s constructs meaning but also to check the soundness of the laws;

2. Propose an equivalence notion stating in which conditions two Alloy models have
the same meaning;

3. Propose a set of basic laws for Alloy in order to assist the designer to do semantics-
preserving model transformations;

4. Derive design refactorings from these basic laws in order to improve the reusability,
readability and structure of a model;

5. Implement some of the laws proposed to facilitate the user to automatically check
the preconditions and apply the law. We proposed general guidelines to implement
transformation systems.

This dissertation has six chapters in addition to this one, and three appendices. The
contents of each chapter are described next:

• Chapter 2 overviews Alloy, describing some constructs that we use in the follow-
ing chapters. Moreover, it shows how we can make analysis and simulations using
the Alloy Analyzer.

• Chapter 3 proposes a denotational semantics for Alloy, using itself. Additionally,
we show an equivalence notion stating in which conditions two Alloy models are
equivalent.

• Chapter 4 proposes a set of basic laws for Alloy, and shows how we prove them
using the denotational semantics proposed in the previous chapter.

• Chapter 5 shows how we can use the basic laws in order to derive more elaborate
laws. Moreover, it presents how we can use the laws to refactor a simplified version
of Java Types specification.

• Chapter 6 discusses how we extended the Alloy Analyzer tool with some basic
laws. The implementation of these laws helps the user to automatically apply
them.

• Chapter 7 summarizes the contributions of this research, discusses some related
and future work, and presents our conclusions.
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• Appendix A shows the entire specification in Alloy of a denotational semantics
for part of Alloy.

• Appendix B proves that equivalentModules, which is a function used to check
whether two modules have the same meaning, is an equivalence relation.

• Appendix C shows the formal proof of some of the basic laws proposed.



Chapter 2

Alloy Overview

In this chapter, we provide an overview of the Alloy specification language.
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Alloy [19] is a formal object-oriented modeling language, based on first-order logic
and expressive enough to model various kinds of applications. Alloy is similar to OCL
and UML, but it has a simpler syntax and semantics, being designed for automatic
analysis. Moreover, Alloy is a fully declarative language, whereas OCL mixes declarative
and operational elements.

In this chapter, we give an overview of Alloy 2.0, which is a strongly typed language
that assumes a universe of elements partitioned into subsets, each of which associated
with a basic type. An Alloy model or specification is a sequence of paragraphs of two
kinds: signatures that are used for defining new types, and formula paragraph, such
as facts and functions, used to record constraints. Finally, we show how to perform
analysis using the Alloy Analyzer tool.

2.1 Alloy

In this section, we describe some of the Alloy constructs. As mentioned earlier, an Alloy
specification is composed of a set of paragraphs. Next, we first describe the signature
paragraph and then some formula paragraphs, such as facts, functions and assertions.

2.1.1 Signatures

A signature paragraph introduces a basic type — if it does not extend another signature
— and a collection of relations, called fields, along with the types of the fields and other
constraints on the values they relate. If a signature extends another, then its type is
the parent signature type. Each signature contains a set of objects (elements). These
objects can be related by the relations declared in the signatures.

In order to show how to use Alloy constructs, suppose that we want to model in Alloy
part of a Bank system described by the object model [32] in Figure 2.1. Each box in an
object model represents a set of objects (values or elements). The arrows are relations,
sometimes called associations, and they indicate how objects of a set are related to
objects in other sets. A single arrow represents both a relation and its inverse. For
instance, the arrow labeled id from Customer to String shows that each object from
Customer has a relation whose value object is a String object.

An arrow with a closed head form, such as from CheckingAccount to Account,
denotes a subset relationship. In this case, CheckingAccount is a subset of Class.
If two subsets share an arrow, they are disjoint. For instance, CheckingAccount and
SavingsAccount are disjoint. If the arrowhead is filled, the subsets exhaust the superset,
so there are no members of the superset that are not members of one of the subsets.
In this case, the subsets form a partition: every member of the superset belongs to
exactly one subset. The ! notation in the BankFacade box indicates that the set this
box represents contains one object.

The multiplicity symbols are: ! (exactly one), ? (zero or one), * (zero or more) and
+ (one or more). Multiplicities annotations can appear on both ends of the arrow. If
a multiplicity symbol is omitted, * is assumed. Alloy is compatible with the graphical
object model notation [20].
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Figure 2.1: Bank System Object Model

The most common approach to model the Bank system is to have each account
relating to a branch rather than two relations, one in each subsignature (checking and
savings account). However, we declare them in this way in order to show in Chapter
5 how we can use the basic laws proposed in Chapter 4 to refactor this specification.
Moreover, there is no relation between a customer and account, such as stating that
each customer owns an account. We do not declare it in order to show how analysis
performed by the Alloy Analyzer can help to expose some missing structural properties
in the model.

After describing the graphical object model notation, we begin to specify the problem
in Alloy. The following fragment introduces four signatures and four relations that model
part of the Bank system. It declares that each bank has a set of accounts and a set of
customers. Each customer has an identifier and a bank card. In Alloy, we can declare
several signatures at once if they do not declare any relation, as showed in the declaration
of String and BankCard.

sig Bank {
accounts: set Account,
customers: set Customer

}
sig Customer {
id: String,
c: scalar BankCard

}
sig String, BankCard {}

In the field declaration of the Bank signature, the set relation qualifier type specifies
that accounts maps each value assigned to Bank to a set of values in Account. If we
omit the relation qualifier type, as in the declaration of the id relation, each customer
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has exactly one identifier (total function). We can declare relations with two other
relation qualifier type: scalar and option. The first one introduces a total function,
like omitting a relation qualifier type, and the last one a partial function.

In the Bank system described in Figure 2.1, there are two kinds of accounts: checking
and savings. Each of these is related to a branch, as stated next. In Alloy, one signature
can extend another one establishing that the extended signature is a subset of the
parent signature. For instance, the values given to CheckingAccount form a subset of
the values given to Account. This does not introduce another basic type in Alloy 2.0.
The extended signature (subsiganture) has the same type as the parent signature. Two
signatures that have the same type cannot have relations with the same name. It is
important to stress that a signature cannot extend itself direct or indirectly.

sig Branch {}
sig Account {}

sig CheckingAccount extends Account {
chBranch: Branch

}

sig SavingsAccount extends Account {
saBranch: Branch

}

Declaring a field in a subsignature is like declaring it in the root signature, with an
explicit fact constraining the domain of the field to be a subset of the subsignature.
In other words, the field maps only values from the subsignature. The previous frag-
ment does not states that CheckingAccount and SavingsAccount form a partition of
Account. We have to declare an explicit constraint, as described in the following section.

Finally, the last signature showed in Figure 2.1 is the BankFacade signature. It
follows the Facade and Singleton design patterns [12]. The first pattern represents a
unified interface from which the Bank system’s services can be accessed. The second
design pattern states that there exists exactly one instance of BankFacade during the
application’s run time. In Alloy, signatures declared with the static keyword denotes
that the signature has exactly one element. For example, BankFacade has one element
(Singleton). This element is related to a set of branches by the branches relation. So,
this signature represents the Bank system entry point.

static sig BankFacade {
branches: set Branch

}

In Alloy, it is possible to declare relations with arity greater than two using the ->

symbol between the signatures. In these cases, we cannot use any relation qualifier type.
In the following example, we introduce a ternary relation indicating that each bank has
a set of customers and each customer has a String (an identifier). The ! multiplicity
marking denotes exactly one. More details about how to declare relations with arity
greater than two and the other multiplicity markings can be found elsewhere [19].
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sig Bank {
customers: Customer->!String

}

2.1.2 Facts

In this section, we describe one of the possible formula paragraphs. A fact is used to
package assumptions that always hold. For instance, the subsequent fragment introduces
a fact named BankRestrictions.

fact BankRestrictions {
no disj c1,c2: Customer | (c1.id) = (c2.id)
all acc: Account | one acc.~accounts
all card: BankCard | one card.~c
no CheckingAccount & SavingsAccount
Account = CheckingAccount + SavingsAccount

}

This paragraph has five formulae. The first one states that does not exist two distinct
customers with the same identifier. The no keyword is a quantifier, in this case. But
when applied to an expression, such as in the fourth formula, defines a predicate stating
that there is no element in the expression. We use disj before the c1 and c2 customers
to indicate that they are disjoint (different).

The join p.q of relations p and q is the relation we get by taking every combination
of an element in p and an element in q, and including their join, if it exists. The relations
p and q may have any arity, as long as they are not both unary. The right type of p must
match the left type of q. This is a generalized definition of the standard join operator.
For instance, the join of c1.id, where c1 is a customer and id is a binary relation that
relates customers to strings, yields the identifier which is the relational image of c1 in
id. This expression yields the identifier of a customer.

The second constraint indicates that each account is related to one bank in the
accounts relation. The all keyword denotes the universal quantifier. The ˜ operator
corresponds to the transpose of a relation. In Alloy, there are other relational operators,
such as * and ˆ. They correspond, respectively, to reflexive transitive closure and
transitive closure. The one keyword, when applied to an expression, as in the second
and third formulae, defines a predicate stating that there is one element in the expression.
The one keyword can also be used as a quantifier. The second formula is equivalent to
all acc:Account | #acc.~accounts=1, in which we use the # cardinality operator.

The third formula of BankRestrictions indicates that each bank card belongs to a
customer. The last two formulae indicate that CheckingAccount and SavingsAccount

form a partition of Account. Therefore, they state that there exists no account that is
both checking and savings account, and any account is exclusively a checking or savings
account. The & and + set operators correspond to the intersection and union operators,
respectively. In Alloy, there is another set operator that is the difference set operator (-).
The last four formulae of BankRestrictions express the last restrictions imposed by the
object model in Figure 2.1 that were not possible to state in the signature declarations
described in the previous section.
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In Alloy, the fact formulae are implicitly declared as a conjunction. We can also
declare the implicit constraints explicitly in a fact. For instance, the next formula
states the implicit constraint imposed by scalar in the declaration of the c relation of
Customer. It indicates that each customer has exactly one bank card.

all cust: Customer | one cust.c

Every expression, in Alloy, denotes a relation [19]. There are no sets of atoms; they
are represented by unary relations. And there are no scalars; they are represented by
singleton unary relations, which are relations with one column and one row. So, where
a conventional language would distinguish a (a scalar), {a} (a singleton set containing
a scalar), (a) (a tuple) and {(a)} (a relation), Alloy treats them all as the same, and
represents them as {(a)}.

However, this may lead to some undesired results. For instance, suppose that we have
a constraint stating that there is no bank that has a savings account and this constraint
is stated by the following formula. This formula implies that all banks have at least one
checking account. When a bank does not have accounts, the b.accounts expression
yields the empty relation, making the formula invalid, since the empty relation belongs
to all relation types.

no b: Bank | b.accounts in SavingsAccount

In order to avoid this situation, it is better to always check whether an expression
is not empty, as in the following formula. The some keyword, when applied to an
expression, defines a predicate stating that there is at least one element in the expression.
Sometimes it can also be used as an existential quantifier. The && notation denotes the
conjunction logical operator. The || notation denotes the disjunction logical operator.
The in keyword in the previous formula denotes membership. Sometimes it can also
denote a subset operator.

no b: Bank | (some b.accounts) && (b.accounts in SavingsAccount)

The meaning of an Alloy specification is the set of all valid assignments to all global
constants (signature names and field names) [23]. A valid assignment must satisfy
all implicit and explicit constraints of a model. In the Bank system, for example, it
consists of assignments to the signature names, such as Bank and Account, and to the
relation names, such as accounts and id. For example, all assignments to id have
to relate each customer to a different identifier in order to satisfy the first formula of
BankRestrictions and all assignments to BankFacade must have one element since this
signature is declared with the static keyword.

Next, we show part of a valid assignment for the Bank specification, giving mappings
for Bank, Account, Customer, String, accounts and id. It represents a Bank system
that has two banks. One of them does not have accounts and the other has two accounts.
Moreover, there is two customers.

Bank -> { b1,b2 }
Account -> { acc1,acc2 }
Customer -> { c1,c2 }
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String -> { s1,s2,s3 }
accounts -> { (b1,acc1),(b1,acc2) }
id -> { (c1,s1),(c2,s2) }

2.1.3 Functions

Functions are parameterized formulae that can be applied by binding their parameters
to expressions whose types match the declared parameter types. They are especially
useful for specifying the behavior of the system operations. The subsequent example
declares a function that adds an account to a specific bank and yields a bank with the
new account added.

det fun Bank::addAccount(acc:Account):Bank {
result.accounts = this.accounts + acc
result.customers = this.customers

}

The keywords this and result are anonymous variables that contain the receiver
and result arguments. So this function yields a bank that contains the same customers
as the receiver argument and has the same account set augmented with the account
received as parameter. The det keyword indicates that the addAccount function is de-
terministic. A function paragraph without the det keyword may be non-deterministic.
It is important to notice that some of the functions paragraphs may no be a mathemat-
ical function, such as the following function (dom). More details about this can be found
elsewhere [19]. The receiver type is declared before the function name (addAccount)
and the result type is declared after the parameter declarations. In this example, they
have the same type (Bank).

In Alloy, it is possible to declare polymorphic functions. For instance, suppose that
we need a general function which yields the domain of any binary relation, as declared
next:

det fun dom [X,Y] (f:X->Y): set X {
result = f.Y

}

The notation -> represents the product operator that combines every element in the
left operand with every element in the right operand and concatenates them. These
elements can also be a tuple of elements. When applied to sets, this operator represents
the standard Cartesian product.

When using polymorphic functions, it is not required to specify the X and Y signa-
ture variables explicitly. The signature variables are declared inside the brackets. In
functions, we declare them after the name and before the parameters. Suppose that the
domain of bank accounts is required, we illustrate how we can apply this function next.

dom(accounts)

In the same way, we can declare polymorphic signatures. For example, suppose that
we need to model a generic list. The subsequent declaration allows us to model this in
Alloy.
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sig List[T] {
elem: T,
next: option List[T]

}

Using polymorphic signatures, we must specify the signature variables explicitly, such
as T in the previous example. In signatures, we declare the signature variables after its
name and before its extensions. Suppose that the Bank system requires a log which
contains a list of messages. Next, we illustrate the declaration of the Log signature.
Moreover, the messages has the String type.

sig Log {
messages: List[String]

}

The subsequent fragment shows a function that yields the first message of a log. It
is important to stress that the this.messages.elem expression has the String type.
Furthermore, in this example, the receiver and result arguments have different types
(Log and String).

det fun Log::firstMessage():String {
result = this.messages.elem

}

In order to yield the first message of all logs, we can apply the previous function as
follows:

Log..firstMessage()

using the .. notation between the receiver argument and the function name. There is
another way to apply a function that is described elsewhere [19].

2.1.4 Assertions

Assertions are another formula paragraph which contains formulae intended to follow
from the model constraints. The following example shows an assertion, containing a
formula stating that customers’ identifiers are distinct.

assert customerAssertion {
all disj c1,c2: Customer | (c1.id) != (c2.id)

}

The ! symbol before = denotes a negation. Using the commands, which are ex-
plained next, the Alloy Analyzer tool checks that this assertion is valid. Besides checking
whether a formula holds from a specification, assertions can be used to check whether
two formulae are equivalent, as showed in the subsequent assertion.

assert equivalentFormulaeAssertion {
(no disj c1,c2: Customer | (c1.id) = (c2.id)) <=>

(all disj c1,c2: Customer | (c1.id) != (c2.id))
}
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The <=> notation represents a bi-implication. However, the tool may find some
counterexamples indicating that the formulae in the assertion do not follow from the
specification’s constraints. For instance, the next assertion does not hold for the Bank
system. It checks whether two customers have different identifiers. This assertion is
equivalent to the first one (customerAssertion) except that the following one does not
use disjoint after the universal quantifier.

assert invalidAssertion {
all c1,c2: Customer | (c1.id) != (c2.id)

}

Figure 2.2: Assertion Counterexample

Analyzing the previous assertion, the tool returns a counterexample showed in Figure
2.2. This instance shows a Bank system in which there is one branch and one savings
account that belongs to a bank which has two customers. There is also another bank
that has no customers and accounts. The c1 and c2 customers of invalidAssertion
are given to the same customer (Customer 1). So, the previous assertion is invalid when
considering the same customer. The same customer cannot have a different identifier.

Therefore, the counterexamples generated by the tool can help us to identify why an
assertion does not hold. Besides, it can show whether a specification is underconstrained
(has less constraints than it is supposed to have). Suppose that the Bank system does
not allow a bank that has no accounts. Looking at Figure 2.2, we notice that there is
a bank (Bank 0) that has no accounts. Therefore, we need to add an extra constraint
in the specification. Moreover, instances can expose that we forget to model some
structural properties. For instance, analyzing the previous instance, we noticed that
there is no relation between accounts and customers. Therefore, we need to declare the
owner relation between them.

This analysis enables an incremental process of specification [20]. One starts with a
minimal model, and performs a variety of simulations to detect under or overconstrained
(has more constraints than it is supposed to have) models. Intended consequences are
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formulated, with counterexamples suggesting additional constraints to be added or re-
moved from the specification. This process helps to produce a specification that has the
desired properties, and no more. Consequently, this assists us to follow the attributes of
good specifications stated by Liskov [32]. A specification should be sufficiently general
to not preclude acceptable implementations, sufficiently restrictive to rule out imple-
mentations that are unacceptable to an abstraction’s users, and clear so it would be
easy for users to understand.

2.1.5 Modules

Alloy specifications are organized into modules. In fact, we can declare an entire spec-
ification in a single module. However, in order to reuse some parts of a model or to
structure large models, we can declare several modules and import them. Alloy’s module
system [19] is a simplified version of Java’s package system. Modules can be arranged
in a tree, and are given pathnames from the root. The names of the files containing the
modules, and their locations in the directory hierarchy, must match the module names.

Next, we illustrate an example that a specification is declared in the bankSystem

module and imports two other modules: bank/Branch and bank/Account.

module bankSystem
open bank/Branch
uses bank/Account

We can use open and uses keywords to import another module. The difference
between them is that the paragraphs imported with the open keyword do not require
putting the module’s name before the paragraph’s name in order to use it. Suppose
that addAccount is declared in the bank/Account module and we want to refer to this
function in the bankSystem module. We can apply this function to the b bank, as
follows:

b..bank/Account/addAccount(..)

The general structure of an Alloy specification is to first declare a module’s name,
then import a set of modules and finally declare a set of paragraphs and commands,
which are explained in the following section. It is important to mention that it is not
possible to have two paragraphs with the same name in the same module.

2.2 Alloy Analyzer

Alloy Analyzer is the tool used to perform analysis in Alloy’s specifications. It can be
used to find a solution for a specification or to verify whether some property holds. We
used the version 2 of the tool in this work. In this section, we describe the commands
used for the tool.

In Alloy, we can declare two commands: check and run. The first one is used to
verify whether some assertion is valid for a predefined scope. If it does not hold, the
tool shows the values given to the global constants (the signature and relation names)
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that contradict the assertion’s formulae, as showed in Figure 2.2. So, this command
checks whether the assertion’s formulae can be deduced from the implicit and explicit
constraints of the specification. In the next fragment, there is an example of a check

command.

check customerAssertion for 5

The previous command checks the customerAssertion assertion with at most five
different values (atoms) for each basic type. The number five is the scope’s size. We can
also exclude a particular fact from the analysis, as stated in the subsequent command
which excludes all BankRestrictions’s formulae.

check customerAssertion for 5 without BankRestrictions

The run command is used to find a solution (instance) that satisfies a specific function
for a predefined scope. Its syntax is similar to the check command expects that run is
applied to functions rather than assertions.

run addAccount for 3 but 2 Bank

The previous command tries to find a solution for a specification giving at most
three values for each basic type, except to Bank, which is given at most two values. It
is important to stress that this solution must satisfy all implicit and explicit constraints
of the specification, besides the formulae declared in the function. Similarly, we can
restrict the maximum number of elements for each signature in the check command as
well.

Figure 2.3: Bank System Solution

Figure 2.3 shows an instance that the tool returns running the last command for
the Bank system specification, which has a bank that contains one customer and one
savings and one checking account. The system has one branch, which is related to
the two accounts. This kind of simulation [20] (running functions) helps catch errors
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of overconstraint, by reporting, contrary to the user’s intent, that no instance exists
within the finite bounds of a given scope, or by showing instances with an unintended
structural property. In the graphic generated by the tool when running functions, it is a
convention to treat the receiver argument with the number zero and the result argument
with the number two. Bank 0 is the receiver and result argument in Figure 2.3, since it
is labeled with the number zero and two, respectively. Since the receiver and the result
argument are the same, this instance shows a situation when an account (Account 1) is
added to a bank (Bank 0), which already contains it. In case a bank does not contain an
account, the instance generated by the tool must show two distinct banks representing
the system before and after the account introduction.

The simulations performed by the tool are sound and incomplete. If there is some
instance that contradicts an assertion or a solution that satisfies a function for a prede-
fined scope, the tool shows the instance. However, if the tool does not find any model
running functions or checking assertions for a predefined scope, we cannot conclude
anything. So, if the tool does not find a counterexample for an assertion, we cannot
conclude that the formulae declared in the assertion are theorems since the tool is not
a theorem prover. By increasing the scope, however, we can gain greater confidence.
Figure 2.4 describes a hypothesis1, stated by Jackson based on his empirical results,
that the smallest revealing scope is five. In cases when we cannot conclude anything
about a simulation, he argues that making analysis in a specification within this scope,
we have ninety percent of confidence that an assertion is valid or a function does not
have a solution.

Figure 2.4: Smallest Revealing Scope

Models in Alloy are characterized as being concise, analyzable, declarative and struc-
tural. None of these features is new in itself. For example, Martin Fowler’s analysis pat-
terns [10] are small; as mentioned before, formal specifications in Z [41] are declarative
and structural; and model checking languages are analyzable. Alloy is different because

1http://sdg.lcs.mit.edu/˜dnj/talks/zb2003/zb2003.noanim.pdf

http://sdg.lcs.mit.edu/~dnj/talks/zb2003/zb2003.noanim.pdf
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it is declarative and analyzable at the same time, characteristics that, for a long time,
have been assumed not coexistent on any model notation. Therefore, it is possible in
Alloy to automate different kinds of simulations and analysis [22, 18, 21, 24], as shown
in this chapter.

Many of the Alloy’s benefits [20], however, are due to its tool. The ability to ex-
periment with a model, generate samples, and check properties for a predefined scope,
changes the very nature of modeling. It gives a sense of concrete progress, and exposes
errors more rapidly and directly than an expert reader.



Chapter 3

Alloy Semantics

In this chapter, we propose a denotational semantics for Alloy and an equivalence notion
for Alloy specifications.
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In this chapter, we describe a denotational semantics for a subset of Alloy, using Alloy
itself. First, we give a metamodel of Alloy. Although the Alloy semantics is simple,
since it is mostly based on first-order logic, all constructs of the language have not
been formally defined yet. Besides clarifying the semantics of the Alloy constructs, this
definition assists us on checking manually whether Alloy basic laws, which we propose
in the next chapter, are sound.

The analysis performed by the tool not only improves our understanding of the
language constructs, but also helps us to detect some errors and subtle situations in the
semantics proposed that we were not thinking before. This interactive process improves
our confidence that the semantics proposed is sound. We decided to propose a semantics
for Alloy, after some attempts proposing laws for the language. However, most of the
times, we realized later on that the laws were not consistent.

Another interesting aspect of this definition is that it allows us to model the basic laws
and to check their consistency, for a predefined scope, using the Alloy Analyzer, which
give us more confidence on their validity. So, we not only improve our understanding of
the transformations that we were proposing analyzing the counterexamples generated
by the tool, but also do not waste time trying to manually prove something that is not
valid.

Three kinds of formula, such as shBranch = chBranch, Bank.accounts = Account

and #BankFacade = 1, can be expressed in the proposed semantics. We impose this
restriction because we cannot declare recursive functions in Alloy (some of the proposed
functions do not scale). Moreover, we consider that each model is declared in a single
module and can only contain binary relations. The proposed semantics gives the mean-
ing of most features of the Alloy kernel, except some kinds of formulae and expressions
whose semantics are described elsewhere [20].

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We first propose a denotational
semantics for Alloy, describing its abstract syntax and semantic interpretation using
Alloy itself. Next, we introduce an equivalence notion for Alloy models, stating in
which conditions two Alloy specifications have the same meaning.

3.1 Abstract Syntax

An Alloy model consists of a set of modules. For simplicity, we do not consider all
Alloy constructs; for instance we omit imports. Therefore, we consider that each model
consists of a single module. Moreover, since functions are actually syntactic as explained
elsewhere [19], they are ignored. Similarly, the assertion paragraph and commands are
ignored since they are used by the Alloy Analyzer for performing analysis; they do not
affect the meaning of a model.

An Alloy specification declares a set of signatures and formulae. The following
fragment illustrates the definition of an Alloy module.

sig Module {
signatures: set Signature,
formulae: set Formula

}

The set of formulae represents all formulae declared in all facts in a module.
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3.1.1 Signature

Each signature has a name and a type. In addition, it may extend a set of signatures
and declare a set of relations. Next, we model Alloy’s signature paragraph.

sig Signature {
name: SignatureName,
extensions: set Signature,
relations: set Relation,
type: SignatureName

}

A signature introduces a new basic type to a model if the signature does not ex-
tend other signatures, as described in Chapter 2. The type of a signature is its name
if it does not extend other signatures, or is the name of its parent signature. Polymor-
phic signatures can also be seen as syntactic; so we do not include type parameters in
Signature. A signature declared with a type parameter can be replaced by the corre-
sponding parameterless signature where the type parameters are instantiated with the
signature variables passed as arguments.

In Alloy, we have two kinds of names: signature and relation names.

sig Name {}
part sig SignatureName, RelationName extends Name {}

The part keyword denotes a partition. We consider them differently in order to simplify
the definition of some semantic functions proposed next. Otherwise, tests on names
would be required.

Signature’s relations (fields) have a name and a type. The Seq polymorphic signature
models a sequence. This signature is included in the Alloy Analyzer tool package. It is
used in the Relation signature to contain the types of a relation.

sig Relation {
name: RelationName,
type: Seq[Name]

}

For instance, in the Bank system presented in Chapter 2, the accounts relation
declared in Bank has the accounts name and has the Bank->Customer type.

It must be stressed that although we are considering binary relations, as mentioned
before, Relation does not impose the size of the relations arity. We add an extra
constraint in the model stating that there are only binary relations. Therefore, we do
not need to change most of the following constraints stated and semantic functions
proposed here when extending the semantics to relations with any arity.

3.1.2 Expression

In Alloy, we have different sorts of expressions, such as Customer$id, which selects all
identifiers of all instances of Customer, #Customer, which yields the number of cus-
tomers, and Customer which yields all customers. The notation S$r denotes a reference
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to the r relation of the S signature. The first expression is a SigVar expression, the
second is a Cardinality expression and the latter is a Sig expression. For simplicity,
we omit other kinds of expressions. They are modeled in a similar manner. Next, we
describe, besides SigVar, Cardinality and Sig, the number one expression and binary
expressions:

sig Expression {}

disj sig SigVar extends Expression {
sigName’: SignatureName,
var: RelationName

}

disj sig Cardinality extends Expression {
cardExpr: Expression

}

disj sig Sig extends Expression {
sigName’’: SignatureName

}

static disj sig ONE extends Expression {}

disj sig BinaryExpression extends Expression {
l: Expression,
op: BinaryOperator,
r: Expression

}

The subsignatures are declared with the disj qualifier in order to indicate that they
are disjoint. It does not indicate that they partition Expression. It is important to
stress that the sigName’ and sigName’’ relations have different names in order to avoid
name conflict, although they are used for the same purpose. In Alloy, signatures with
the same type cannot declare relations with the same name. Since not all expressions
have a signature name, we cannot declare a relation sigName in Expression.

SigVar is not a binary expression, since $ is not a binary operator in Alloy. Moreover,
similarly, we can introduce a unary expression signature to the semantics proposed and
declare Cardinality as a unary expression. Since we are dealing with a restricted
number of formulae, we prefer not to include more signatures.

It is difficult to deal with numbers in the proposed semantics. One approach is to
declare a signature for each number, but this does not scale. An alternative solution
is to consider only the numbers zero and one. Natural numbers could then be derived
from the composition of sum expressions:

disj sig SumExpression extends Expression {
expr1: Expression,
expr2: Expression

}
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The Customer.id expression, which yields all customers’ identifiers, is an example
of a join binary expression. Its left side is a Sig expression and the right side is a SigVar

expression. Next, we declare the join binary operator:

sig BinaryOperator {}
static part sig JOIN extends BinaryOperator {}

Alloy has other kinds of expressions, such as union and intersection binary expres-
sions, that are modeled similarly.

3.1.3 Formula

Expressions are used for building formulae. An Alloy formula is represented by the
following signature:

sig Formula {}

Some kinds of formulae are built with relational operators. For instance, the formula
Account = Bank.accounts compares two expressions using the equality comparison
operator, which is modeled by the EQUALS signature:

sig ComparisonOperator {}
static part sig EQUALS extends ComparisonOperator {}

The comparison formulae, such as Account = Bank.accounts, are modeled as fol-
lows:

disj sig ComparisonFormula extends Formula {
left: Expression,
op: ComparisonOperator,
right: Expression

}

Alloy supports other types of formulae and logical operators that can be declared in
a similar way; so they are not shown here.

3.1.4 Static Semantics

So far, we have modeled Alloy’s abstract syntax. Now, we begin to describe part of
Alloy’s static semantics. We introduce properties of well-defined Alloy specifications.
For instance, a signature can only extend signatures declared in the same module and
an Alloy model cannot have two signatures with the same name:

all m: Module | m.signatures.*extensions = m.signatures
all m: Module | all disj s1,s2: m.signatures | s1.name != s2.name

The ! symbol before = denotes a negation. In Alloy, a signature can extend another
declared in an imported module. However, the semantics proposed only considers spec-
ifications consisting of a single module. Therefore, a signature can only extend other
signatures declared in the same module.
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All signatures belonging to the same family have the same type. A signature’s
family represents the set of all signatures that extend or are extended by it, directly
or indirectly, including itself. So, the next constraint indicates that signatures, which
extend others, do not introduce a new type, as described in the previous chapter.

all m: Module | all disj s1,s2: m.signatures |
(s2 in s1..family()) => (s1.type = s2.type)

The => symbol denotes an implication. The family function, which yields the set of all
signatures that extend or are extended, direct or indirectly, by a signature, is described
in Appendix A.

For simplicity, we consider that there are not relations with the same name in the
same module, as established next; this simplifies some functions, such as getRelation.
If we do not consider this constraint, this function paragraph could yield more than
one relation. Alloy specifications containing relations with the same name can be easily
modified to satisfy this constraint. Therefore, this simplification does not significantly
restrict the scope of our semantics.

all m: Module | all disj r1,r2: m.signatures.relations | r1.name != r2.name

Another property is that a signature cannot extend itself direct or indirectly, as
stated next.

all m: Module | all s: m.signatures | s !in s.^extensions

The ! symbol before in denotes a negation.
The following property assures that all formulae of a module are well-typed. Sup-

pose that we have the CheckingAccount$chBranch = SavingsAccount$shBranch re-
lation equality comparison formula. In order to assure that this formula is valid in
Alloy, we have to check whether the relations are declared by the signatures and have
the same type, as stated by the following constraint. For instance, the following con-
straint verifies whether chBranch and shBranch are declared by CheckingAccount and
SavingsAccount, respectively, and have the same type (Account->Branch).

all m: Module | all f: m..modFormulae() |
isSigVarEqualityFormula(f) =>

(m..isWellTypedSigVarComparison(f) &&
m..areRelationsDeclaredSigVar(f))

This constraint avoid formulae such as Bank$id = Customer$id, where Bank does
not declare the id relation. The definition of modFormulae, which yields all formu-
lae in a module, isWellTypedSigVarComparison and areRelationsDeclaredSigVar

functions, and other constraints about properties of well-defined Alloy specifications
properties can be found in Appendix A. This appendix contains the complete specifi-
cation of the denotational semantics proposed for part of Alloy.

We establish some other constraints, such as the next one, in order to optimize the
analysis performed by the Alloy Analyzer, but they are not part of the Alloy semantics.
Since we are only dealing with binary relations, the size of a sequence containing the
relation’s type is two:
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all r: Relation | #(r.type..SeqInds()) = 2

In Seq, every element of a sequence has a different index. The SeqInds function yields
all indexes of a sequence. Since the basic laws proposed in Chapter 4 only deals with
binary relations, we can prove their soundness using the semantics proposed.

3.2 Semantic Interpretation

The meaning of an Alloy specification is the set of all valid assignments of values (atoms)
to global constants — the signatures and the field names [23]. A valid assignment
(mapping or environment [20]) satisfies all implicit and explicit specification constraints.
We model assignments as interpretations.

sig Atom {}

sig Interpretation {
map: Name -> Seq[Atom]

}

The Atom signature denotes the values given to global constants. An interpretation
contains a set of mappings for a set of specification’s global constants. It relates a
signature name to a sequence, which has one atom, and a relation name to a sequence,
which has two atoms since we only consider binary relations. These constraints are
declared in Appendix A.

3.2.1 Semantic Function

In this section, we propose a function responsible for stating whether an interpretation
satisfies the semantics of a module. An interpretation is part of the semantics of a given
module if it satisfies all implicit and explicit constraints of a module:

det fun Module::semantics(map:Name->Seq[Atom]) {
this..satisfyImplicitFacts(map)
all f: this..modFormulae() | satisfyFormula(f,map)

}

In Alloy, if a function does not specify its result type, it is assumed that the result
type is boolean, like the previous function. If a name is not mapped in map, it is assumed
that the name is mapped to the empty set. Initially, we model the semantics function
yielding a set of all valid interpretations, as declared next:

det fun Module::semantics():set Interpretation {
result = { i:Intepretation | this..semantics(i.map) }

}

For instance, suppose that a module has twenty valid interpretations that satisfy its
semantics. Performing analysis in the second version of semantics using the tool with
a scope of five, the tool generates at most five valid interpretations for a module rather
than twenty, as expected. The tool restricts the number of values given to signatures
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when checking some assertion or running a function. Therefore, we prefer to use the first
version of semantics, which establishes whether an interpretation satisfies the semantics
of a module.

3.2.2 Implicit Constraints

After describing the semantics function, we show the functions indicating whether a
mapping satisfies the implicit constraint of a specification.

det fun Module::satisfyImplicitFacts(map:Name->Seq[Atom]) {
all n: this..modNames() | this..satisfyExtends(n,map)

}

The previous function indicates that all names of a module must satisfy the implicit
fact introduced by extends. Other Alloy implicit facts can be seen as syntactic. For
example, signatures declared with the disjoint, exhaust or partition qualifiers can be
represented by unqualified signatures with explicit facts. Moreover, qualified relations
can be replaced by another relation without a qualifier and with a formula stating the
total or partial function. Additionally, we consider that all relations are declared in a
signature that does not extend others, as long as with a formula stating that the relation
only relates elements of the subsignature.

The satisfyExtends function establishes that if a given signature extends other
signatures then the values given to this signature name must be a subset of the values
given to its parents.

det fun Module::satisfyExtends(n:Name, map:Name->Seq[Atom]) {
this..hasExtension(n) =>

(n.map in
{ atm:Seq[Atom] | all s: this..modSignature(n).extensions |

atm in (s.name).map })
}

The hasExtension function verifies whether a signature extends others. This function
and the modSignature function, which yields a signature that has a specific name in a
module, are described in Appendix A.

3.2.3 Explicit Constraints

So far, we have described the semantics of implicit facts. Now, we begin to describe the
last constraint of the semantic function: the one that states whether a mapping satisfies
the explicit constraints. The satisfyFormula function indicates that the semantics of
each kind of formula is specified by a different function. We are only dealing with
comparison formulae. The other kinds of formulae are checked accordingly, by adding
more implications to the function below:

det fun satisfyFormula(f:Formula, map:Name->Seq[Atom]) {
isComparison(f) => satisfyComparison(f,map) ...

}
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The satisfyComparison function has specific cases for each kind of comparison. It
is important to observe that this function is similar to the semantics for formulae and
expressions of Alloy proposed elsewhere [20].

det fun satisfyComparison(f:ComparisonFormula, map:Name->Seq[Atom]) {
isEqualsFormula(f) =>

(evalExpression(f.left,map) = evalExpression(f.right,map))
isInFormula(f) =>

(evalExpression(f.left,map) in evalExpression(f.right,map))
isNotEqualsFormula(f) =>

(evalExpression(f.left,map) != evalExpression(f.right,map))
isNotInFormula(f) =>

(evalExpression(f.left,map) !in evalExpression(f.right,map)) ...
}

The evalExpression recurses to evaluate each expression, as showed next. The re-
cursion is in the evalBinaryExpression function. This function tests the kinds of
binary expressions accordingly to its binary operator (union, intersection, complement),
yielding the appropriate result.

det fun evalExpression(exp:Expression, map:Name->Seq[Atom]):set Seq[Atom] {
(isSigExpression(exp) => result = exp.sigName’’.(map))
(isSigVarExpression(exp) => result = exp.var.(map))
(isBinaryExpression(exp) => result = evalBinaryExpression(exp,map)) ...

}

det fun evalBinaryExpression(exp:BinaryExpression,
map:Name->Seq[Atom]):set Seq[Atom] {

let l = evalExpression(exp.l,map), r = evalExpression(exp.r,map) |
((isUnion(exp) => result = (l+r)) &&
(isIntersection(exp) => result = (l&r)) &&
(isComplement(exp) => result = (l-r))) ...

}

Using this approach, it is possible to give a complete semantics to Alloy. However,
the current version of Alloy does not support recursive functions. It must be stressed
that if we can declare recursive functions, we cannot treat them as a syntactic. In this
case, we should also consider them in the semantics proposed.

We have tried a different solution, which does not scale. The satisfyComparison

function has specific cases for each type of formula. We can declare formulae stating
that two relations are equivalent (chBranch = shBranch), a signature is a singleton
(#BankFacede = ONE) and a signature is equivalent to the joining of a signature and a
relation (Bank.accounts = Account). The verification of other comparison formulae is
analogous. However, it must be stressed that there is an infinite number of formulae
combinations, which makes impossible to verify each kind of formula.

det fun satisfyComparison(f:ComparisonFormula, map:Name->Seq[Atom]) {
isSigVarEqualityFormula(f) =>

hasSameAtomsSigVar(f.left,f.right,map)
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isSigSingletonFormula(f) => hasOneAtom(f.left,map)
isJoinAndSigEqualityFormula(f) =>

hasSameAtomsJoinAndSig(f.left,f.right,map)
}

If a formula is a relation equality comparison, the hasSameAtomsSigVar function indi-
cates whether both relations have the same mappings. The verification, whether the
mapping assigns a single element to a signature name, is done by the hasOneAtom

function. Moreover, the hasSameAtomsJoinAndSig function states that the expression
containing the join has the same values of the expression containing the signature name.

It is important to observe that functions indicating whether a mapping satisfies a
formula do not need a module as a parameter. They evaluate each subexpression, giving
a value for each name, and then checks whether the mapping satisfies a formula. There
is no need to retrieve a signature and a relation of a module from a name.

Alloy does not make distinction between scalar and sets, as described in Chapter 2.
In order to avoid the potential problem that this fact can lead, to every function, whose
name is prefixed with is, checks whether the parameter is not empty.

As mentioned before, it must be stressed that we are only taking into consideration
three kinds of formulae, which are not expressive enough to state most of the syntactic
sugar constructs explicitly, such as the partition and disjoint qualifier. These constructs
could be considered by the semantics but there are serious scalability concerns regarding
satisfyComparison. It would have to check every formula combination, which requires
an infinite number of verifications.

In the previous sections, we describe the Alloy’s denotational semantics for part
of the language. Since Alloy does not allow declaring recursive functions, we cannot
propose the complete semantics of formulae and expressions. Our aim proposing part
of semantics for Alloy was to give the semantics of its main constructions, such as
signatures and relations, since the semantics of the other constructions (formulae and
expressions) were already defined [20]. In the next section, we describe the equivalence
notion, used in the basic laws proposed in Chapter 4, stating the conditions under which
two Alloy models have the same meaning.

3.3 Equivalence Notion

In this section, we describe an equivalence notion for Alloy models that is used in the
basic laws proposed in the following chapter. For instance, the laws can be useful to
transform the model shown in Figure 3.1, which shows a transformation introducing a
collection between Bank and Account. We establish that these models have the same
semantics considering a set of signature and relation names that we call alphabet (Σ).
For instance, suppose that Σ contains the Bank, Account and accounts names. If these
models have the same set of mappings to all names in the alphabet, they are equivalent
(have the same meaning). The other names (col, Vector and elems) are auxiliary.

However, accounts does not belong to the right side model. In order to compare its
values, we define a view (v), which contains a set of definitions such as n→exp, where
n is a name and exp is an expression not containing n. For instance, suppose that v is
accounts→col.elems. Notice that accounts is defined in terms of two names that belong
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to the right side model. Therefore, if a model does not have a name, which belongs to
Σ, we first apply a view in order to yield a set of values for this name, and then compare
both mappings.

Figure 3.1: Equivalence Notion

An alphabet has a set of signature and relation names. A view has a set of mappings,
such as n→exp, where n is a name and exp is an expression not containing n. In the
following fragment, we describe them.

sig Alphabet {
names: set Name

}

sig View {
items: set ViewItem

}

sig ViewItem {
left: Name,
right: Expression

}

As mentioned before, we compare two modules only taking into consideration the
names in the alphabet. If these modules have the same set of mappings to all names
in the alphabet, they are equivalent. However, if a module does not have a name, we
first apply a view in order to yield a set of values for this name, and then compare both
mappings. Due to this, we consider an alphabet and a view.

The following function indicates whether two Alloy models are equivalent. The func-
tion establishes that for all interpretations that satisfy the semantics of a module, there is
some interpretation that satisfies the other module’s semantics and both interpretations
have the same mappings to all names in the alphabet.

det fun equivalentModules(M1:Module, M2:Module, a:Alphabet, v:View) {
all map1: Name->Seq[Atom] |

M1..semantics(map1) =>
(some map2: Name->Seq[Atom] |
(M2..semantics(map2) && equivalent(map1,map2,a,v)))
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all map2: Name->Seq[Atom] |
M2..semantics(map2) =>
(some map1: Name->Seq[Atom] |
(M1..semantics(map1) && equivalent(map1,map2,a,v)))

}

The equivalentModules function represents the =Σ,v notation, stating in which
conditions two Alloy models have the same meaning. From now on, when we use =Σ,v,
we are referring to equivalentModules.

Next, we formalize a function that indicates whether two mappings are equivalent
with respect to an alphabet and a view.

det fun equivalent(map1:Name->Seq[Atom], map2:Name->Seq[Atom],
a:Alphabet, v:View) {

(map1 = map2) ||
(validView(map1,map2,a,v) && equivalentMappings(map1,map2,a,v))

}

The first constraint (map1=map2) guarantees the reflexive property of this function.
If the mappings are not equal, a valid view can be used to compare the mappings. If we
do not have the first constraint, modules with the same semantics but with an invalid
view would not be considered equivalent.

The validView function, described next, states that the items in a view only relate
names in the alphabet. The expression of a view item may contain auxiliary names that
are not in the alphabet, as illustrated in the beginning of this section. Moreover, the
name mapped by a view item cannot be referred to by its expression. We do not allow
recursive definitions. Finally, each name in an alphabet is either in the mapping or the
view maps this name to an expression containing names present in the same mapping,
as showed for accounts, which is defined in terms of col and elems, in the beginning
of this section.

det fun validView(map1:Name->Seq[Atom], map2:Name->Seq[Atom],
al: Alphabet, v:View) {

v.items.left in al.names
all item: v.items | item.left !in item.right..expNames()
all a: al.names |

((a !in dom(map1) =>
one item:v.items |
(item.left = a) && (item.right..expNames() in dom(map1))) &&

(a !in dom(map2) =>
one item:v.items |
(item.left = a) && (item.right..expNames() in dom(map2))))

}

The expNames function, which does not scale, yields all names declared in an expression.
The dom function, described in Section 2.1.3, yields the domain of a binary relation.

Two mappings with the same domain are equivalent if they map the same values
to the same names. When domains are different, we apply a view in order to yield
comparable mappings, as stated by the equivalentMappings function.
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det fun equivalentMappings(map1:Name->Seq[Atom], map2:Name->Seq[Atom],
al: Alphabet, v:View) {

all a: al.names |
(((a in dom(map1)) && (a in dom(map2)) => a.map1 = a.map2) &&
((a !in dom(map1)) && (a in dom(map2)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) = a.map2) &&

((a in dom(map1)) && (a !in dom(map2)) =>
a.map1 = a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2))) &&

((a !in dom(map1)) && (a !in dom(map2)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2))))

}

The getViewItem function selects a specific view item from a view that relates a
given name to an expression formed by names that belong to the mapping’s domain
(map).

The applyView function applies a view item to a mapping. It yields the union of the
original mapping with a mapping to the name in the left side of the view. This name
is mapped to the value yielded by the evaluation of the expression (in the right side of
the view) in the context of the original mapping received as a parameter.

det fun ViewItem::applyView(map:Name->Seq[Atom]):Name->Seq[Atom] {
result = map + this.left->(evaluation(this.right,map))

}

We proved that equivalentModules is an equivalence relation. A relation is an
equivalence if it is reflexive, symmetric and transitive [47], as established next.

all M1: Module, a: Alphabet, v: View | equivalentModules(M1,M1,a,v)

all M1,M2: Module, a: Alphabet, v: View |
equivalentModules(M1,M2,a,v) => equivalentModules(M2,M1,a,v)

all M1,M2,M3: Module, a: Alphabet, v: View |
(equivalentModules(M1,M2,a,v) && equivalentModules(M2,M3,a,v)) =>

equivalentModules(M1,M3,a,v)

In Appendix B, we show the formal proof that equivalentModules is an equivalence
relation.



Chapter 4

Basic Laws of Alloy

In this chapter, we propose a number of basic laws for Alloy. They are used to refactor
models and to derive model refactorings.
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In this chapter, we present a set of basic laws proposed for Alloy. These laws state
some properties about signatures, facts, and relations. The models on the left and on
the right side of the laws have the same meaning, since each law preserves semantics,
according to the definition in the previous chapter.

In the proposed laws, we used ps to denote a set of signature and fact paragraphs.
We do not consider other paragraphs since some of them are syntactic sugar and others
are used to perform analysis in the tool.

4.1 Signature Laws

The first law establishes that we can always introduce an empty signature declared with
a fresh name. It also indicates that we can remove an empty signature that is not being
used. Since in Alloy a module cannot have two paragraphs with the same name, we
have a proviso stating that the name of the new signature does not appear in ps.

Law 1 〈introduce empty signature〉
ps

=Σ,v

ps
sig S {}

provided

(→) ps does not declare any paragraph named S; S is not in Σ;
(←) S does not appear in ps; if S is in Σ then v contains an item for S.

We write (→), before the proviso, to indicate that this proviso is required when
applying this law from left to right. Similarly, we use (←) to indicate what is required
when applying the law in the opposite direction, and we use (↔) to indicate that the
proviso is necessary in both directions. It is important to notice that each basic law,
when applied in any direction, defines one transformation that preserves semantics.

It must be stressed that we can only introduce signatures whose names do not belong
to Σ. For instance, suppose that the S→U item belongs to v, where U is a static
signature name declared in ps. So, S is mapped to exactly one element on the left side
of the law. However, after applying the law to introduce it, any number of elements can
be assigned to S, hence not preserving semantics. In case the signature name belongs to
Σ, the next law proposed (Law 2) must be used since it introduces a signature along with
a formula, that is similar to the view item for the introduced signature name. Moreover,
when removing a signature name that belongs to an alphabet, we must assure that there
is a suitable item in v for this name.

The next law states that we can introduce a generalization between two signatures
when they do not have a relation with the same name in their families, in order to
avoid name conflicts, and the name of the new parent signature is not previously used
in the specification. We can also remove a generalization between them if the parent
signature, the relations of its family and the subsignatures are not being used elsewhere.
This proviso guarantees that there is no formula containing S, T and their relations,
except the two formulae stating the partition. Since S and T have different types after
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the generalization removal, this proviso assures that the generalization removal does not
introduce type errors.

Law 2 〈introduce generalization〉
ps
sig S {

rs
}

sig T {

rs′

}

fact F {

forms
}

=Σ,v

ps
sig U {}

sig S extends U {

rs
}

sig T extends U {

rs′

}

fact F {

forms
no S&T
U = S + T

}

provided

(↔) if U belongs to Σ then v contains the U→S + T item;
(→) ps does not declare any paragraph named U ; the families of S and T do not declare
any relation with the same name in ps;
(←) U and the relations declared by its family, S and T do not appear in ps, rs, rs′

and forms.

We write forms and rs to denote a set of formulae and a set of relation declara-
tions, respectively. This law, which is graphically described in Figure 4.1, also holds
for the introduction or removal of a generalization for any number (greater than zero)
of signatures. In case we want to introduce a generalization for one subsignature, it is
only required to add one formula, instead of two (stating partition), indicating that the
parent signature and the subsignature have the same elements.

Figure 4.1: Introduce Generalization Law

The following four laws introduce or remove syntactic sugar constructs for signatures.
The first law states that we can convert a signature to static, provided the specification
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presents a property stating that this signature has one element. We can also remove
the static keyword from a signature, adding a formula to the specification establishing
that the signature has exactly one element.

Law 3 〈introduce static〉
ps
sig S {

rs
}

fact F {

forms
one S

}

=Σ,v

ps
static sig S {

rs
}

fact F {

forms
}

The subsequent law indicates that two subsignatures form a partition of the parent
signature if they are disjoint and their union results in the parent signature.

Law 4 〈introduce partition〉
ps
sig S, T extends U {}

fact F {

forms
U = S + T
no S&T

}

=Σ,v

ps
part sig S, T extends U {}

fact F {

forms
}

The next law states that two subsignatures exhaust the parent signature if their
union yields the parent signature. The part and exh keywords, applied to more than
one signature, can only be used for empty signatures, declared together. However, the
disj keyword can be used in signatures that declare fields. All qualifiers can only be
applied to extension signatures.

Law 5 〈introduce exhaust〉
ps
sig S, T extends U {}

fact F {

forms
U = S + T

}

=Σ,v

ps
exh sig S, T extends U {}

fact F {

forms
}

Finally, the subsequent law establishes that two subsignatures of the same parent
signature are disjoint if they do not have elements in common.
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Law 6 〈introduce disjoint〉
ps
sig S extends U {

rs
}

sig T extends U {

rs′

}

fact F {

forms
no S&T

}

=Σ,v

ps
disj sig S extends U {

rs
}

disj sig T extends U {

rs′

}

fact F {

forms
}

It must be stressed that the latter three laws also hold for the introduction or removal
of a partition, exhaust or disjoint for any number (greater than one) of subsignatures.

4.2 Fact Laws

In this section, we describe a number of laws related to facts. It is important to observe
that laws for facts do not introduce or remove any name. Therefore, none of these laws
have provisos over the alphabet and the view. This notice is also valid for Laws 3-6 and
11-13. The following law is similar to the introduce empty signature law. However, as
Alloy facts cannot be referred to by other paragraphs, the elimination of an empty fact
is always possible.

Law 7 〈introduce empty fact〉
ps

=Σ,v
ps
fact F {}

provided

(→) ps does not declare any paragraph named F .

The next law establishes that we can add or remove a formula from a fact as long
as it can be deduced from other formulae in the specification.
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Law 8 〈introduce formula〉
ps
fact F {

forms
}

=Σ,v

ps
fact F {

forms
f

}

provided

(↔) The formula f can be deduced from the formulae in ps and forms.

Since f is derived from other formulae, we guarantee that both specifications have
the same meaning. The constraints imposed by this formula are already imposed by the
others. From predicate calculus, we infer ’P and Q’ from the ’P => Q’ and ’P’ formu-
lae, where P and Q are arbitrary predicates. Therefore, this law is trivially valid. These
laws presented here focus only on Alloy structures. However, relational operator [43]
and predicate calculus [41] properties can also be applied to Alloy formulae. Another
law indicates that we can always move a formula from one fact to another.

Law 9 〈move formula〉
ps
fact F {

forms
f

}

fact G {

forms′

}

=Σ,v

ps
fact F {

forms
}

fact G {

forms′

f
}

This is possible in Alloy because it does not matter whether one formula is declared in
one fact or in another; the semantics of Alloy specifications treat them as a conjunction
of all fact formulae.

We can think of Laws 1 and 7 as neutral elements. Similarly, Law 8 states the
idempotence property of the conjunction logical operator, whereas Law 9 states the
associative property of the conjunction logical operator.

4.3 Relation Laws

Besides laws for dealing with signatures and facts, we also define laws for manipulating
relations. The next law states that we can introduce a new relation along with its
definition, which is a formula of the form r = exp, establishing a value for the relation.
We can also remove a relation that is not being used.
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Law 10 〈introduce relation and its definition〉
ps
sig S {

rs
}

fact F {

forms
}

=Σ,v

ps
sig S {

rs,
r : set T

}

fact F {

forms
r=exp

}

provided

(↔) if r belongs to Σ, r does not appear in exp and v contains the r→exp item;
(→) The family of S does not declare any relation named r in ps; T is a signature name
declared in ps that does not extend other signatures;
(←) The r relation does not appear in ps and forms.

As stated in the previous chapter, the family of the S signature is the set of all
signatures that have the same type. The precondition stating that the new relation
name does not appear in the S signature family guarantees the absence of name conflicts.
Alloy does not allow two relations with the same name in the same family.

The exp expression can be either r or an expression having the same type of r and
not containing r. It is important to stress that the previous law can be used to simply
introduce a relation, without any definition. We have just to take exp as being r itself,
introducing a tautology, then trivially eliminated using Law 8. Moreover, constraints
involving Σ and v must be carefully introduced. When introducing or removing a
relation, whose name belongs to Σ (but does not appear in exp), we must guarantee
that the r→exp item belongs to v.

A relation qualified as a set of T , declared in the S signature, indicates that ev-
ery element in S relates to any number of T elements. Since it does not impose any
constraint on the mapping, we ensure that the previous law preserves the implicit and
explicit constraints, not introducing inconsistency. On the other hand, due to its implicit
constraint, we cannot introduce a relation declared with the scalar relation qualifier
type since this implicit constraint can contradict previous specification constraints. For
instance, the introduction of the r relation with scalar in the previous law can intro-
duce an inconsistency if there are constraints stating that T is empty and S has at least
one element.

In this context, we can only introduce a relation with the set qualifier. Nevertheless,
if we deduce that this new relation is a total or a partial function, we can apply Law
8 from left to right to introduce this formula. After that, we can change the relation
qualifier type by applying the laws, showed next. Hereafter we use r instead of S$r
because we assume, for simplicity, that there is no other relation with the same name
in the specification.

The following two laws allow us to change a relation’s qualifier type from set to
scalar or option. The first establishes that we can change the relation qualifier type
from set to scalar, or vice-versa, provided r is a total function.
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Law 11 〈change relation qualifier type: from set to scalar〉
ps
sig S {

rs,
r : set T

}

fact F {

forms
all s : S | one s.r

}

=Σ,v

ps
sig S {

rs,
r : scalar T

}

fact F {

forms
}

A similar law is proposed to change the relation qualifier type from set to option

or vice-versa. In this case, we need a formula establishing that r is a partial function.

Law 12 〈change relation qualifier type: from set to option〉
ps
sig S {

rs,
r : set T

}

fact F {

forms
all s : S | sole s.r

}

=Σ,v

ps
sig S {

rs,
r : option T

}

fact F {

forms
}

It is important to notice that Laws 11 and 12 are also valid if the S signature
extends other signatures. However, it is not possible to introduce a relation (Law 10)
in a subsignature since it can make the specification inconsistent. Suppose that we
have the model described in Figure 4.2. We want to introduce the t relation to the T

subsignature.

Figure 4.2: Introducing Relation to a Subsignature

The specification has a constraint stating that it has at least one element (s’) in S

that does not belong to T. Since all elements in S must be related to exactly one element
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in U by r, suppose that s’ relates to u’. Introducing t and the t=r definition in this
model introduce an inconsistency since s’ relates to u’ in r and by the new definition
it also has to be in t. However, s’ does not belong to T. Therefore, we may introduce
an inconsistency when applying Law 10 to a subsignature.

Next, we establish a law for pulling up relations. We can pull up a relation from a
signature to its parent adding a formula stating that this relation only maps elements
of the subsignature. Similarly, we can pull down a relation if the specification has a
formula stating that the relation only relates elements of the subsignature.

Law 13 〈pull up relation〉
ps
sig T {

rs
}

sig S extends T {

rs′,
r : set U

}

fact F {

forms
}

=Σ,v

ps
sig T {

rs,
r : set U

}

sig S extends T {

rs′

}

fact F {

forms
all t : T − S | no t.r

}

Figure 4.3: Pull Up Relation Law

This law is graphically described in Figure 4.3. Finally, the last law states that we
can split a relation between two signatures, by inserting a signature relating them. We
can also remove a signature between two signatures, if it is not being used elsewhere, in
order to relate these signatures directly. This law is graphically described in Figure 4.4.
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Law 14 〈split relation〉
ps
sig S {

rs,
r : set T

}

fact F {

forms
}

=Σ,v

ps
sig S {

rs,
r : set T ,
u : set U

}

fact F {

forms
r = u.t

}

sig U {

t : set T
}

provided

(↔) if r belongs to Σ then v contains the r→u.t item; U , u and t are not in Σ;
(→) ps does not declare any paragraph named U ; the family of S does not declare any
relation named u in ps;
(←) U , t and u do not appear in ps, rs and forms.

Figure 4.4: Split Relation Law

It is important to observe that the r relation can be removed from the model, apply-
ing 10 from right to left. In the next section, we show how we present a formal argument
that the basic laws preserve semantics.

4.4 Soundness

We have proved the soundness of these laws based on the Alloy denotational semantics
proposed in Chapter 3, using a previous equivalence notion [13]. The proof for most laws
is analogous under the equivalence notion described in Chapter 3. The only difference
is in laws that consider views, such as Laws 1, 2, 10 and 14. However, we believe that
minor changes keep the proof valid.
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Before manually proving the soundness of the basic laws, we use the partial deno-
tational semantics proposed in Chapter 3 to describe the basic laws and check, using
the Alloy Analyzer tool, their consistency for a predefined scope. We follow a similar
approach as we did for our equivalence notion. We first check a number of laws using the
tool, for a predefined scope, and then prove their soundness manually. We cannot model
all of them since the denotational semantics proposed does not take into consideration
all kinds of formulae.

Next, we describe Law 1 in Alloy. Suppose that the left side of the law is represented
by the M1 module and the right side by the M2 module. The following fragment describes
both modules, the S signature that we want to introduce or remove, an alphabet (a)
and a view (v):

static part sig M1, M2 extends Module {}
static sig S extends Signature {}
static sig a extends Alphabet {}
static sig v extends View {}

The signature that we want to introduce to a specification is not static, does not
have field declarations, does not extend any other signature and belongs to M2. Both
modules have the same signatures, except S, and the same facts, as stated in the fact
named introduceEmptySignatureConstraints.

fact introduceEmptySignatureConstraints {
no S.relations
no S.extensions
S !in M1.signatures
M1.signatures + S = M2.signatures
M1.formulae = M2.formulae

}

Having described the law, we create an assertion in order to check, for a predefined
scope, using the Alloy Analyzer, whether this law preserves semantics. For that pur-
pose, we apply the equivalence notion, described in Chapter 3. We assure that for all
interpretations that satisfy the semantics of a module, there is some interpretation that
satisfies the other module’s semantics and both interpretations have the same mappings
to all names in the alphabet. If these constraints are valid, we guarantee that both
modules have the same meaning, as stated next:

assert BasicLawAssertion {
equivalentModules(M1,M2,a,v)

}

We checked the law with three atoms for each basic type and do not find a coun-
terexample. However, as mentioned before, the Alloy Analyzer is not a theorem prover.
In Appendix C, we show the formal proof of this law.

Laws 1, 3-7, 9 and 11-12 can be proved manually using the current version of the
proposed semantics. For instance, when applying Law 1 from left to right, we assume
that for every interpretation that satisfies the left side module, this interpretation added
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with any mapping to S satisfies the semantics of the right side module. We can give
any mapping to S, since it does not introduce any implicit fact, and is not in Σ. In a
similar way, every interpretation of the right side, without mappings to S, satisfies the
semantics of the right side module. If the signature name belongs to Σ, we can retrieve
its values, on the left side of the law, applying a view. Consequently, the law preserves
semantics.

As mentioned before, we cannot prove all of them using part of the denotational
semantics proposed since it does not take into consideration all kinds of formulae. How-
ever, including some formulae for stating a partition, we can prove Law 2. Next, we
present a formal argument which explains that it preserves semantics. The values given
to S and T are disjoint on the left side of the law, since they have different basic types.
The S&T formula on the right side states the same constraint. For every valid interpre-
tation of the left side of the law, the same interpretation extended with a mapping to U
satisfies the semantics of the other module. U is mapped to the union of the values given
to S and T , hence satisfying the U = S +T formula and the implicit fact introduced by
the generalization. When removing a generalization, all interpretations that satisfy the
right side module, also satisfies the left side, removing mappings to U .

The laws for facts are sound since introducing or removing an empty fact and a
formula deduced from the specification, and moving a formula between facts do not
change the semantics of a module since both modules have the same signatures and
formulae, hence they are equivalent.

Introducing a relation (Law 10) cannot be proved using the proposed semantics,
since it lacks recursive functions, and r = exp may comprise an infinite number of
formulae. In order to prove that this law is sound, for every valid interpretation of the
left side module, we take the same interpretation, adding a mapping to r. We map r to
the evaluation of exp in the interpretation, hence satisfying the r = exp formula on the
right side. Moreover, since r is declared with the set qualifier, this mapping also satisfies
the implicit constraint introduced by r. When removing a signature, all interpretations
that satisfy the right side of the module also satisfy the left side, removing any mapping
to r, since we do not include new explicit and implicit facts. Therefore, the law preserves
semantics.

We can justify Law 13, including a similar formula, which is stated on the right side
of the law, in the proposed semantics. The values given to r, which is pulled up or down,
are the only values that are subject to change. On the left side of the law, r relates
elements from S to U . On the right side of the law, r relates elements from T to U .
However, there is an explicit constraint indicating that r relates elements from S to U .
Therefore, both modules have the same meaning.

Law 14 can be justified using the proposed semantics if we add one kind of formula
(r = u.t). For every valid interpretation of the left side, we take the same interpretation
adding values to U , u and t. We map U to a same number of elements of S. Since it
does not have any implicit and explicit constraint about it, it is a valid mapping for this
name. We map u, relating each element in S to one different element in U . Finally, we
map t, relating each element in U to the same elements in T that its correspondent to
in S is mapped. Therefore, the r = u.t formula is satisfied. It must be stressed that
this formula does not restrict the number of valid mappings to r. Moreover, since the
new relations are declared with the set qualifier, they can be mapped to any values. It
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is important to observe that we can map these new names differently and still preserve
semantics of the right side of the law. However, these names do not belong to Σ. They
are auxiliary. Applying the law from right to left, we take the same valid interpretation
of the right side, removing mapping given to U , u and t. Since we do not include any
implicit and explicit constraints about the other names, the interpretation satisfies the
left side of the law. We can remove the r = u.t formula since u and t are removed.
Therefore, the law preserves semantics.

The other laws are syntactic sugar. In Appendix C, we show the formal proof of
Laws 1, 3-7, 9 and 11-12. We prefer to propose small-grained transformations because
it is easier to prove that they preserve semantics. Composing them, we can derive
large-grained transformations, consequently preserving semantics. In the next chapter,
we show some examples on how to obtain large-grain transformations using these basic
laws.



Chapter 5

Formal Refactorings

In this chapter, we use the basic laws previously presented in order to refactor models
and derive a number of refactorings.
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In this chapter, we show how we can refactor a simple but non-trivial Alloy specifi-
cation by simply using the laws presented in Chapter 4, and some refactorings (large-
grained transformations) that we obtained using those laws. In the next section, we
show how we refactored a simplified version of the Java types specification.

5.1 Refactoring the Java Types Specification

Maintaining an object-oriented program often requires structural changes, such as chang-
ing the relations between classes. This is useful for software evolution, when designers
are interested in restructuring a specification for improvement, or introducing new re-
quirements in a more adequate way.

We consider a specification that models part of a Java type-checker specification.
This model is part of the Alloy Analyzer distribution package1.

5.1.1 Initial Specification

The specification of Java types describes the basic notions of typing in Java as depicted
in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Object Model of Java Types

As mentioned earlier, the ! notation in the Object box indicates that the set this
box represents contains one element. This model ignores primitive types and null

references. Each Type may have a set of subtypes. Types are partitioned into Class

and Interface types and Object is a particular class. The following Alloy fragments
specify the object model in Figure 5.1.

1http://alloy.mit.edu

http://alloy.mit.edu
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sig Type {
subtypes: set Type

}
sig Class, Interface extends Type {}

As mentioned before, we can declare several signatures at once if they do not declare
any relation, as showed in the declaration of Class and Interface. Moreover, the
extended signatures have the same type as the parent signature. Next we declare the
Object signature.

static sig Object extends Class {}

The following fact declaration states that every type is subtype of Object but is not
a subtype of itself. Additionally, it specifies that every type is a subtype of at most one
class. It also declares that there exists no type that is both class and interface and every
type is exclusively a class or an interface.

fact TypeHierarchy {
Type in (Object.*subtypes)
no t: Type | t in (t.^subtypes)
all t: Type | sole ((t.~subtypes) & Class)
no (Class & Interface)
Type = (Class + Interface)

}

It is important to observe that we can declare Class and Interface using the part

keyword rather than the last two constraints of the previous fact. We define explicit con-
straints in order to facilitate the application of some laws. The keyword sole, when ap-
plied to an expression, defines a predicate. For instance, sole (t.~subtypes & Class)

is true if the expression (t.~subtypes & Class) has at most one element. It can also
be used as a quantifier.

So far, we have specified types in Java. Now we begin to describe part of a simple
type-checker of some expressions. The following signature declarations express that
every object has a type (its creation type) that is a class. A variable may hold an
instance, and has a declared type.

sig Instance {
type: Class

}
sig Variable {
holds: option Instance,
type: Type

}

Finally, the TypeSoundness fact states that all instances held by a variable have
types that are direct or indirect subtypes of the variable’s declared type.

fact TypeSoundness {
all v: Variable | (v.holds.type) in (v.type.*subtypes)

}
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5.1.2 Refactored Specification

The previous model describes Java types in terms of the subtypes relation. However,
we refactor this model for describing Java types in terms of supertype relations such as
extends2 and implements. In order to guarantee that the resulting model is equivalent
to the original one, we should not proceed in an ad hoc way, making arbitrary changes
to the model. In fact, we can use Laws 7, 8, 10 and 12 to change the specification in a
step-by-step way, as illustrated next, preserving its semantics. The desired object model
is showed in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Object Model of Refactored Java Types

We consider that the alphabet Σ is the set of all names declared in the initial speci-
fication and the view v contains the subtypes→˜extends+˜implements item. For sim-
plifying the following refactoring steps, we consider that ps contains the signatures and
facts declared before, except the Type signature. At the end of this section, we show
the complete specification. In order to introduce the new relations, we can use Law 10,
but as this law requires a fact, we first apply Law 7 from left to right to introduce an
empty fact. Alternatively, we can use a fact declared in the specification. Since it has
no effect on the final result, we decided to introduce a new empty fact.

Next, we introduce, using Law 10 from left to right, the relations extends and
implements to the Type signature, and their definitions to the Definitions fact.

ps
sig Type {
subtypes: set Type,
extends: set Class,

2In fact, no relation in Alloy can be named extends because it is a keyword. Nevertheless, we use
it here only for readability.
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implements: set Interface
}
fact Definitions {
implements = (~subtypes & (Type->Interface))
extends = (~subtypes & (Type->Class))

}

It is important to notice that we can apply the law because extends and implements

relations are not declared in the Type’s family and they do not belong to Σ. Moreover,
the types of the new relations are valid in the initial specification.

Our aim is to derive the subtypes definition in order to replace it by its definition
and eventually remove it from the specification. To derive its definition, we use the
fact that extends and implements have the same type (Type -> Type). We use some
predicate calculus, set theory properties [41, 43] and some formulae in the specification,
within brackets, to justify every step in the derivation. Since they have the same type,
we can derive that their union is:

(extends + implements =
(~subtypes & (Type->Class)) + (~subtypes & (Type->Interface)))
[(P&Q + P&R) = (P&(Q+R))]

= (extends + implements =
~subtypes & ((Type->Class) + (Type->Interface)))

[(P->Q) + (P->R) = (P->(Q+R))]
= (extends + implements =

~subtypes & (Type->(Class + Interface)))
[Type = (Class+Interface)]

= (extends + implements = ~subtypes & (Type->Type))
= (extends + implements = ~subtypes) [(P = Q) => (~P = ~Q)]
= (~(extends + implements) = ~~subtypes) [~(P + Q) = (~P + ~Q)]
= (~extends + ~implements = ~~subtypes) [~~P = P]
= (~extends + ~implements = subtypes) [(P = Q) => (Q = P)]
= (subtypes = ~extends + ~implements)

Since this formula is deduced from formulae in the model, we can introduce this
formula to the specification, using Law 8 from left to right.

ps
sig Type {
subtypes: set Type,
extends: set Class,
implements: set Interface

}
fact Definitions {
implements = (~subtypes & (Type->Interface))
extends = (~subtypes & (Type->Class))
subtypes = (~extends + ~implements)

}
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From the third formula of the TypeHierarchy fact, we can deduce a formula stating
that extends is a partial function (all t: Type | sole (t.extends)), as explained
next:

all t: Type | sole ((t.~subtypes) & Class)
[subtypes = ~extends + ~implements]

= all t: Type | sole ((t.~(~extends + ~implements)) & Class)
[~(P+Q) = (~P + ~Q)]

= all t: Type | sole ((t.(~~extends + ~~implements)) & Class)
[r.(P+Q) = (r.P + r.Q)]

= all t: Type | sole ((t.~~extends + t.~~implements) & Class)
[~~P = P]

= all t: Type | sole ((t.extends + t.implements) & Class)
[(P+Q)&R = (P&R + Q&R)]

= all t: Type | sole (((t.extends) & Class) + ((t.implements) & Class))
[no (Class & Interface)]

= all t: Type | sole (((t.extends) & Class) + {}) [(P + {}) = P]
= all t: Type | sole ((t.extends) & Class)
= all t: Type | sole (t.extends)

Then we can apply Law 8 from left to right introducing it to the Definitions fact.

ps
sig Type {
subtypes: set Type,
extends: set Class,
implements: set Interface

}
fact Definitions {
implements = (~subtypes & (Type->Interface))
extends = (~subtypes & (Type->Class))
subtypes = (~extends + ~implements)
all t: Type | sole (t.extends)

}

Now we can change the qualifier type of the extends relation from set to option

applying Law 12 from left to right.

ps
sig Type {
subtypes: set Type,
extends: option Class,
implements: set Interface

}
fact Definitions {
implements = (~subtypes & (Type->Interface))
extends = (~subtypes & (Type->Class))
subtypes = (~extends + ~implements)

}
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Next, we replace the references to the subtypes relation by its definition. It is
important to notice that from every formula containing the subtypes relation, except
its definition, we can derive a formula replacing the subtypes relation by its definition
and insert it to the specification applying Law 8 from left to right. Consequently,
these new formulae can also derive the formulae with subtypes. Next, we can remove
all formulae that contain subtypes from the specification applying Law 8 from right
to left. The notation ps (subtypes = ~extends + ~implements) denotes that every
occurrence of subtypes in ps was replaced by ~extends + ~implements.

ps (subtypes = ~extends + ~implements)
sig Type {
subtypes: set Type,
extends: option Class,
implements: set Interface

}
fact Definitions {
implements = (~(~extends + ~implements) & (Type->Interface))
extends = (~(~extends + ~implements) & (Type->Class))
subtypes = (~extends + ~implements)

}

The resulting first and second formulae of the Definitions fact are trivially valid
formulae. We can deduce, using some set theory properties and formulae in the speci-
fication, that implements=implements and extends=extends, respectively. Since the
proofs are very similar, we only show the proof for the second formula:

extends = (~(~extends + ~implements) & (Type->Class))
[~(P + Q) = (~P + ~Q)]

= (extends = ((~~extends + ~~implements) & (Type->Class))) [~~P = P]
= (extends = ((extends + implements) & (Type->Class)))
[(P + Q)&R = (P&R + Q&R)]

= (extends = ((extends & (Type->Class)) + (implements & (Type->Class))))
[no (Class & Interface)]

= (extends = ((extends & (Type->Class)) + {}))
[P + {} = P]

= (extends = (extends & (Type->Class)))
= (extends = extends)

Therefore, we can remove them applying Law 8 from right to left.

ps (subtypes = ~extends + ~implements)
sig Type {
subtypes: set Type,
extends: option Class,
implements: set Interface

}
fact Definitions {
subtypes = (~extends + ~implements)

}
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Since subtypes does not appear in ps, because we replaced it by its definition, we
can remove this relation and its definition using Law 10 from right to left. Moreover,
v contains an item for subtypes that is identical to its definition. We must check this
proviso, since subtypes belongs to Σ. Next, the Definitions fact becomes empty, being
removed by applying Law 7 from right to left. This is the last step for replacing the
subtypes relation by the extends and implements relations. The resulting specification
is shown next:

sig Type {
extends: option Class,
implements: set Interface

}
part sig Class, Interface extends Type {}

static sig Object extends Class {}

fact TypeHierarchy {
Type in (Object.*(~extends + ~implements))
no t: Type | t in (t.^(~extends + ~implements))
all t: Type | sole ((t.~(~extends + ~implements)) & Class)
no (Class & Interface)
Type = (Class + Interface)

}

sig Instance {
type: Class

}
sig Variable {
holds: option Instance,
type: Type

}

fact TypeSoundness {
all v: Variable | (v.holds.type) in (v.type.*(~extends + ~implements))

}

Now the target specification models the Java types in terms of supertype relation,
having the same meaning as the initial model (in terms of subtypes), since every law
preserves semantics. Although the resulting model presents some formulae that are
hard to read, like some formulae in the TypeHierarchy fact, they can be directly re-
placed applying Law 8. For instance, we can replace the third formula of this fact
by all t: Type | sole (t.extends) using some set theory and predicate calculus
properties and formulae of the specification.

In fact, we can even remove this formula. First, applying Law 12 from right to left
derives the same formula. Next, using Law 8 from right to left we can remove one of
them. Finally, applying Law 12 from left to right results a specification without the
all t: Type | sole (t.extends) formula.

Besides refactoring specifications, we have also derived some large-grained transfor-
mations, such as inserting a collection, which are obtained by composing some basic
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laws. A number of derived transformations are showed in the next section.

5.2 General Transformations

In this section, we show some large-grained model transformations proposed by Jack-
son [17]. They are general since these transformations may be applied to any model
that satisfies their provisos. However, they are not formally defined, stating in which
conditions we can apply them. Therefore, some of the transformations proposed here
are different from the original in order to assure that the semantics is preserved.

We derived these transformations using the basic laws proposed in Chapter 4. There-
fore, we guarantee that they preserve semantics. Some of these general transformations
may also improve reusability, readability and the design structure of the specification.
We consider these general transformations as refactorings.

For each refactoring proposed, we first refactor the Bank System model presented in
Chapter 2 explaining how we can derive it step-by-step. Before refactoring the model,
we apply Laws 11 and 12, from right to left, to some relations in the Bank System, in
order to declare all relations with the set relation qualifier type.

The main target of the basic laws presented before are software architects. Architects
can use them to derive large-grained transformations, such as refactorings to introduce a
design pattern in a model, making them available for the designers. The designers may
use these refactorings for improving their specifications. In the following sections, we
show some of these refactorings. Each refactoring proposed defines two transformations,
like each law. The Jackson’s transformations are defined by applying each refactoring
from left to right.

5.2.1 Reversing a Relation

Usually designers build initial models of a system, later realizing that some relations
were not properly defined. They may want to reverse these relations. This may occur
if the requirements establish, for instance, more queries in one direction than another.
Consequently, it is appropriate to reverse a relation in order to make these queries more
intuitive, improving the readability of the design.

Figure 5.3: Reversing a Relation - Bank Specification

For example, in the Bank model previously described, we may want to reverse the
accounts relation of Bank and create the bank relation in the Account signature, as
showed in Figure 5.3. Relations in Alloy declared in a signature are bidirectional, dif-
ferently from Refinement Object-Oriented Language (ROOL)’s relations [4], which are
unidirectional, as in Java. Next, we show how to refactor the Bank specification using
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the basic laws presented before, in order to reverse the accounts relation. In the end
of this section, we state the Reverse Relation refactoring.

We consider that the alphabet Σ contains all names declared in the initial specifi-
cation and the view v has the accounts→˜bank item. If we had considered that bank

belongs to Σ, the only difference is that v has another item: bank→˜accounts. For
simplicity, it is not considered. Suppose that ps contains a set of paragraphs of the
Bank specification described before, except the Bank and Account signatures. First of
all, we introduce the new relation in the correct signature. In order to introduce the
new relation, we can use Law 10. However as this law requires a fact, we first apply
Law 7 from left to right to introduce an empty fact named RevRelDefinition, which
does not appear in ps.

Next, we introduce the bank relation to Account, using Law 10 from left to right,
along with its definitions into the RevRelDefinition fact. It must be stressed that
Account does not have any relation named bank in its family. This is important because
in Alloy we cannot have two relations with the same name in the same signature family,
as mentioned before. Additionally, bank does not belong to Σ. Therefore, v is not
imposed to include an item for bank.

ps
sig Bank {
accounts: set Account,
customers: set Customer

}
sig Account {
bank: set Bank

}
fact RevRelDefinition {
bank = ~accounts

}

Our aim is to derive the accounts definition in order to replace it by its definition and
eventually remove it from the specification. Applying some predicate calculus properties
to bank’s definition, we deduce that:

bank = ~accounts [(P = Q) => (~P = ~Q)]
= (~bank = ~~accounts) [~~P = P]
= (~bank = accounts) [(P = Q) => (Q = P)]
= (accounts = ~bank)

Since this formula is deduced from a formula in RevRelDefinition, using Law 8
from left to right, we can introduce this formula in the specification.

ps
sig Bank {
accounts: set Account,
customers: set Customer

}
sig Account {
bank: set Bank
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}
fact RevRelDefinition {
bank = ~accounts
accounts = ~bank

}

Next, we replace accounts by its definition. It is important to notice that from
every formula containing accounts, except its definition, we can derive a new formula
replacing accounts by its definition, which is inserted to the specification applying Law
8 from left to right. Consequently, these new formulae can also derive the formulae
with accounts. Next, we can remove all formulae that contain accounts, except its
definition, from the specification applying Law 8 from right to left.

ps (accounts = ~bank)
sig Bank {
accounts: set Account,
customers: set Customer

}
sig Account {
bank: set Bank

}
fact RevRelDefinition {
bank = ~~bank
accounts = ~bank

}

Since accounts does not appear in ps, because we replaced it by its definition, we can
remove this relation and its definition using Law 10 from right to left. Since accounts

belongs to Σ, we have to check whether v has the accounts→˜bank item.
The bank =~~bank formula is a trivially valid formula. We can remove it from

the specification applying Law 8 from right to left. Finally, since RevRelDefinition

becomes empty, we can remove it applying Law 7 from right to left. The target specifi-
cation, obtained by reversing accounts, is described next.

ps (accounts = ~bank)
sig Bank {
customers: set Customer

}
sig Account {
bank: set Bank

}

Moreover, in BankRestrictions, there is a formula stating that each account belongs
to exactly one bank. In the current specification, where we replace accounts by ~bank,
we have the formula all acc: Account | one acc.~~bank. Since ~~bank=bank, we
can apply Law 11 from left to right to change the relation qualifier type of bank from
set to scalar.

We presented how to refactor a specification using the basic laws in order to reverse a
relation. However, it is undesirable to repeat the application of the laws for each similar
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refactoring. In order to avoid this procedure, we propose a general transformation,
preserving the semantics and improving the readability of the specification, stating some
provisos for its application. This refactoring is derived from the application of the basic
laws in the same sequence as we did in the previous example and is equivalent to the
transformation established by Jackson. Since we proved the soundness of each law, we
guarantee that the composition of them is also sound. Figure 5.4 shows graphically the
refactoring that reverses a relation.

Figure 5.4: Reversing a Relation - Refactoring

Next, we state the Reversing a Relation refactoring. The only proviso is that the
signature, into which we want to insert the new relation, does not have any relation
with the same name of this new relation in its family. Moreover, we have to assure that
there is an item in the view for each relation (initial and final) if some of them belong
to the alphabet.

Refactoring 1 〈reversing a relation〉

ps
sig A {

rs,
ra : set B

}

sig B {

rs′

}

=Σ,v

ps (ra = ˜rb)
sig A {

rs
}

sig B {

rs′,
rb : set A

}

provided

(↔) If ra belongs to Σ then v contains the ra→˜rb item; if rb belongs to Σ then v
contains the rb→˜ra item;
(→) The family of B does not declare any relation named rb in ps;
(←) The family of A does not declare any relation named ra in ps.

We declared both relations with the set relation qualifier type. However, this refac-
toring can also be applied with other relation qualifier types. In order to do that, we
use Law 11 or 12 before applying Refactoring 1. This is also valid for the other laws
and refactorings proposed.
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5.2.2 Introducing a Generalization

Designers may want to introduce a generalization, pull up some relations and collapse
them in order to improve the design structure, the reusability and the readability of the
specification. In this section, we establish a refactoring explaining how we can introduce
or remove a generalization assuring that the semantics of the model is preserved.

Suppose that the Account signature is not declared in the Bank model and each
bank relates separately to a checking and a savings account. In this case, we have two
similar signatures (CheckingAccount and SavingsAccount), containing relations to a
branch. Since they are both accounts, we want to relate these signatures introducing a
generalization (Account), and pull up these relations (chBranch and saBranch), which
relate them to a branch. We then collapse the relations to create a new relation named
branch in the parent signature as showed in Figure 5.53. This simplification is due to the
similarity of the signatures and relations. Therefore, it would be appropriate whether
we pull them up to the new parent signature and collapse them. Next, we show how
to refactor the Bank specification using the basic laws. In the end of this section, we
establish the Introducing a Generalization refactoring.

Figure 5.5: Introducing a Generalization - Bank Specification

We consider that the alphabet Σ contains all names declared in the initial spec-
ification and the view v has the chBranch→branch&(CheckingAccount->Branch)
and saBranch→branch&(SavingsAccount->Branch) items. Suppose that ps contains
the set of paragraphs of the Bank specification described before except the signatures
CheckingAccount and SavingsAccount. First of all, we introduce a generalization to
CheckingAccount and SavingsAccount. Since there is no paragraph named Account,
and CheckingAccount and SavingsAccount families do not have relations with the
same name in their families and Account does not belong to Σ, this transformation is
valid. In order to introduce this generalization, we can use Law 2 from left to right, but
as this law requires a fact, we first apply Law 7 from left to right to introduce an empty
fact named IntroGenDefinition.

Next, we introduce the new relation (branch) to the Account signature, using Law
10 from left to right. This is possible, since CheckingAccount and SavingsAccount

families do not have relations named branch in their families and it does not belong to
Σ.

3In order to simplify the figure, we consider that CheckingAcc=CheckingAccount and
SavingsAcc= SavingsAccount
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ps
sig Account {
branch: set Branch

}

sig CheckingAccount extends Account {
chBranch: set Branch

}
sig SavingsAccount extends Account {
saBranch: set Branch

}

fact IntroGenDefinition {
Account = (CheckingAccount + SavingsAccount)
no (CheckingAccount & SavingsAccount)
branch = chBranch + saBranch

}

Our aim is to derive the chBranch and saBranch definitions in order to replace
these relations by their definition and eventually remove them from the specification.
Using some formulae in the specification and applying predicate calculus and set theory
properties to branch’s definition, we deduce chBranch’s definition as explained next.

branch = chBranch + saBranch [(P = Q) => (f(P) = f(Q))]
= (branch & (CheckingAccount->Branch) =

(chBranch + saBranch) & (CheckingAccount->Branch))
[(P+Q)&R = (P&R + Q&R)]

= (branch & (CheckingAccount->Branch) =
chBranch & (CheckingAccount->Branch) +
saBranch & (CheckingAccount->Branch))

[no CheckingAccount & SavingsAccount]
= (branch & (CheckingAccount->Branch) =

chBranch & (CheckingAccount->Branch) + {}) [(P + {}) = P]
= (branch & (CheckingAccount->Branch) =

chBranch & (CheckingAccount->Branch))
= (branch & (CheckingAccount->Branch) = chBranch) [(P = Q) = (Q = P)]
= (chBranch = branch & (CheckingAccount->Branch))

In a similar way, we derive that the saBranch’s definition is saBranch = branch &

(SavingsAccount->Branch). Since these formulae are deduced from formulae of the
IntroGenDefinition fact, applying Law 8 from left to right, we can introduce these
formulae in the specification.

ps
sig Account {
branch: set Branch

}

sig CheckingAccount extends Account {
chBranch: set Branch
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}
sig SavingsAccount extends Account {
saBranch: set Branch

}

fact IntroGenDefinition {
Account = (CheckingAccount + SavingsAccount)
no (CheckingAccount & SavingsAccount)
branch = chBranch + saBranch
chBranch = branch & (CheckingAccount->Branch)
saBranch = branch & (SavingsAccount->Branch)

}

Next, we replace the chBranch and saBranch relations by their definitions in all the
formulae of the specification, except their own definitions, in a similar way that we have
done in the previous refactoring.

ps (chBranch = branch & (CheckingAccount->Branch),
saBranch = branch & (SavingsAccount->Branch))

sig Account {
branch: set Branch

}

sig CheckingAccount extends Account {
chBranch: set Branch

}
sig SavingsAccount extends Account {
saBranch: set Branch

}

fact IntroGenDefinition {
Account = (CheckingAccount + SavingsAccount)
no (CheckingAccount & SavingsAccount)
branch = (branch & (CheckingAccount->Branch) +

branch & (SavingsAccount->Branch))
chBranch = branch & (CheckingAccount->Branch)
saBranch = branch & (SavingsAccount->Branch)

}

Since chBranch and saBranch do not appear in ps, because we replaced them by
their definition, and v has a suitable item for them (they belong to Σ), we can remove
these relations and their definitions using Law 10 from right to left. The third formula
in IntroGenDefinition is a valid formula, as explained next:

(branch = branch & (CheckingAccount->Branch) +
branch & (SavingsAccount->Branch)) [(P&Q + P&R) = P&(Q+R)]

= (branch = branch & ((CheckingAccount->Branch) +
(SavingsAccount->Branch)))

[((P->R) + (Q->R) = (P+Q)->R)]
= (branch = branch & ((CheckingAccount + SavingsAccount) -> Branch))
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[Account = CheckingAccount + SavingsAccount]
= (branch = branch & (Account -> Branch))
= (branch = branch)

We can remove this formula from the specification applying Law 8 from right to left.
Since CheckingAccount and SavingsAccount do not contain relations, we can declare
them together. Now, we can apply Law 4 from left to right to state that they are a
partition of Account. Finally, since the IntroGenDefinition fact becomes empty, we
can remove it applying Law 7 from right to left. The target specification, where we
introduce the generalization, is described next.

ps (chBranch = branch & (CheckingAccount->Branch),
saBranch = branch & (SavingsAccount->Branch))

sig Account {
branch: set Branch

}
part sig CheckingAccount, SavingsAccount extends Account {}

We explained before how to refactor the Bank specification using the basic laws in
order to introduce a generalization. This refactoring is derived applying the basic laws
in the same order as we did in the Bank model and is graphically showed in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6: Introducing a Generalization - Refactoring

We can introduce a generalization in any specification if the subsignatures do not
have any relation with the same name in their families. Additionally, the name of
the new relation in the parent signature is not declared in the subsignatures families.
Similarly, we can remove the generalization and put the parent signature relation in the
subsignatures if the subsignatures do not have relations with the same name in their
families of the new ones that we want to insert. For introduction of a generalization, we
have to state that the subsignatures are a partition of the parent signature. Moreover,
we have to check, in case some of the relations introduced or removed, or the parent
signature belongs to the alphabet, whether they have suitable items for them in v.
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Refactoring 2 〈introducing a generalization〉

ps
sig A {

rs′,
a : set C

}

sig B {

rs”,
b : set C

}

fact F {

forms
}

=Σ,v

ps (f, f ′)
sig AB {

ab : set C
}

sig A extends AB {

rs′

}

sig B extends AB {

rs”
}

fact F {

forms
no A&B
AB=A + B

}

provided

(↔) if AB belongs to Σ then v contains the AB→(A + B) item; if a belongs to Σ then
v contains the f item; if b belongs to Σ then v contains the f ′ item; if ab belongs to Σ
then v contains the ab→(a + b) item;
(→) ps does not declare any paragraph named AB, and the family of A and B does not
declare any relation with the same name and any relation named ab;
(←) The family of AB does not declare any relation named a and b in ps; and AB, the
relations of its family, A, B do not appear in ps, rs′, rs” and forms.

For simplicity, we use f and f ′ to denote a→(ab&(A->C)) and b→(ab&(B->C)),
respectively. This refactoring is similar to the one stated by Jackson, except that ours
require that the subsignatures form a partition. If we do not consider this constraint,
the refactoring may not preserve semantics when applied from right to left. Supposing
that ab belongs to Σ, we may have interpretations, in which AB contains elements that
do not belong to A and B and are related to C in ab. These interpretations satisfy the
right side of the refactoring, not satisfying the left side.

5.2.3 Moving a Relation

Designers may realize that some relations were not properly defined. They may want
to move these relations in order to improve the design structure of the specification or
to satisfy the requirements in a more adequate way.

In the Bank specification, for instance, we state that each customer owns one bank
card and one identifier, and each bank card belongs to one customer. However, we
noticed that requirements state that a bank card owns an identifier, not a customer.
Therefore, we may move a relation. In order to accomplish this in the Bank model,
we must move the id relation from the Customer signature to the BankCard signature,
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where we call it identifier, as showed in Figure 5.7. First, we show how to refactor
the Bank specification using the basic laws in order to move id. In the end of this
section, we state the Moving a Relation refactoring.

Figure 5.7: Moving a Relation - Bank Specification

We consider that Σ has all names declared in the initial specification and v has
the id→c.identifier item. Suppose that ps contains a set of paragraphs of the Bank
specification described before, except the Customer and BankCard signatures. First of
all, we introduce the new relation into the BankCard signature. In order to introduce
this new relation, we can use Law 10, but as this law requires a fact, we first apply Law
7 from left to right for introducing an empty fact named MovRelDefinition, which does
not appear in the model.

Next, we introduce, using Law 10 from left to right, the identifier relation to
BankCard, and its definitions to the MovRelDefinition fact. BankCard does not have
any relation named identifier in its family and this new relation name does not belong
to Σ. Therefore, we can apply this law.

ps
sig Customer {
id: set String,
c: set BankCard

}
sig BankCard {
identifier: set String

}

fact MovRelDefinition {
identifier = (~c).id

}

Our aim is to derive the id relation definition in order to replace it by its definition
and eventually remove it from the specification. Applying some relational operator
properties to the identifier’s definition, we deduce the id definition. In the following
fragment, the iden[X] notation denotes the identity relation. It relates every element
of X to itself.

identifier = (~c).id [(P=Q) => (f(P)= f(Q))]
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= (c.identifier = (c.(~c)).id)
[(dom(r):X) && isBijective(r) => (r.(~r) = iden[X])]

= (c.identifier = iden[Customer].id) [(dom(r):X) => (iden[X].r = r)]
= (c.identifier = id) [(P=Q) = (P=Q)]
= (id = c.identifier)

The isBijective polymorphic function receives a binary relation as a parameter
and indicates whether this relation is bijective or not, as stated next:

det fun isBijective [T,U] (r:T->U) {
(all t: T | one t.r) && (all u: U | one u.~r)

}

It is important to notice that we can only derive the definition of id because
there is a relation c between Customer and BankCard that is a bijective. Since the
id = c.identifier formula is deduced from MovRelDefinition’s formula, using Law
8 from left to right, we can introduce it to the specification.

ps
sig Customer {
id: set String,
c: set BankCard

}
sig BankCard {
identifier: set String

}

fact MovRelDefinition {
identifier = (~c).id
id = c.identifier

}

Next, we replace id by its definition in all formulae of the specification, except its
own definition, in the same way that we have done in the previous refactorings.

ps (id = c.identifier)
sig Customer {
id: set String,
c: set BankCard

}
sig BankCard {
identifier: set String

}

fact MovRelDefinition {
identifier = (~c).c.identifier
id = c.identifier

}
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Since id does not appear in ps (we replaced it by its definition) and v has a matching
item for it, we can remove this relation and its definition using Law 10 from right to
left. Moreover, it is important to observe that the identifier = (~c).c.identifier

formula is valid, as explained next.

identifier = (~c).c.identifier
[(dom(~r):X) && isBijective(r) => (~r).r = iden[X]]

= (identifier = iden[BankCard].identifier) [(dom(r):X) => (iden[X].r = r)]
= (identifier = identifier)

Since it is a valid formula, we can remove it from the specification applying Law
8 from right to left. Finally, the MovRelDefinition fact becomes empty and we can
remove it applying Law 7 from right to left. The target specification, where we move
the id relation from Customer to BankCard, is described next.

ps (id = c.identifier)
sig Customer {
c: set BankCard

}
sig BankCard {
identifier: set String

}

So far, we have shown how to refactor a specification using a number of laws to
move a relation from one signature to another. This refactoring is derived from the
application of the basic laws in the same sequence as we did in the example before.
Figure 5.8 shows graphically the Moving a Relation refactoring.

Figure 5.8: Moving a Relation - Refactoring

The refactoring is equivalent to the transformation stated by Jackson. The only
proviso is that the signature, to which we want to move the relation, does not contain
any relation with the same name in its family. It must be stressed that we need a
bijective function between the signature that we want to remove the relation and the
signature that will be the source of the moved relation. Moving a relation also requires
ensuring that there is a suitable item in a view for it.
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Refactoring 3 〈moving a relation〉

ps
sig A {

rs,
b : B,
c : set C

}

sig B {

rs′

}

fact F {

forms
all b′ : B | one b′.˜b

}

=Σ,v

ps (c = b.ac)
sig A {

rs,
b : B

}

sig B {

rs′,
ac : set C

}

fact F {

forms
all b′ : B | one b′.˜b

}

provided

(↔) if c belongs to Σ then v contains the c→b.ac item; if ac belongs to Σ then v contains
the ac→˜b.c item;
(→) The family of B does not declare any relation named ac in ps;
(←) The family of A does not declare any relation named c in ps.

5.2.4 Inserting a Collection

Designers may realize that some relations were not properly defined. They may want
to use collections types, such as Vector or Set, between signatures in order to improve
the design structure and reusability of the specification. This refactoring explains how
we can introduce or remove a collection assuring that the semantics of the model is
preserved.

For example, suppose that we want to insert the Vector collection between the Bank
and Account signatures in order to improve the design structure of the specification.
To accomplish this, we must replace the accounts relation by two new relations. One
relation from Bank to the new collection and another from the collection to Account, as
stated in Figure 5.9. In the following, we show how to refactor the Bank specification
using the basic laws in order to introduce a collection. In the end of this section, we
state the Introduce a Collection refactoring.

We consider that the alphabet Σ contains all names declared in the initial specifica-
tion and the view v has the accounts→accCol.elements item. Suppose that ps contains
a set of paragraphs of the Bank specification except the signatures Bank and Account.
First of all, we split accounts applying Law 14 from left to right and introduce the
Vector collection. This is possible because the Bank specification does not contain any
paragraph named Vector. Moreover, the Bank family does not contain any relation
named accCol in its family and v has the accounts→accCol.elements item. In order
to split this new relation, we can use Law 14, but as this law requires a fact, we first
apply Law 7 from left to right to introduce an empty fact named InsColDefinition,
which does not appear in the model.
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Figure 5.9: Inserting a Collection - Bank Specification

ps
sig Bank {
accounts: set Account,
accCol: set Vector

}

sig Account {}
sig Vector {
elements: set Account

}

fact InsColDefinition {
accounts = accCol.elements

}

For simplicity, we do not declare Vector a polymorphic signature, as described next.
However, the following collection is reusable for any kind of specifications that uses
collections.

sig Vector[T] {
elements: set T

}

Next, we replace the accounts relation by its definition in all formulae of the speci-
fication, except its own definition, in the same way that we have done for the previous
refactorings.

ps (accounts = accCol.elements)
sig Bank {
accounts: set Account,
accCol: set Vector

}

sig Account {}
sig Vector {
elements: set Account
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}

fact InsColDefinition {
accounts = accCol.elements

}

Since accounts does not appear in ps, because we replaced it by its definition, we
can remove this relation and its definition using Law 10 from right to left (accounts has
a suitable item for it in v). Finally, the InsColDefinition fact becomes empty and we
can remove it applying Law 7 from right to left. The target specification is described
next.

ps (accounts = accCol.elements)
sig Bank {
accCol: set Vector

}

sig Account {}
sig Vector {
elements: set Account

}

Due to the same reasons explained before, we establish a refactoring to apply it
directly. This refactoring is derived from the application of the basic laws in the same
sequence as we did in the example before. Figure 5.10 shows graphically the Inserting
of a Collection refactoring.

Figure 5.10: Inserting a Collection - Refactoring

A proviso for introducing a collection is to avoid name conflicts when introducing a
new relation and a signature. We can also remove a collection, provided the collection
and its relations are not being used in the model. In both cases, we check whether the
r relation name belongs to the alphabet. In case it belongs, we must ensure that there
is a suitable item for it in a view.
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Refactoring 4 〈inserting a collection〉

ps
sig A {

rs,
r : set B

}
=Σ,v

ps (r = rCol.elements)
sig A {

rs,
rCol : set Collection

}

sig Collection {

elements : set B
}

provided

(↔) if r belongs to Σ then v contains the r→rCol.elements item; Collection, rCol and
elements are not in Σ;
(→) The family of A does not declare any relation named rCol in ps; ps does not declare
any paragraph named Collection;
(←) The family of A does not declare any relation named r in ps; Collection do not
appear in ps and rs; rCol and elements do not appear in ps except if they are used
together (rCol.elements).

This refactoring is analogous to the transformation stated by Jackson, except that
ours do not require a total function from A to Collection. However, the Jackson’s
transformation also preserves semantics.

5.2.5 Extract Interface

Designers may observe that can generalize some signatures. They may want, for in-
stance, to extract an interface in order to improve the design structure and reusability
of the specification. This refactoring explains how we can interpolate an interface as-
suring that the semantics of the model is preserved. This refactoring may be useful for
deriving others, such as a refactoring to introduce the Observer design pattern [12] into
a model.

For example, suppose that we want to extract an interface in the BankCard signature.
In Alloy, there is no construction differentiating a class and an interface. We can consider
both of them as a signature. To accomplish this, we have to create the Card signature
and change the c relation type from BankCard to Card, as stated in Figure 5.11. First, we
show how to refactor the Bank specification using the basic laws in order to interpolate
an interface. Then, we state the Extract Interface refactoring, in the end of this section.

We consider that the alphabet Σ contains all names declared in the initial specifi-
cation and the v view has the c→˜customer item. For simplicity, we do not consider
that Card belongs to Σ, although the proof is quite similar. The only difference is that
v contains another item: Card→BankCard.

Suppose that ps contains a set of paragraphs of the Bank specification described
before except the signatures Customer and BankCard. First of all, we introduce a
generalization applying Law 2 from left to right to BankCard. This is possible since the
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Figure 5.11: Extract Interface - Bank Specification

Bank specification does not contain any paragraph named Card and this name does not
belong to Σ. In order to introduce this generalization, we can use Law 2, but as this
law requires a fact, we first apply Law 7 from left to right to introduce an empty fact
named ExtractInterfaceDefinition, since it does not appear in the model.

ps
sig Customer {
id: set String,
c: set BankCard

}

sig Card {}
sig BankCard extends Card {}

fact ExtractInterfaceDefinition {
Card = BankCard

}

Next, applying the Refactoring 1 from left to right, we reverse the c relation creating
the customer relation. Since the BankCard’s family does not contain any relation named
customer and v has the appropriate item for c, we can apply this refactoring.

ps (c = ~customer)
sig Customer {
id: set String

}

sig Card {}
sig BankCard extends Card {
customer: set Customer

}

fact ExtractInterfaceDefinition {
Card = BankCard

}

Now, since we include the relation in the right signature, we can apply 13 from left
to right to pull up customer to the Card signature.
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ps (c = ~customer)
sig Customer {
id: set String

}

sig Card {
customer: set Customer

}
sig BankCard extends Card {}

fact ExtractInterfaceDefinition {
Card = BankCard
all card: Card-BankCard | no c.customer

}

Then, we can remove the last constraint of ExtractInterfaceDefinition since
the universal quantification over the empty set is always true. Finally, applying again
the Reversing a Relation refactoring (Refactoring 1) from right to left to customer,
we conclude the Extract Interface refactoring. It is possible to apply this refactoring
because Customer does not declare any relation named c and v has a matching item for
c. The target specification is described next.

ps
sig Customer {
id: set String,
c: set Card

}

sig Card {}
sig BankCard extends Card {}

fact ExtractInterfaceDefinition {
Card = BankCard

}

The refactoring is derived from the application of the basic laws in the same sequence
as we did in the example before. This is an example in which we can derive a refactoring
by composing others. Figure 5.12 shows graphically this refactoring.

The only proviso required by this refactoring is that the interface name is not used
by the specification. We can also remove an interface, if it is not being used in the
model.
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Figure 5.12: Extract Interface - Refactoring

Refactoring 5 〈extract interface〉

ps
sig A {

rs,
b : set B

}

sig B {

rs′

}

fact F {

forms
}

=Σ,v

ps
sig A {

rs,
b : set C

}

sig C {}

sig B extends C {

rs′

}

fact F {

forms
C = B

}

provided

(↔) if C belongs to Σ then v contains the C→B item;
(→) ps does not declare any paragraph named C;
(←) C does not appear in ps, rs, rs′ and forms.

This refactoring is similar to the transformation stated by Jackson, except that ours
requires that the subsignature of the interface forms a partition. If we do not consider
this constraint, the refactoring may not preserve semantics when applied from right to
left. Supposing that b belongs to Σ, we may have interpretations, in which b relates
elements in A to other elements that do not belong to B. These interpretations satisfy
the right side of the refactoring, but do not satisfy the left side.



Chapter 6

Implementation of the Basic Laws

In this chapter, we show how we implement some of the proposed basic laws, extending
the Alloy Analyzer tool. We also present some guidelines collected for implementing
transformation systems.
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In this chapter, we explain how we have implemented some of the laws proposed
in Chapter 4 into the Alloy Analyzer. We collected some guidelines for implementing
transformation systems using DOM and XSLT. After explaining some related technolo-
gies and the guidelines, we propose a framework for implementing new transformations
and show how the Alloy Analyzer was extended. Initially, we give an overview about
some World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [45] technologies.

6.1 W3C Technologies Overview

In this section, we briefly explain three W3C specifications used in the guidelines pre-
sented next.

6.1.1 XML Schema

XML Schema [2] is a specification whose intent is constraining the creation of XML
documents. XML Schema defines which elements form an eXtensible Markup Language
(XML) [2] document, as well as element’s attributes. Moreover, a schema defines the
order of elements in a document and the types of elements and attributes. It is a
XML-based language for document validation.

The following example illustrates the definition of an element that represents part of
the fact paragraph. We do not consider type parameters. The fact element, which is
a complex type, is composed of two elements: optional name and a set of formulaSeq.

<xs:element name="fact">
<xs:complexType>

<xs:element ref="name" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
<xs:element ref="formulaSeq" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>

</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

Next, we show the definition of name that has a string type.

<xs:element name="name" type="xs:string"/>

The importance of XML Schema in our guidelines is that it constrains the creation of
XML documents, containing the specification of the source and target language. Conse-
quently, there is no need to check several constraints, such as checking whether the type
of the elements and attributes are correct. Hereafter, the source and target language
denote the initial and final language of the transformation, respectively.

6.1.2 DOM

DOM is a W3C specification for representing XML documents in a standard object
model. DOM defines a set of interfaces, which describe the abstract structure of a XML
document that is very similar to a tree. Moreover, these interfaces specify a way to
access and manipulate this tree.
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Nowadays, several Application Programming Interfaces (API) implement the DOM
specification. One of them is the Java API for XML Processing (JAXP) [26], used in
this work.

As an example, the following method shows how to select a set of fact nodes from a
XML document. DOM specifies that every element in a XML document is represented
by the Node interface. Other interfaces extending this interface are defined, such as
Document, which is the root of any document. One of the methods of this interface is
getElementsByTagName which returns every node in a XML document with a specific
name.

public NodeList getFact(Document doc) {
NodeList facts = doc.getElementsByTagName("fact");
return facts;

}

Our aim is to use XML for representing the specifications of the source and target
languages, using DOM to manipulate the XML content of the source language, trans-
lating into a XML document in the target language.

6.1.3 XSLT and XPath

XSLT is a W3C specification aiming at XML document transformation. This specifi-
cation is part of the eXtensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) specification. XSLT is a
declarative language that allows templates containing the rules for transforming docu-
ments.

XSLT uses XPath expressions for selecting nodes from the document. These expres-
sions can be constituted of built-in functions and elements and attributes names of the
XML document to which the transformation will be applied.

The next example shows a template that is applied to all fact nodes of the source
document. The XPath expression /specification/paragraph/fact selects all fact
nodes from the XML document. It is important to observe that the selection of nodes
using XPath is easier than using DOM (requires implementing all selection methods, as
we showed in Section 6.1.2). In more elaborate queries, this difference is visible.

<xsl:template match="/specification/paragraph/fact">
<xsl:if test="count(name) = 0">

<xsl:element name="name"/>
</xsl:if>

</xsl:template>

The previous template states that for every fact node in the source XML document
not containing any child node named name, it is created an empty node <name/> and
added it as the child of the fact node in the target document.

The document transformation is performed as follows: while the XSLT processor
reads the input XML document, it tries to match the templates declared in the XSLT
script; if matched, the rules declared in the template are applied. XSLT has the same
importance as DOM in our work. We use it to transform a specification in the (XML)
source language into the result specification in the (XML) target language. We choose
between DOM and XSLT to implement a transformation defined by a basic law.
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6.2 Guidelines

In this section, we describe guidelines for implementing transformation systems with
DOM and XSLT. We show the implementation of Alloy transformations using those
guidelines, as described in Figure 6.1. In our work, Alloy is both source and target
languages.

Figure 6.1: Guidelines for Implementing Transformation Systems

6.2.1 Define a XML Schema for the source and target language

The first step is to define a XML Schema for the source and target languages. We
explain the approach followed to define a XML Schema for Alloy. The production rule
that describes the construction of a fact in Alloy’s grammar is showed next. As described
before, each fact may have a name and contains a set of formulae. For simplicity, we do
not consider type parameters.

fact ::= fact [name] { (formulaSeq)* }

For each grammar production rule, we must create an element (xs:element) in the
XML Schema, using the rule’s left side name. In the next example, we create the
fact element. Each element has a type, like fact, for instance, that is a complex
type (xs:complexType), since the right side of the rule has more than one element, not
considering Alloy’s keywords. This type is composed of a sequence (xs:sequence) of
elements on the right side of the rule. If an element presents more than one rule for
it in the grammar, the elements of the right part must be grouped using a choice tag
(xs:choice).

<xs:element name="fact">
<xs:complexType>
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<xs:sequence>
<xs:element ref="name" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>
<xs:element ref="formulaSeq" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>

</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>

</xs:element>

Each element’s complex type refers to each element on the right side of the rule,
indicating their minimum and maximum number of occurrences, according to the gram-
mar rule. In the previous example, we indicate that the element name is optional
(minOccurs=‘‘0") because the fact grammar rule indicates that there is at most one
name.

The following example illustrates the definition of the name element for the grammar
rule name ::= id. This is a simple element since there is only one rule for it, containing
only one element on the right side disconsidering Alloy’s keywords.

<xs:element name="name" type="xs:string"/>

Using this approach, we believe that is possible to develop a tool that automati-
cally generates the XML Schema from any language grammar in the Backus Naur Form
(BNF). If there are hierarchical elements in the grammar, as in the rules defining expres-
sions, we should create hierarchical types. Furthermore, if the schema becomes verbose,
decreasing readability, optimizations are desirable, such as joining some elements.

Before the advent of XML Schema, a XML document could only be defined using
Document Type Definitions (DTD) [2]. However, the latter presents some drawbacks
compared to XML Schema: fewer built-in data-types, lack of support for new data-
types and no XML-based syntax. By using XML Schema, we can import other schema
definitions, which is not possible using DTDs. This last characteristic is very important,
since we can reuse most of a schema when implementing transformations for similar
languages.

The importance of XML-based technologies is that XML is a platform-independent
language, allowing greater flexibility to choose any programming language and platform
for implementing transformation systems.

6.2.2 Mapping the source language to XML

Initially, a syntactic translator for the source language is created, if not implemented.
Currently, there are a number of tools and libraries that automatically generate source
code for a syntactic tree for any language. For instance, the Java Tree Builder (JTB) [27]
with the Java Compiler Compiler (JavaCC) [25], generates the syntactic tree for a
language from a document similar to a grammar.

After the generation of the syntactic tree for the source language, it is recommended
to develop a class that implements the Visitor design pattern [12] in order to traverse
the tree containing the source language, generating the specification in the XML format.
A default version of this class can also be automatically generated using JTB.

In our case, we could reuse the syntactic analyzer of the Alloy Analyzer. Since
this analyzer was developed using JavaCC and JTB, we only need to generate the
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default version of the class that implements the Visitor design pattern, manually coding
the mapping from each construct of the Alloy’s grammar to XML, following the XML
Schema defined in the previous step.

The only disadvantage of reusing the Alloy Analyzer’s syntactic analyzer is that its
syntactic tree does not store comments and layout of the specification. Due to this
limitation, when we apply a transformation, the comments and the layout are lost. We
may address this problem by creating a new syntactic tree for the language, which is
very simple using JavaCC and JTB.

Next, we describe the implementation of a number of our basic laws using DOM
and XSLT, showing the benefits and problems in each case. Since we implemented
them using a previous equivalence notion [13], the implemented laws do not take into
consideration alphabets and views, regarded as future work.

6.2.3 The implementation of “introduce empty signature” us-
ing DOM

We define an interface containing two methods: checkTransformation, which verifies
whether it is possible to apply the transformation; and applyTransformation, which
applies the transformation. Each basic law transformation defines a class that imple-
ments the Transformation interface, as explained next. In general, transformations
can reuse this interface and follow the same approach.

public interface Transformation {
public boolean checkTransformation();
public void applyTransformation();

}

As mentioned before, the XML document containing the specification of the source
language is represented by a DOM object. The checkTransformation method tra-
verses this object, analyzing whether the conditions for applying the transformation are
satisfied. The applyTransformation method traverses and modifies this object. In
this work, we perform these verifications and changes using Java [15] and JAXP. The
DOM object in JAXP is represented by the Document class. It is important to mention
that the resulting object has to follow the XML Schema defined before for the target
language.

When Law 1 is applied from left to right, the class that implements it has two at-
tributes: one containing the root (doc) of the input XML document (DOM object),
which contains the specification we want to transform, and another representing the
name of the signature to be introduced. The first attribute is required in any trans-
formation not only for Alloy transformations. The verification of the preconditions to
apply Law 1 from left to right is described next:

public boolean checkTransformation() {
return !this.name.equals("") &&

!AlloyDOM.getNodeValues(this.doc, "name").contains(this.name);
}
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The previous code fragment verifies whether the name of the signature to be in-
troduced is not empty, and whether the original specification does not contain any
paragraph with the same name as the new signature. We define the AlloyDOM class
to declare methods that can be reused by other transformations. For instance, the
getNodeValues method, which is called by checkTransformation, retrieves all values
of a specific element name in a XML document. This is an example of a method that
can be reused by any transformation whose input XML document contains elements in
the form <nodeName>value</nodeName> and nodeName values are retrieved.

public static Vector getNodeValues(Document doc, String nodeName) {
NodeList listName = doc.getElementsByTagName(nodeName);
Vector result = new Vector();
for(int i=0;i<listName.getLength();i++) {

NodeList listData = listName.item(i).getChildNodes();
String value = listData.item(0).getNodeValue();
result.add(value);

}
return result;

}

The previous code fragment illustrates how we implemented getNodeValues. First,
we retrieve all nodes with nodeName variable, using DOM’s getElementsByTagName

method. Next, we select the value of the first child of each node and store this value in
a collection (Vector). Finally, we return the collection containing the node values.

In general, transformations implemented in DOM use its basic services to offer spe-
cific services for the transformations, as in the example before, in which we define a
service checking the preconditions of a transformation. After implementing the precon-
dition verification, we implement the method for applying the transformation. Initially,
we capture all specification nodes from the XML document, as stated in the XML
Schema defined for Alloy, results in a single node.

public void applyTransformation() {
NodeList specs = this.doc.getElementsByTagName("specification");
Node specification = specs.item(0);
Node sig = this.doc.createElement("signature");
AlloyDOM.createNode(this.doc, "name", this.name, sig);
specification.appendChild(sig);

}

Next, it is created a signature node containing one child: name. The value of this
child node is the value of the name variable. We use the AlloyDOM’s createNode method
to create nodes. It is important to observe that this method can also be reused by any
transformation. Last, we add the signature node previously created to the input XML
document, finishing the implementation of the introduce empty signature law from left
to right using DOM.
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6.2.4 The implementation of “introduce empty signature” us-
ing XSLT

A XSLT document is a script containing a set of rules. This script is applied to an input
XML document and generates an output XML document. Since XSLT is a declarative
language, all transformations rules are declaratively stated.

When implementing transformations using XSLT, we first define the variables that
will store the parameters used in the transformation. For instance, Introduce Empty
Signature law, when applied from left to right, has only one variable containing the
name of the signature that we want to introduce.

<xsl:variable name="sigName"> S </xsl:variable>

After the declaration of the variable, we must define the template and its rules for
introducing an empty signature. In general, the number of templates for transformations
depends on the transformation’s domain.

<xsl:template match="/specification">
<xsl:copy>

The previous fragment defines the initial part of the template for the introduction
of an empty signature applied from left to right. This template is applied every time the
XSLT processor finds a specification element in the input XML document. The first
rule of the template defines that it copies the specification element to the output
XML document. All other Alloy transformations define one template.

Next, we must verify whether the number of names declared with the sigName vari-
able value of the input XML document is zero. In other words, we test whether there is
no Alloy paragraph with the same name as sigName value. Also, we must check whether
the sigName value is not empty.

<xsl:if test="count(/specification/paragraph/*[name=$sigName])=0 and
normalize-space($sigName)!=‘’">

Since XPath does not include any built-in function that verifies whether an element
value belongs to a set of the node’s values, we use a similar function to do that. Albeit
this is a simple expression, more elaborate expressions may affect readability. However,
the node selection is easier in XSLT than in DOM, in which all selection methods are
required. Therefore, XSLT is more concise than DOM.

If the two conditions stated before are satisfied, it is created a signature element in
the output XML document, as explained next. This element has a child element name

containing the sigName value.

<xsl:element name="signature">
<xsl:element name="name">
<xsl:value-of select="$sigName"/>

</xsl:element>
</xsl:element>

</xsl:if>
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If the source and target languages are different, we have to create elements in the
output XML document following the XML Schema defined for the target language. Last,
all Alloy paragraphs declared in the input XML document are copied to the output XML
document, concluding the implementation of Law 1 from left to right.

<xsl:copy-of select="/specification/paragraph/signature"/>
<xsl:copy-of select="/specification/paragraph/fact"/> ...

It is important to notice that there is no mention of how error handling in XSLT is
performed. This support is not as simple as in DOM, in which programming language
features are used. An alternative for XSLT is to generate an error element to the output
XML document containing the error message, then verifying whether the output XML
document contains some error element.

6.2.5 The implementation of other transformations for Alloy

Implementation of other transformations is very similar to the previous one. We have
noticed that when implementing transformations using DOM, it is easier to implement
additional ones since many of the AlloyDOM methods used by other transformations can
be reused.

In addition, we observed that if the relation’s type is string in the XML Schema,
type validity verification in XSLT is more complex than in DOM. This happens due
to the lack of comprehensive built-in functions in XSLT for string manipulation, as
mentioned before. However, if the XML Schema subdivide the relation’s type with arity
greater than two, the verification becomes easier. It shows that a well-defined XML
Schema can facilitate the transformation’s implementation.

Furthermore, we observed some particularities when verifying whether a signature’s
family declares a relation with a specific name. The insertion of a relation and its
definition law includes this constraint when applied from left to right. We cannot select
all the signatures that extends and are extended by a specific one using the built-in
functions of XSLT and XPath. In fact, if the XML Schema for Alloy includes a basic
type element for each signature, we will not have problems for selecting the family of a
signature, using XSLT. On the other hand, DOM does not present this problem, due to
its flexibility. It uses language resources and libraries for selecting the relation names of
a signature family.

6.2.6 Comparison: DOM x XSLT

From our observations during the implementation of the laws, benefits and drawbacks
were identified using DOM and XSLT. DOM is very flexible, since it can manipulate the
tree containing the XML content using the programming language resources. Moreover,
error handling is very simple. For example, we do not need to add an element containing
the error message in the XML generated, as with XSLT. Since the DOM specification
is implemented by a programming language, such as Java in this case, and allows us
to have a total control of the transformation, we can make use of its resources for
performing error handling and checking more elaborate constraints. XSLT specification
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is also implemented in some programming languages, such as Java. However, the XSLT
processor has the total control of transforming a XML document.

Additionally, since XSLT and XPath have fewer built-in functions, sometimes it is
not possible to intuitively check some constraints. For instance, there is no built-in
function in XPath that verifies whether some value of an element belongs to a set of
node values. In order to do this, we must use another function (count) that affects
readability of the code. Moreover, the XSLT script must be preprocessed, changing
the variables containing the parameter values of the transformation, before applying
a transformation, if the API that implements the XSLT specification does not have a
feature to pass parameters for a XSLT script.

However, the queries in the XML document using XPath are simpler than in DOM,
in which we have to implement all query methods. In this situation, the implementations
in DOM become longer than in XSLT. However, when we develop more transformations,
many of these methods can be reused. In addition, it is easier to perform changes in
XSLT, since there is no need for recompilation every time we add or remove a constraint.
We only change the XSLT script.

6.2.7 Mapping XML to the target language

The last step consists of mapping the output XML document, generated in the prior
step, to the target language. A XSLT script is created containing a template for some
elements of the grammar. Each template contains rules that select the content of the
XML document and return the syntax of the target language. In our case, Alloy is also
the target language, as mentioned before.

Next, we illustrate how part of a XML document can be mapped to Alloy. The follow-
ing fragment illustrates part of a XML document that represents the BankRestrictions
fact explained in Chapter 2.

<specification> ...
<paragraph> ...

<fact>
<name> BankRestrictions </name>
<formulaSeq>
<formula> no disj c1,c2: Customer | (c1.id)=(c2.id) </formula>
<formula> all acc: Account | one acc.~accounts </formula>
<formula> all card: BankCard | one card.~c </formula>
<formula> no CheckingAccount & SavingsAccount </formula>
<formula> Account = CheckingAccount + SavingsAccount </formula>

</formulaSeq>
</fact> ...

In order to map this XML document to Alloy, we must create a template that is
applied to all facts declared in the document.

<xsl:template match="/specification/paragraph/fact">
fact <xsl:if test="count(name) &gt; 0">

<xsl:value-of select="name"/>
</xsl:if> {
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<xsl:for-each select="formulaSeq/formula">
<xsl:value-of select="."/>

</xsl:for-each>
}

</xsl:template>

The previous template contains some elements of the target language syntax mixed
with the contents of the XML document. They are related by the following target
language grammar. In this step, we believe that it is possible to develop a tool that
generates automatically these mappings, following a similar approach.

6.3 Alloy Analyzer Tool Extension

In this section, we show how we extend the Alloy Analyzer version 2.0 to add basic
laws transformations. The tool uses the Pipes and Filter architectural pattern [6] to
read an ASCII specification from the graphical interface and transform it into an Alloy
formula. When checking an assertion or running a function, the generated Alloy formula
is collected with a scope specified in a command and transformed to a boolean formula.
Next, this boolean formula is supplied to an off-the-shelf SAT solver, as showed in Figure
6.2, described by Jackson1.

Figure 6.2: Alloy Analyzer Architecture

In version 2.0 of the tool, the user can choose among four different SAT solvers. After
that, this boolean formula is then manipulated by the SAT solver, resulting in another
boolean formula, which is then translated to an Alloy model. Finally, this translated

1http://sdg.lcs.mit.edu/˜dnj/talks/praxis/praxis.noanim.pdf

http://sdg.lcs.mit.edu/~dnj/talks/praxis/praxis.noanim.pdf
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model is converted to an Alloy instance that is shown to the user. The tool’s is written
in Java except, for the boolean formula manipulations, which are written in C.

In order to extend the tool, we reused the Alloy specification parser, and changed
the class responsible for drawing the graphical interface. We reused Alloy’s parser in
order to map Alloy to XML. Figure 6.3 shows an UML class diagram [3] describing how
Alloy is mapped to XML and vice-versa. We used a class diagram rather than an object
model to describe each part of our implementation, for simplicity, by reverse engineering,
and because it is possible to show some important methods. The Conversion class is
responsible for performing these mappings. It declares two methods: one that converts
an Alloy specification to XML and the other that converts a XML specification to
Alloy. We create the XMLVisitor class to traverse the syntactic tree manipulated by
the AlloyParser class and map the Alloy specification to XML, using XMLVisitor.
In order to map from XML to Alloy, we create the AlloyXSLT class. This class has
a method that receives the XSLT script and the XML document, transforming it to
Alloy, using the Transformer class. This class belongs to the JAXP library, which also
implements the XSLT specification.

Figure 6.3: Conversions from Alloy to XML and vice-versa

This implementation presents some limitations, such as the loss of the initial layout
and the comments of the specification, due to the reuse of the AlloyParser class. In
the current version of Alloy’s parser, this information is not stored in the syntactic tree.
However, this is not an issue since we can develop another syntactic tree for Alloy, using
JavaCC and JTB, which stores this information. Since our aim, in this work, is to
develop a prototype, we decided to reuse AlloyParser.

Next, we describe developer activities for creating new Alloy transformations. The
developer must create two classes, one implementing the transformation and another
creating a dialog. This dialog is responsible for capturing the necessary parameters
for applying the transformation, passing them to the class implementing the transfor-
mation. The developer needs to extend the abstract TransformationDialog class and
implement the Transformation interface, as described in Section 6.2.3. The dialog con-
tains two abstract methods that must be overridden: addOptions that constructs the
graphical input fields needed for capturing the parameters of the transformation, and
okAction, which indicates the action triggered when clicking the ok button to apply
the transformation.

Each dialog has two buttons: one for applying the transformation (ok button) and
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another to cancel it (cancel button). The actionPerformed method is responsible
for handling the button events. The abstract TransformationDialog class implements
this method calling the abstract okAction method following the Template Method design
pattern [12]. Therefore, actionPerformed does not require to be overridden. Figure 6.4
is a class diagram showing an example of two classes that implement the transformation
defined by Law 1 when applied from left to right.

Figure 6.4: Implementation of Transformations

As mentioned before, the InsertSignature class can reuse the methods from the
AlloyDOM class, given that the transformation is implemented using DOM. The imple-
mentation is similar using XSLT. The only difference is in the class that implements
the Transformation interface, which uses the AlloyXSLT class rather than AlloyDOM

to transform a XML document using a XSLT script into another XML document.
After implementing these two classes, the developer must configure a XML file, pro-

viding the class name that extends the TransformationDialog class and the transfor-
mation name. Then, the user takes these two classes and the XML description, updating
its XML configuration file, which contains all transformation names and the location of
the implementing classes.

In order to change the graphical interface of the Alloy Analyzer, including trans-
formation menu, we created the TransformationAspect aspect that builds the menu
after the execution of the AlloyGUI class constructor, which is the class responsible for
creating the graphical interface of the tool.

An aspect is a modular unit of crosscutting implementation. It is similar to a class,
having methods, fields, constructors, initializers, named pointcuts, and advice. We cre-
ate this aspect using AspectJ [28], which is a general-purpose aspect-oriented extension
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(AOP) [46] to Java that supports the concept of join points, which are well-defined
points in the execution flow of the program. Rather than spreading the concern code
(design decision) throughout source code, a developer is able to express the decision
within a separate, coherent code fragment. For these characteristics, AOP has been
considered to support separation of concerns.

Figure 6.5: GUI Adapter

Our aspect declares an attribute of the type GUIAdapter. This is an abstract class
implementing Adapter and Singleton design patterns [12]. This abstract class contains
a concrete method, which creates the transformation’s menu based on the XML config-
uration file described before. The GUIAdapter abstract class also contains an abstract
method to set the graphical component, which contains the Alloy specification. The di-
alog, which gathers the parameters’ transformation, includes an adapter, in order to use
the graphical component for gathering and altering the user interface text for the appli-
cation of the transformation. The dialog is also responsible for making the appropriate
mappings, between Alloy and XML, before and after the application of the transforma-
tions. Each subclass of GUIAdapter defines a plug in for a tool that analyzes the Alloy
language. For instance, we have developed the adapter (AlloyAnalyzerGUIAdapter),
as showed in Figure 6.5, for the Alloy Analyzer.

AspectJ identifies particular join points (pointcuts) and changes the application
behavior at join points (advices). Our aspect declares one pointcut, which is described
next, capturing the calls to any AlloyGUI constructor.

pointcut alloyGUIConstructor(): call(AlloyGUI.new(..));

The following fragment describes an advice that is applied to the pointcut previously
described. This advice allows the normal execution of the AlloyGUI constructor, creat-
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ing, using the guiAdapter previously declared, the menu containing the transformations
and its components.

AlloyGUI around(): alloyGUIConstructor() {
AlloyGUI gui = proceed();
gui.mainFrame.setVisible(false);
guiAdapter.createMenu(gui.menuBar, gui.mainFrame);
guiAdapter.setComponent(gui.textArea);
gui.mainFrame.setVisible(true);
return gui;

}

We use an aspect in order to avoid changing directly the Alloy Analyzer source
code. AspectJ weaves TransformationAspect and the Alloy Analyzer source code
(AlloyGUI). This process is transparent to the developer. The benefit of using aspects
is that, for new versions of the tool, it is only required to weave the source code or byte
code, depending on the AspectJ version, of the new versions with this aspect, hence
including the transformations to the new version. Sometimes is required some small
changes, such as renaming variables, if the tool modifies the name of the class and
variables used in the aspect. Figure 6.6 shows part of an adapted UML class diagram,
where the aspect stereotype represents an aspect, explaining how the graphical interface
is modified. The affects stereotype indicates that the aspect make changes in the class.

Figure 6.6: Modification of the Alloy Analyzer Interface

Finally, Figure 6.7 shows the resulting Alloy Analyzer tool extension and a dialog
for the Move Fact transformation.
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Figure 6.7: Overview of the Extended Alloy Analyzer



Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this chapter, we summarize our conclusions, describing the main contributions, re-
lated and future work.
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In this work, we propose basic laws for Alloy and show how these basic laws can
be used for deriving model refactorings. In contrast to model transformations usually
defined in an ad hoc way, these laws describe semantics-preserving transformations,
which are proven sound with respect to a formal semantics. Additionally, we propose
an equivalence notion for Alloy models and implement a number of them, extending the
tool. As a result, we collect some guidelines to implement transformation systems.

These laws are important not only to define part of an axiomatic semantics for the
modeling language but also to refactor specifications, as illustrated for a simplified ver-
sion of Java type’s model in Chapter 5, and to derive refactorings, such as inserting a
collection, in order to improve the structure, readability and reusability of the specifi-
cation.

In order to prove the soundness of the laws, we propose a partial denotational se-
mantics for Alloy using Alloy itself. The language brings conciseness to the semantics
specification. However, since it is not possible to express recursive functions in the
current version of the language, we had to propose other functions that do not scale.
The Alloy Analyzer helps performing analysis that not only finds errors in the semantics
proposed, but also detects some missing constraints and subtle situations. We could also
model some of the proposed laws and check them using the tool, for a predefined scope.
The counterexamples generated by the tool also improve our understanding on which
situations those transformations do not preserve semantics. However, as the specifica-
tion increases, the performance decreases. Using the semantics proposed in Appendix
A, we can only check a few laws for a predefined scope. Most of the times it takes a
long time performing analysis and then the tool crashes.

This interactive process using the tool also helps us when proposing an equivalence
notion for Alloy. During this process, the tool showed some counterexamples that could
not only improve our understanding of what was going wrong, but also some interesting
situations that we were not initially considering. Therefore, we could gain a greater con-
fidence that equivalentModules was an equivalence relation, before starting to prove
manually. If we do not use the tool, we could waste time trying to prove something that
was not true.

We observed that the Alloy Analyzer yields counterexamples when trying to check
whether some laws that include new names preserve semantics. However, these coun-
terexamples are not related to our problem. It must be stressed that the analysis per-
formed by the tool is sound. The problem is that the tool restricts the number of values
given to signatures. For instance, suppose that a module has twenty valid interpreta-
tions that satisfy its semantics. Performing analysis using the tool with a scope of five,
the tool generates at most five valid interpretations for a module rather than twenty, as
expected. Consequently, quantifications over signatures are checked only for the values
given to a signature. Mostly, it will not check all possible combinations, as we expect,
giving unexpected results. In order to avoid this problem, we decided to quantify over
a relation rather than a signature, as showed in Chapter 3. However, the performance
of the tool decreases. For laws that do not include names, such as Law 7, we can deal
with this problem since the same interpretation should satisfy both modules.

The set of proposed laws state some properties of most Alloy constructs. These laws
can introduce or remove signatures, facts, relations and signature extensions. However,
there are other constructs, such as modules, that we do not define laws for them. More-
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over, laws for introducing relations with arity greater than two are required. We have
to investigate and propose more laws for them.

The laws presented here have been proved sound with respect to a formal semantics
for Alloy. Consequently, they should serve as tools for carrying out model transforma-
tions. We prove them manually using the part of a denotational semantics proposed.
Since it is an error prone activity, we intend to use a theorem prover to prove them.

One immediate application of the basic laws is to define an interface from which one
can derive more elaborate laws such as refactorings. As illustrated in Chapter 5, they
can also be used to refactor designs in a step-by-step way. We do not need to prove
that the initial and final Java types specifications, that models types in Java in terms of
subtypes and supertypes respectively, have the same semantics because each basic law
preserves semantics. Therefore, their composition also preserves semantics.

We use the basic laws to derive transformations proposed elsewhere [17, 9, 14, 31, 42].
We could observe some situations in which some of them do not preserve semantics.
Consequently, we could formalize a number of them, indicating in which conditions
it is possible to apply the transformations. Proposing the semantics for Alloy also
improves our understanding of what kinds of transformations can make a specification
inconsistent, as shown in Section 7.1.

The basic laws are especially useful for architects. The architects will use them to
derive refactorings (large-grained transformations) that will be available for designers.
The designers may use only the refactorings derived by the architects. We have deduced
some refactorings and applied four of them to a bank system’s specification, as showed
in Chapter 5. In this case, the designer only needs to apply four refactorings rather
than refactoring the bank system’s specification in around twenty steps by applying the
basic laws, as we did in the Java type’s specification.

All basic laws are very simple to apply since their pre-conditions are simple syntactic
conditions. The introduce formula law (Law 8) also has syntactic conditions. In order
to apply it, we have to use the relational operator and predicate calculus properties,
which have syntactic conditions. This law might require, in order to avoid errors and
help the architect, the use of an automated theorem prover or a proof assistant to verify
if two formulas are equivalent, for example. The Alloy Analyzer can also be used in
these cases. However, in the tool can only guarantee that the assertions are valid for a
predefined reduced scope.

Although not explored here, the basic laws could also be used to derive semantics-
preserving model transformations that decrease object-oriented software qualities. Those
might be useful, for example, for optimization of the tool analysis. For instance, Laws 1
and 10, when applied from right to left, can be used to decrease the number of signatures
and relations. In some cases, Law 8 can be used to replace formulae with high-order
quantifications by others in first-order. In these cases, we optimize the analysis per-
formed by the Alloy Analyzer.

We extended the Alloy Analyzer tool to include the implementation of a number
of the basic laws presented here, in such a way that the user does not need to verify
the preconditions and apply the laws. The user shall only inform the parameter values
of the transformations. We implement them using DOM and XSLT. For laws having
simple preconditions, XSLT is much easier to implement the transformation. However,
in DOM, we can use the programming languages resources that implement it, hence
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making it easier not only to implement complex preconditions, but also to manipulate
the tree containing the document and handling errors. Moreover, since XSLT has fewer
built-in operators, it cannot be used to implement some of the laws, depending on how
the XML Schema is defined for a language. In DOM, we have to implement all query
methods, different from XSLT, in which query methods are implemented in a declarative
way. However, implementing more laws, we can reuse a number of these query methods,
as described in Chapter 6.

Another approach would be to implement the laws in a rewriting logic, such as
Maude [34], which is a high-performance implementation of rewriting logic, provid-
ing syntax to represent object-oriented concepts in this logic. After encoding Alloy in
Maude, we would translate the initial and final Alloy model, defined by a transforma-
tion, to Maude, and then try to reduce the final model from the initial one using Maude’s
model checker.

7.1 Related Work

Related work [9, 14, 31, 42] has been carried out on transformation of UML design
models, in order to clarify the meaning of some UML constructions and help the user
to verify properties of UML class diagrams. However, some of those transformations
do not preserve semantics in some situations. For instance, it is argued that creating
a generalization between classes preserve semantics. However, the constraints in the
specification can become inconsistent by introducing a generalization (Figure 7.1). For
instance, we cannot declare the S class to extend the T class when an explicit constraint in
the specification states that S has more elements than T (#S > #T). The introduction of a
generalization in this case makes the specification inconsistent, since the generalization
constraints T to contain S. Therefore, we can deduce that T has the same number
of elements or more elements than S, which contradicts the explicit constraint in the
specification.

Figure 7.1: Introduce Generalization

Next, we state the same constraint that S has more elements than T in OCL. In
OCL, all contexts are implicitly universally quantified over the elements of the context.

context S inv:
(S.allInstances->size) > (T.allInstances->size)
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This constraint is equivalent to the following one, declared in Alloy.

all s: S | #S > #T

The introduction of a generalization, in this case, does not introduce an inconsistency
in UML/OCL models, since the universal quantification over the empty set (S can be
empty) is true. Accordingly, in languages that have the same expressivity as Alloy, the
introduction of a generalization may introduce inconsistencies.

In fact, since the OCL informal specification [37] does not restrict us to declare
invariants over the basic types, such as Integer, which is an infinite set, the transfor-
mation depicted in Figure 7.1 will introduce an inconsistency. In this case, we have to
declare the previous invariant in the Integer context rather than S. However, no one
declares an invariant in a basic type, such as Integer.

We cannot apply our Law 2 to introduce a generalization as in Figure 7.1, since T

is already declared. The law introduces a new parent signature in the model, hence
assuring that there is no formula about it that can make the model inconsistent. The
formulae introduced, along with the generalization stating the partition, do not conflict
with the implicit constraint stating that S is a subset of T.

It must be stressed that in Figure 7.1, we can have other classes and constraints.
Our aim is to show only part of the model that can introduce some inconsistencies. This
also holds for Figure 7.2, which shows a transformation [14], that allows us to transform
a generalization to a binary relation, which relates each element of the subsignature
to one distinct element in the parent signature (injection). Suppose that we have a
constraint on the left side specification stating that S exhausts T (T=S). Applying this
transformation from left to right, we introduce a type error, since S does not have
anymore the same type as T.

Figure 7.2: Transform a Generalization into a Binary Relation

The constraint declared in Figure 7.2 in Alloy, and the S=T formula, can be declared
in OCL, as showed next. Therefore, the situation described before can also occur in
UML/OCL models.

context S inv:
S.allInstances->forAll(s1,s2 | (s1 <> s2) implies (s1.r <> s2.r))

context T inv:
T.allInstances = S.allInstances

In addition, another work [31] proposes some refinements, such as strengthening a
class invariant. These refinements are semantics-preserving model transformations that
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may not have the same semantics. For instance, suppose that we add the following
formula to the Bank system specification:

some disj c1,c2: Customer | c1.id = c2.id

It states that at least two different customers have the same identifier, but this con-
tradicts the first formula of the BankRestrictions fact, as showed in Chapter 2. This
transformation makes the model inconsistent. In refinements, these models are consid-
ered miracles. In our work, we cannot always add a formula to a model. Law 8 only
introduces formulae deduced from the model. Our laws focus on semantics-preserving
model transformations that have the same semantics, and do not consider inconsistent
models.

Another work [9] removes classes and relations without checking if they are con-
strained by the specification; this is not acceptable in a formal setting considering se-
mantics preservation. The same authors propose some rules that weaken a relation’s
multiplicity. This is like replacing a scalar relation qualifier type by a set qualifier
without adding a constraint stating that this relation is a total function. We do not
propose laws that remove such constraints because they do not preserve semantics. We
have laws (Law 11 and 12) that change a relation’s multiplicity. However, we add a
constraint in both laws preserving the total and partial function, respectively. Other
rules allow one to promote and demote an association; those are very similar to Law 13.

These transformations do not preserve semantics because some of them use an infor-
mal UML semantics that is ambiguous. Others partly define a UML semantics but do
not verify the transformations soundness, or do not consider OCL constraints in their
UML model transformations. We conclude that it is important to prove the soundness
of the laws, in order to guarantee that a law preserves semantics. It is very easy to make
a small change in a model and make it inconsistent, as shown before.

Another related work [36] aims to give a formal semantics to the alphabetized re-
lational calculus (ARC). ARC adds a theory of alphabets to Tarski’s relational calcu-
lus [43]. The authors propose similar functions, in order to give the formal semantics
of ARC, to the ones proposed in Chapter 3 for Alloy. The alphabet proposed by the
authors can be related to our modNames; the binding set, which gives values to the names
in the alphabet, is similar to our semantics function. Moreover, most ARC proposed
laws in this paper correspond to similar Alloy laws. For instance, ARC laws stating
that the conjunction of formulae is associative, and we can replace equivalent formulae,
is related respectively to our Laws 9 and 8. The difference is that they deal with laws
checking predicate equivalence. Our work proposes most of the laws for Alloy constructs.
Moreover, the authors propose some other functions that extend or restrict bindings and
some lemmas for them. We do not propose these kinds of functions. Finally, rather than
proving the laws manually as we did, they use Z/EVES [39] to prove the soundness of
the laws.

Algebraic laws for other paradigms, such as for imperative languages [35], have been
addressed before. A similar work proposes some basic laws for ROOL [5], which is
a refinement object-oriented language, as mentioned earlier. ROOL is less powerful
for specifying structural properties among types compared to Alloy. Whereas ROOL
supports only attribute declarations, as in Java [15], Alloy supports the declaration of
bidirectional relations with arbitrary arities and multiplicities, as in UML with OCL.
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Another difference is that in ROOL we cannot define global constraints, such as those
involving cardinality (number of instances) of classes in the entire system, different from
Alloy. This related work is very similar to ours since they propose basic laws that are
used not only to give the axiomatic semantics of the language, but also to use them to
derive refactorings. The difference of both approaches from ours is that they propose
programming laws.

Although it might seem appropriate to use the equivalence notions of ROOL as a
foundation to an equivalence notion for Alloy, this is not possible. The languages are
considerably different, as mentioned before. The equivalence notion in ROOL is defined
in terms of the behaviour of commands, which does not make sense for a modeling
language, such as Alloy or UML.

Laws for top level design elements of Real Time UML (classes and capsules) [8] have
also been proposed [40]. Our laws do not deal with refinements. Besides that, they do
not propose basic laws like us. This paper proposes not only laws for structural con-
structs, as our laws, but also laws for behavioural constructs, such as laws for capsules.
They assume that relationships are directed and predicates involve only relationships as
attributes, like in ROOL. Additionally, the authors consider low level models, close to
implementation. Moreover, the proposed laws rely on the absence of global constraints
on the model, such as those involving cardinality (number of instances) of classes in the
entire system.

Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [30] is an approach to system specification that
separates the specification of system functionality from the specification of the imple-
mentation of that functionality on a specific technology platform. The Platform Inde-
pendent Model (PIM), Platform Specific Model (PSM) and code are the core models
in MDA. A PIM describes a system without any knowledge of the final implementation
platform. A PSM describes a system with full knowledge of the final implementation
platform. MDA is neutral with respect to the languages that are used to model or
code a system. However, there is a trend to use UML to model platform specific and
independent models. Accordingly, if these models are described in UML, after giving
semantics for a subset of UML class diagrams using Alloy, we can use the proposed laws
here in MDA to make transformations, which preserve semantics, between models of
the same type.

Related approaches [9, 36] propose a formal semantics for a subset of UML class
diagrams and for ARC, using Z. A difference from our semantics, is that we use the
same language to define its semantics. Accordingly, it is easier to the users that want
to understand the semantics of Alloy, since it is not required to know another language,
such as Z. Moreover, the Alloy Analyzer helps us to detect some errors and subtle
situations. Analyzing the instances generated by the tool improves our confidence that
the semantics proposed was sound. However, if the language has some constructions
that have no clear definition, using the same language to describe its semantics may not
be recommended.

Java Transformation System (JaTS) [7] is a language used for program transfor-
mations in Java. In our work, the guidelines proposed to implement transformation
systems are independent of language and platform. Moreover, we can use them not only
to transform programs, but also models and models to code. Since it can be applied to
a number of situations, it is much more difficult to implement transformations using the
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guidelines than using JaTS. We have to code each transformation, rather than declare
them and let the tool interpret it, as in JaTS.

7.2 Future Work

Although we already have several laws for Alloy, we still need to prove a reduction
theorem, stating that our set of laws is complete in the sense of allowing reduction
of arbitrary Alloy specifications to a normal form expressed in a small subset of the
language constructs, following approaches adopted for ROOL [5] and for imperative
languages [16], among others. This reduction allows us to define the set of basic laws.
This result is important in this kind of work since it indicates that we can derive a
significant set of useful model transformations from the basic proposed laws. Our trans-
formations are equalities. Both models have the same semantics. As a future work,
we intend to propose semantics-preserving model transformations that are inequalities,
similar to refinements.

From this set of basic laws, we can derive more refactorings and apply them to
realistic case studies. For instance, we are thinking of applying them to a cell phone
application. Another future research topic is to check the relation between modeling
laws and programming laws; for instance, the laws of ROOL. In particular, we need to
investigate if the design refactorings have corresponding code refactorings. In case they
are related, we can build a tool that, when refactoring a model, automatically changes
the code.

So far we have defined a partial denotational semantics for Alloy. It is our aim
to complete this semantics. Moreover, we will define a transformational semantics for
Alloy, which aims to simplify checking the soundness of the basic laws and to relate
it with the denotational semantics. Although we have proved that the basic laws are
sound using part of a denotational semantics proposed, we intend to check them using
the complete semantics in some theorem prover, such as PVS [38], since manual proofs
are error-prone activity.

Besides this, we need not only to propose other equivalence notions of Alloy models,
but also to prove some properties, such as compositionality, of the notion proposed in
this dissertation. Previously, we have proposed other equivalence notion that consider
an alphabet implicitly and do not consider views [13]. It was simpler than the one
proposed here. However, in some situations it was not transitive. Another equivalence
notion can relate models, where one model is an extension of another [33]. Therefore,
proposing a number of equivalence notions for Alloy will permit the users to choose the
appropriate one, according to the situation.

Finally, in order to facilitate the verification and the application of the basic laws
and refactorings, we intend to implement and make them available in the Alloy Analyzer
tool. So far, we have implemented, as showed in the previous chapter, some of the laws.
Besides this, our intention is to help users to create their own refactorings. Our aim
is to allow the users to express their laws in a similar way as done in JaTS. The users
propose the laws in a declarative language, similar to the one in which the basic laws
are stated, and the tool, which we aim to create, will automatically interpret the laws.



Appendix A

Alloy Semantics Specification

A.1 Names

module semantic/Names

open std/seq

sig Name {}
part sig SignatureName, RelationName extends Name {}

sig Relation {
name: RelationName,
type: Seq[Name]

}

det fun equivalentRelations(r1:Relation, r2:Relation) {
some r1 && some r2
r1.name = r2.name
r1.type..SeqEquals(r2.type)

}

det fun equivalentTypes(r1:Relation, r2:Relation) {
some r1 && some r2
r1.type..SeqEquals(r2.type)

}

A.2 Formula

module semantic/Formula

open semantic/Names

sig Formula {}

disj sig ComparisonFormula extends Formula {
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left: Expression,
op: ComparisonOperator,
right: Expression

}

sig Expression {}

disj sig Cardinality extends Expression {
cardExpr: Expression

}

static disj sig ONE extends Expression {}

disj sig BinaryExpression extends Expression {
l: Expression,
op: BinaryOperator,
r: Expression

}

disj sig SigVar extends Expression {
sigName’: SignatureName,
var: RelationName

}

disj sig Sig extends Expression {
sigName’’: SignatureName

}

sig ComparisonOperator {}
static part sig EQUALS extends ComparisonOperator {}

sig BinaryOperator {}
static part sig JOIN extends BinaryOperator {}

det fun isComparison(f:Formula) {
some f && f in ComparisonFormula

}

det fun isEQUALS(f:ComparisonFormula) {
some f && f.op in EQUALS

}

det fun isJOIN(exp:BinaryExpression) {
some exp && exp.op in JOIN

}

det fun isSigVarExpression(exp:Expression) {
some exp && exp in SigVar

}
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det fun isSigExpression(exp:Expression) {
some exp && exp in Sig

}

det fun isCardinality(exp:Expression) {
some exp && exp in Cardinality

}

det fun isNumberOne(exp:Expression) {
some exp && exp in ONE

}

det fun isBinaryExpression(exp:Expression) {
some exp && exp in BinaryExpression

}

det fun isSigVarEqualityFormula(f:Formula) {
isSigVarExpression(f.left)
isEQUALS(f)
isSigVarExpression(f.right)

}

det fun isSigSingletonFormula(f:Formula) {
isCardinality(f.left)
isSigExpression(f.left.cardExpr)
isEQUALS(f)
isNumberOne(f.right)

}

det fun isJoinAndSigEqualityFormula(f:Formula) {
isBinaryExpression(f.left)
isSigExpression(f.left.l)
isJOIN(f.left)
isSigVarExpression(f.left.r)
isEQUALS(f)
isSigExpression(f.right)

}

A.3 Interpretation

module semantic/Interpretation

open semantic/Names
open std/seq

sig Interpretation {
map: Name -> Seq[Atom]
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}

sig Atom {}

fact InterpretationAtomsFacts {
all seq: Seq[Atom] | #seq..SeqInds()>=1
no disj seq1,seq2: Seq[Atom] | seq1..SeqEquals(seq2)
no disj i1,i2: Interpretation | i1.map = i2.map
no i:Interpretation | no i.map

}

det fun Interpretation::atoms(name:Name):set Seq[Atom] {
result = name.(this.map)

}

det fun Interpretation::interNames():set Name {
result = (this.map).Seq[Atom]

}

A.4 Alloy Semantics

module semantic/AlloySemantics

open semantic/Interpretation
open semantic/Names
open semantic/Formula
open std/seq

sig Module {
signatures: set Signature,
formulae: set Formula

}

sig Signature {
name: SignatureName,
extensions: set Signature,
relations: set Relation,
type: SignatureName

}

fact SignatureFacts {
all m: Module | all disj s1,s2: m.signatures | s1.name != s2.name
all m: Module | all s: m.signatures | s !in s.^extensions
all m: Module | all disj s1,s2: m.signatures |
(s2 in s1..family()) => (s1.type = s2.type)

all m: Module | all disj s1,s2 :m.signatures |
(s2 !in s1..family()) => s1.type != s2.type

all s: Signature |
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all r: s.relations |
(#r.type..SeqInds()=2) && (r.type..SeqFirst()=s.type)

all m: Module | m.signatures.*extensions = m.signatures
all m: Module |

all disj r1,r2: m.signatures.relations | r1.name != r2.name
all m: Module | all disj s1,s2: m.signatures |

no s1.relations & s2.relations
all m: Module | all r: m.signatures.relations |

r.type..SeqElems() in m.signatures.type
all s: Signature | no s.extensions => s.type = s.name
all s: Signature | some s.extensions => s.type = s.extensions.type
all s: Signature | some s.extensions => no s.relations

}

fact InterpretationFacts {
all m: Module, i: Interpretation |

m..semantics(i.map) => (
all s: m.signatures | all r: s.relations |

(i..atoms(r.name))..SeqFirst() in
(i..atoms(s.name))..SeqFirst())

all m: Module, i: Interpretation |
m..semantics(i.map) => (
all n: i..interNames() |
((n in m.signatures.name) =>

(all seq: i..atoms(n) | one seq..SeqInds())) &&
((n in m.signatures.relations.name) =>

(all seq: i..atoms(n) |
let relationType = (m..getRelation(n)).type |

#seq..SeqInds() = #relationType..SeqInds())))
}

fact FormulaFacts {
all m: Module | all f: m..modFormulae() | m..isSignatureDeclared(f)

all m: Module | all f: m..modFormulae() |
isSigVarEqualityFormula(f) =>
m..isWellTypedSigVarComparison(f) &&
m..areRelationsDeclaredSigVar(f)

all m: Module | all f: m..modFormulae() |
isJoinAndSigEqualityFormula(f) =>
m..isWellTypedJoinAndSigComparison(f) &&
m..areRelationsDeclaredJoinAndSig(f)

all f: Formula |
isSigVarEqualityFormula(f) || isSigSingletonFormula(f) ||
isJoinAndSigEqualityFormula(f)

}
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fact AlloySemanticsFacts {
Signature in Module.signatures
Relation in Signature.relations
Formula in Module.formulae
Name in Module..modNames()

}

det fun Module::semantics(map:Name->Seq[Atom]) {
this..satisfyImplicitFacts(map)
all f: this..modFormulae() | satisfyFormula(f,map)

}

det fun Module::satisfyImplicitFacts(map:Name->Seq[Atom]) {
all n: this..modNames() | this..satisfyExtends(n,map)

}

det fun Module::satisfyExtends(n:Name, map:Name->Seq[Atom]){
this..hasExtension(n) =>

(n.map in
{ atm: Seq[Atom] | all s: this..modSignature(n).extensions |

atm in (s.name).map })
}

det fun satisfyFormula(f:Formula, map:Name->Seq[Atom]) {
isComparison(f) => satisfyComparison(f, map)

}

-- This function does not scale
det fun satisfyComparison(f:ComparisonFormula, map:Name->Seq[Atom]) {
isSigVarEqualityFormula(f) =>

hasSameAtomsSigVar(f.left,f.right,map)
isSigSingletonFormula(f) => hasOneAtom(f.left,map)
isJoinAndSigEqualityFormula(f) =>

hasSameAtomsJoinAndSig(f.left,f.right,map)
}

det fun hasSameAtomsSigVar(l:Expression, r:Expression,
map: Name->Seq[Atom]) {

(l.var).map = (r.var).map
}

det fun hasSameAtomsJoinAndSig(l’:Expression, r’:Expression,
map: Name->Seq[Atom]) {

(no l’.r.var.map => no (r’.sigName’’.map)..SeqElems())
(some l’.r.var.map =>

({ a: Atom | all atmRel: l’.r.var.map |
(atmRel..SeqFirst() in l’.l.sigName’’.map..SeqFirst()) &&
(atmRel..SeqLast() in a) }
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= (r’.sigName’’.map)..SeqElems())
}

det fun hasOneAtom(exp:Expression, map:Name->Seq[Atom]) {
#(exp.cardExpr.sigName’’).map=1

}

det fun Module::areRelationsDeclaredSigVar(f:Formula) {
isRelationDeclared(this..modSignature(f.left.sigName’),

this..getRelation(f.left.var))
isRelationDeclared(this..modSignature(f.right.sigName’),

this..getRelation(f.right.var))
}

det fun Module::areRelationsDeclaredJoinAndSig(f:Formula) {
isRelationDeclared(this..modSignature(f.left.r.sigName’),

this..getRelation(f.left.r.var))
}

det fun Module::isSignatureDeclared(f:Formula) {
(f.left.*cardExpr.*l.*r.sigName’ +
f.left.*cardExpr.*l.*r.sigName’’ +
f.right.*cardExpr.*l.*r.sigName’ +
f.right.*cardExpr.*l.*r.sigName’’) in this.signatures.name

}

det fun isRelationDeclared(s:Signature, r:Relation) {
some rSig: s.relations | equivalentRelations(rSig,r)

}

det fun Module::isWellTypedSigVarComparison(f:ComparisonFormula) {
equivalentTypes(this..getRelation(f.left.var),

this..getRelation(f.right.var))
}

det fun Module::isWellTypedJoinAndSigComparison(f:ComparisonFormula) {
this..modSignature(f.left.l.sigName’’).type =

(this..getRelation(f.left.r.var).type)..SeqFirst()
(this..getRelation(f.left.r.var).type)..SeqLast() =

this..modSignature(f.right.sigName’’).type
}

det fun Module::modFormulae():set Formula {
result = this.formulae

}

det fun Module::modNames():set Name {
result = this.signatures.name + this.signatures.relations.name

}
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det fun Module::modSignature(n:Name):option Signature {
all s: this.signatures | (s in result) <=> (s.name = n)

}

det fun Module::getRelation(n:Name):option Relation {
all r: this.signatures.relations | (r in result) <=> (r.name = n)

}

det fun Signature::family():set Signature {
result = this.*extensions + this.^~extensions

}

det fun Module::hasExtension(n:Name) {
some this..modSignature(n).extensions

}

A.5 Equivalence Notion

module equivalence/EquivalenceNotion

open semantic/Names
open semantic/Interpretation
open std/seq
open semantic/AlloySemantics
open semantic/Formula

sig Alphabet {
names: set Name

}

sig View {
items: set ViewItem

}

sig ViewItem {
left: Name,
right: Expression

}

det fun ViewItem::applyView(map:Name->Seq[Atom]):Name->Seq[Atom] {
result = map + this.left->(evaluation(this.right,map))

}

-- This function does not scale
det fun evaluation(exp:Expression,

map:Name->Seq[Atom]): set Seq[Atom] {
(exp in SigVar) => (result = (exp.var).map)
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(exp in Sig) => (result = (exp.sigName’’).map) ...
}

det fun equivalent(map1:Name->Seq[Atom], map2:Name->Seq[Atom],
alphabet:Alphabet, v:View) {

(map1=map2) ||
(validView(map1,map2,alphabet,v) &&
equivalentMapping(map1,map2,alphabet,v))

}

det fun equivalentMapping(map1:Name->Seq[Atom], map2:Name->Seq[Atom],
alphabet: Alphabet, v:View) {

all a: alphabet.names |
(((a in dom(map1)) && (a in dom(map2)) => a.map1 = a.map2) &&
((a !in dom(map1)) && (a in dom(map2)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) = a.map2) &&

((a in dom(map1)) && (a !in dom(map2)) =>
a.map1 = a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2))) &&

((a !in dom(map1)) && (a !in dom(map2)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2))))

}

det fun getViewItem(n:Name, map: Name->Seq[Atom], v:View): ViewItem {
result = { item:v.items | (item.left = n) &&

(item.right..expNames() in dom(map)) }
}

det fun validView(map1:Name->Seq[Atom], map2:Name->Seq[Atom],
alphabet:Alphabet, v:View) {

(v.items.left in alphabet.names)
(all item:v.items | item.left !in item.right..expNames())
all a: alphabet.names |

((a !in dom(map1) =>
one item:v.items |
(item.left = a) && (item.right..expNames() in dom(map1))) &&

(a !in dom(map2) =>
one item:v.items |
(item.left = a) && (item.right..expNames() in dom(map2))))

}

-- This function does not scale
det fun Expression::expNames():set Name {
(this in SigVar) => (result = this.var)
(this in Sig) => (result = this.sigName’’) ...

}

det fun dom [X,Y] (f:X->Y):set X {
result = f.Y
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}

det fun equivalentModules(M1:Module, M2:Module, a:Alphabet, v:View) {
all map1: Name->Seq[Atom] |

M1..semantics(map1) =>
(some map2:Name->Seq[Atom] |
(M2..semantics(map2) && equivalent(map1,map2,a,v)))

all map2: Name->Seq[Atom] |
M2..semantics(map2) =>
(some map1:Name->Seq[Atom] |
(M1..semantics(map1) && equivalent(map1,map2,a,v)))

}
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Proof: equivalentModules is an
Equivalence Relation

Before starting to proof that equivalentModules is an equivalence relation, we propose
some lemmas that we use in the proof.

B.1 Lemmas

Lemma 1 If map1 and map2 are arbitrary mappings, and al and v are an arbitrary
alphabet and view respectively, then validView is symmetric.

all map1,map2: Name->Seq[Atom], al: Alphabet, v: View |
validView(map1,map2,al,v) => validView(map2,map1,al,v)

Proof

validView(map1,map2,al,v) [by validView]
= (v.items.left in al.names) &&
(all item:v.items | item.left !in item.right..expNames()) &&
(all a:al.names |

((a !in dom(map1) =>
one item:v.items |
(item.left = a) && (item.right..expNames() in dom(map1))) &&

(a !in dom(map2) =>
one item:v.items |
(item.left = a) && (item.right..expNames() in dom(map2)))))

[(P && Q) = (Q && P)]
= (v.items.left in al.names) &&
(all item:v.items | item.left !in item.right..expNames()) &&
(all a:al.names |

((a !in dom(map2) =>
one item:v.items |
(item.left = a) && (item.right..expNames() in dom(map2))) &&

(a !in dom(map1) =>
one item:v.items |
(item.left = a) && (item.right..expNames() in dom(map1)))))
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[by validView]
= validView(map2,map1,al,v)

Lemma 2 If map1 and map2 are arbitrary mappings, and al and v are an arbitrary
alphabet and view respectively, then equivalentMappings is symmetric.

all map1,map2: Name->Seq[Atom], al: Alphabet, v: View |
equivalentMappings(map1,map2,al,v) => equivalentMappings(map2,map1,al,v)

Proof

equivalentMappings(map1,map2,al,v) [by equivalentMappings]
= all a: al.names |

(((a in dom(map1)) && (a in dom(map2)) => a.map1 = a.map2) &&
((a !in dom(map1)) && (a in dom(map2)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) = a.map2) &&

((a in dom(map1)) && (a !in dom(map2)) =>
a.map1 = a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2))) &&

((a !in dom(map1)) && (a !in dom(map2)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2))))

[(P && Q) = (Q && P), (P = Q) = (Q = P)]
= all a: al.names |

(((a in dom(map2)) && (a in dom(map1)) => a.map2 = a.map1) &&
((a !in dom(map2)) && (a in dom(map1)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)) = a.map1) &&

((a in dom(map2)) && (a !in dom(map1)) =>
a.map2 = a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1))) &&

((a !in dom(map2)) && (a !in dom(map1)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1))))

[by equivalentMappings]
= equivalentMappings(map2,map1,al,v)

Lemma 3 If map1, map2 and map3 are arbitrary mappings, and al and v are an arbitrary
alphabet and view respectively, then validView is transitive.

all map1,map2,map3: Name->Seq[Atom], al: Alphabet, v: View |
validView(map1,map2,al,v) && validView(map2,map3,al,v) =>

validView(map1,map3,al,v)

Proof

validView(map1,map2,al,v) &&
validView(map2,map3,al,v) [by validView]

= (v.items.left in al.names) &&
(all item:v.items | item.left !in item.right..expNames()) &&
(all a:al.names |

((a !in dom(map1) =>
one item:v.items |
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(item.left = a) && (item.right..expNames() in dom(map1))) &&
(a !in dom(map2) =>
one item:v.items |
(item.left = a) && (item.right..expNames() in dom(map2))))) &&

(v.items.left in al.names) &&
(all item:v.items | item.left !in item.right..expNames()) &&
(all a:al.names |

((a !in dom(map2) =>
one item:v.items |
(item.left = a) && (item.right..expNames() in dom(map2))) &&

(a !in dom(map3) =>
one item:v.items |
(item.left = a) && (item.right..expNames() in dom(map3)))))

[(P && P) = P,
((all a:X | P) && (all a:X | Q)) = (all a:X | P && Q)]

= (v.items.left in al.names) &&
(all item:v.items | item.left !in item.right..expNames()) &&
(all a:al.names |

((a !in dom(map1) =>
one item:v.items |
(item.left = a) && (item.right..expNames() in dom(map1))) &&

(a !in dom(map2) =>
one item:v.items |
(item.left = a) && (item.right..expNames() in dom(map2)))) &&

((a !in dom(map2) =>
one item:v.items |
(item.left = a) && (item.right..expNames() in dom(map2))) &&

(a !in dom(map3) =>
one item:v.items |
(item.left = a) && (item.right..expNames() in dom(map3)))))

[(P && P) = P, (all a:X | P && Q) = ((all a:X | P) && (all a:X | Q))]
= (v.items.left in al.names) &&
(all item:v.items | item.left !in item.right..expNames()) &&
(all a:al.names |

((a !in dom(map1) =>
one item:v.items |
(item.left = a) && (item.right..expNames() in dom(map1))) &&

(a !in dom(map3) =>
one item:v.items |
(item.left = a) && (item.right..expNames() in dom(map3))))) &&

(all a:al.names |
((a !in dom(map2) =>
one item:v.items |
(item.left = a) && (item.right..expNames() in dom(map2)))

[by validView, (P && Q) => P]
= validView(map1,map3,al,v)

Lemma 4 If map1, map2 and map3 are arbitrary mappings, and al and v are an arbitrary
alphabet and view respectively, then equivalentMappings is transitive.
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all map1,map2,map3: Name->Seq[Atom], al: Alphabet, v: View |
equivalentMappings(map1,map2,al,v) &&
equivalentMappings(map2,map3,al,v) =>

equivalentMappings(map1,map3,al,v)

Proof

equivalentMappings(map1,map2,al,v) &&
equivalentMappings(map2,map3,al,v)
[by equivalentMappings,

((all a:X | P) && (all a:X | Q)) = (all a:X | P && Q)]
= all a: al.names |

(((a in dom(map1)) && (a in dom(map2)) => a.map1 = a.map2) &&
((a !in dom(map1)) && (a in dom(map2)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) = a.map2) &&

((a in dom(map1)) && (a !in dom(map2)) =>
a.map1 = a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2))) &&

((a !in dom(map1)) && (a !in dom(map2)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2))) &&

((a in dom(map2)) && (a in dom(map3)) => a.map2 = a.map3) &&
((a !in dom(map2)) && (a in dom(map3)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)) = a.map3) &&

((a in dom(map2)) && (a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.map2 = a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3))) &&

((a !in dom(map2)) && (a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))) [trans]

In order to prove the previous formula ([trans]), we consider all four possibilities
of a belonging to map1 and map2 domains. In each case, we consider whether a belongs
or not to map3’s domain. In each combination, we deduce that equivalentMappings

is transitive. Suppose that a belongs to both mappings. Applying this condition
((a in dom(map1)) && (a in dom(map2))) in the statement before ([trans]), we de-
duce:

= all a:al.names |
(true && true => a.map1 = a.map2) &&
(false && true =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) = a.map2) &&

(true && false =>
a.map1 = a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2))) &&

(false && false =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2))) &&

(true && (a in dom(map3)) => a.map2 = a.map3) &&
(false && (a in dom(map3)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)) = a.map3) &&

(true && (a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.map2 = a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3))) &&
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(false && (a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))

[(false=>P) = true, (true=>P) = P]
= all a:al.names |

(a.map1 = a.map2) &&
((a in dom(map3)) => a.map2 = a.map3) &&
((a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.map2 = a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))

Now, we consider two possibilities. If a belongs to map3’s domain, we have:

= all a:al.names |
(a.map1 = a.map2) &&
(true => a.map2 = a.map3) &&
(false => a.map2 = a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))

[(false=>P) = true, (true=>P) = P, (P && true) = P]
= all a:al.names | (a.map1 = a.map2) && (a.map2 = a.map3)
= all a:al.names | (a.map1 = a.map3)
[(false=>P) = true, (true=>P) = P, a in dom(map1), a in dom(map3)]

= all a:al.names |
((a in dom(map1)) && (a in dom(map3)) => a.map1 = a.map3) &&
((a !in dom(map1)) && (a in dom(map3)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) = a.map3) &&

((a in dom(map1)) && (a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.map1 = a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3))) &&

((a !in dom(map1)) && (a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))

[by equivalentMappings]
= equivalentMappings(map1,map3,al,v)

On the other hand, if a does not belong to map3’s domain, we have:

= all a:al.names |
(a.map1 = a.map2) &&
(false => a.map2 = a.map3) &&
(true =>
a.map2 = a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))

[(false=>P) = true, (true=>P) = P, (true && P) = P]
= all a:al.names |

(a.map1 = a.map2) &&
(a.map2 = a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))

= all a:al.names |
(a.map1 = a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))

[(false=>P) = true, (true=>P) = P, a in dom(map1), a !in dom(map3)]
= all a:al.names |

((a in dom(map1)) && (a in dom(map3)) => a.map1 = a.map3) &&
((a !in dom(map1)) && (a in dom(map3)) =>
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a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) = a.map3) &&
((a in dom(map1)) && (a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.map1 = a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3))) &&

((a !in dom(map1)) && (a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))

[by equivalentMappings]
= equivalentMappings(map1,map3,al,v)

This concludes the first part of the proof. The second case is to prove whether
equivalentMappings is transitive when a does not belong to map1’s domain but be-
longs to map2’s domain ((a !in dom(map1)) && (a in dom(map2))). Applying this
condition to [trans], we deduce:

= all a:al.names |
(false && true => a.map1 = a.map2) &&
(true && true =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) = a.map2) &&

(true && false =>
a.map1 = a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2))) &&

(false && false =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2))) &&

(true && (a in dom(map3)) => a.map2 = a.map3) &&
(false && (a in dom(map3)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)) = a.map3) &&

(true && (a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.map2 = a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3))) &&

(false && (a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))

[(false=>P) = true, (true=>P) = P]
= all a:al.names |

a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) = a.map2) &&
((a in dom(map3)) => a.map2 = a.map3) &&
((a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.map2 = a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))

Now, we consider two possibilities. If a belongs to map3’s domain, we have:

= all a:al.names |
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) = a.map2) &&
(true => a.map2 = a.map3) &&
(false => a.map2 = a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))

[(false=>P) = true, (true=>P) = P, (P && true) = P]
= all a:al.names |

a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) = a.map2) &&
(a.map2 = a.map3)

= all a:al.names |
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a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) = a.map3
[(false=>P) = true, (true=>P) = P, a !in dom(map1), a in dom(map3)]

= all a:al.names |
((a in dom(map1)) && (a in dom(map3)) => a.map1 = a.map3) &&
((a !in dom(map1)) && (a in dom(map3)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) = a.map3) &&

((a in dom(map1)) && (a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.map1 = a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3))) &&

((a !in dom(map1)) && (a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))

[by equivalentMappings]
= equivalentMappings(map1,map3,al,v)

On the other hand, if a does not belong to map3’s domain, we derive:

= all a:al.names |
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) = a.map2) &&
(false => a.map2 = a.map3) &&
(true => a.map2 = a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))

[(false=>P) = true, (true=>P) = P, (true && P) = P]
= all a:al.names |

a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) = a.map2) &&
(a.map2 = a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))

= all a:al.names |
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3))

[(false=>P) = true, (true=>P) = P, a !in dom(map1), a !in dom(map3)]
= all a:al.names |

((a in dom(map1)) && (a in dom(map3)) => a.map1 = a.map3) &&
((a !in dom(map1)) && (a in dom(map3)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) = a.map3) &&

((a in dom(map1)) && (a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.map1 = a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3))) &&

((a !in dom(map1)) && (a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))

[by equivalentMappings]
= equivalentMappings(map1,map3,al,v)

This concludes the second part of the proof. The third case is to prove the lemma
when a belongs to map1’s domain but does not belong to map2’s domain. Applying this
condition to [trans], we obtain:

= all a:al.names |
(true && false => a.map1 = a.map2) &&
(false && false =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) = a.map2) &&

(true && true =>
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a.map1 = a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2))) &&
(false && true =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2))) &&

(false && (a in dom(map3)) => a.map2 = a.map3) &&
(true && (a in dom(map3)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)) = a.map3) &&

(false && (a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.map2 = a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3))) &&

(true && (a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))

[(false=>P) = true, (true=>P) = P]
= all a:al.names |

(a.map1 = a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2))) &&
((a in dom(map3)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)) = a.map3) &&

((a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))

Now, we consider two possibilities. If a belongs to map3’s domain, we have:

= all a:al.names |
(a.map1 = a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2))) &&
(true =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)) = a.map3) &&

(false =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))

[(false=>P) = true, (true=>P) = P, (P && true) = P]
= all a:al.names |

(a.map1 = a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2))) &&
(a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)) = a.map3)

= all a:al.names | a.map1 = a.map3
[(false=>P) = true, (true=>P) = P, a in dom(map1), a in dom(map3)]

= all a:al.names |
((a in dom(map1)) && (a in dom(map3)) => a.map1 = a.map3) &&
((a !in dom(map1)) && (a in dom(map3)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) = a.map3) &&

((a in dom(map1)) && (a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.map1 = a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3))) &&

((a !in dom(map1)) && (a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))

[by equivalentMappings]
= equivalentMappings(map1,map3,al,v)

On the other hand, if a does not belong to map3’s domain, we derive:
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= all a:al.names |
(a.map1 = a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2))) &&
(false =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)) = a.map3) &&

(true =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))

[(false=>P) = true, (true=>P) = P, (true && P) = P]
= all a:al.names |

(a.map1 = a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2))) &&
(a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))

= all a:al.names | a.map1 =
a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3))

[(false=>P) = true, (true=>P) = P, a in dom(map1), a !in dom(map3)]
= all a:al.names |

((a in dom(map1)) && (a in dom(map3)) => a.map1 = a.map3) &&
((a !in dom(map1)) && (a in dom(map3)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) = a.map3) &&

((a in dom(map1)) && (a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.map1 = a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3))) &&

((a !in dom(map1)) && (a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))

[by equivalentMappings]
= equivalentMappings(map1,map3,al,v)

The last case to prove is when a does not belong to both mappings. Applying this
condition ((a !in dom(map1)) && (a !in dom(map2))) to ([trans]), we derive:

= all a:al.names |
(false && false => a.map1 = a.map2) &&
(true && false =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) = a.map2) &&

(false && true =>
a.map1 = a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2))) &&

(true && true =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2))) &&

(false && (a in dom(map3)) => a.map2 = a.map3) &&
(true && (a in dom(map3)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)) = a.map3) &&

(false && (a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.map2 = a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3))) &&

(true && (a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))

[(false=>P) = true, (true=>P) = P]
= all a:al.names |
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(a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)))) &&

((a in dom(map3)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)) = a.map3) &&

((a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))

Now, we consider two possibilities. If a belongs to map3’s domain, we have:

= all a:al.names |
(a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)))) &&

(true =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)) = a.map3) &&

(false =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))

[(false=>P) = true, (true=>P) = P, (P && true) = P]
= all a:al.names |

(a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)))) &&

(a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)) = a.map3)
= all a:al.names | a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) = a.map3
[(false=>P) = true, (true=>P) = P, a !in dom(map1), a in dom(map3)]

= all a:al.names |
((a in dom(map1)) && (a in dom(map3)) => a.map1 = a.map3) &&
((a !in dom(map1)) && (a in dom(map3)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) = a.map3) &&

((a in dom(map1)) && (a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.map1 = a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3))) &&

((a !in dom(map1)) && (a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))

[by equivalentMappings]
= equivalentMappings(map1,map3,al,v)

On the other hand, if a does not belong to map3’s domain, we derive:

= all a:al.names |
(a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)))) &&

(false =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)) = a.map3) &&

(true =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))

[(false=>P) = true, (true=>P) = P, (true && P) = P]
= all a:al.names |
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(a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)))) &&

(a.((getViewItem(a,map2,v))..applyView(map2)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))

= all a:al.names |
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3))

[(false=>P) = true, (true=>P) = P, a !in dom(map1), a !in dom(map3)]
= all a:al.names |

((a in dom(map1)) && (a in dom(map3)) => a.map1 = a.map3) &&
((a !in dom(map1)) && (a in dom(map3)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) = a.map3) &&

((a in dom(map1)) && (a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.map1 = a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3))) &&

((a !in dom(map1)) && (a !in dom(map3)) =>
a.((getViewItem(a,map1,v))..applyView(map1)) =
a.((getViewItem(a,map3,v))..applyView(map3)))

[by equivalentMappings]
= equivalentMappings(map1,map3,al,v)

Since we have proved all possibilities whether a belongs to the mappings’ domains
(map1, map2, map3), we conclude that equivalentMappings is transitive.

Lemma 5 If map1, al and v are an arbitrary mapping, alphabet and view respectively,
then equivalence is reflexive.

all map1: Name->Seq[Atom], al: Alphabet, v: View |
equivalent(map1,map1,al,v) = true

Proof

equivalent(map1,map1,al,v) [by equivalent]
= (map1=map1) ||
(validView(map1,map1,al,v) &&

equivalentMappings(map1,map1,al,v))
[(P = P) = true, (true || P) = true]

= true

Lemma 6 If map1 and map2 are arbitrary mappings, and al and v are an arbitrary
alphabet and view respectively, then equivalence is symmetric.

all map1,map2: Name->Seq[Atom], al: Alphabet, v: View |
equivalent(map1,map2,al,v) => equivalent(map2,map1,al,v)

Proof

equivalent(map1,map2,al,v) [by equivalent]
= (map1=map2) ||
(validView(map1,map2,al,v) &&

equivalentMappings(map1,map2,al,v))
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[(P = Q) = (Q = P), by Lemma 1, Lemma 2]
= (map2=map1) ||
(validView(map2,map1,al,v) &&

equivalentMappings(map2,map1,al,v)) [by equivalent]
= equivalent(map2,map1,al,v)

Lemma 7 If map1, map2 and map3 are arbitrary mappings, and al and v are an arbitrary
alphabet and view respectively, then equivalence is transitive.

all map1,map2,map3: Name->Seq[Atom], al: Alphabet, v: View |
equivalent(map1,map2,al,v) && equivalent(map2,map3,al,v) =>

equivalent(map1,map3,al,v)

Proof

equivalent(map1,map2,al,v) &&
equivalent(map2,map3,al,v) [by equivalent]

= ((map1=map2) ||
(validView(map1,map2,al,v) &&

equivalentMappings(map1,map2,al,v))) &&
((map2=map3) ||
(validView(map2,map3,al,v) &&

equivalentMappings(map2,map3,al,v)))
[((P||Q) && (R||S)) = ((P&&R) || (P&&S) || (Q&&R) || (Q&&S))]

= ((map1=map2) && (map2=map3)) ||
((map1=map2) &&

(validView(map2,map3,al,v) &&
equivalentMappings(map2,map3,al,v))) ||

((validView(map1,map2,al,v) &&
equivalentMappings(map1,map2,al,v)) && (map2=map3)) ||

((validView(map1,map2,al,v) &&
equivalentMappings(map1,map2,al,v)) &&
(validView(map2,map3,al,v) &&
equivalentMappings(map2,map3,al,v))) [((P=Q) && (Q=R)) = (P=R)]

= (map1=map3) ||
(validView(map1,map3,al,v) &&

equivalentMappings(map1,map3,al,v)) ||
(validView(map1,map3,al,v) &&

equivalentMappings(map1,map3,al,v)) ||
((validView(map1,map2,al,v) &&

equivalentMappings(map1,map2,al,v)) &&
(validView(map2,map3,al,v) &&
equivalentMappings(map2,map3,al,v))) [(P||P) => P]

= (map1=map3) ||
(validView(map1,map3,al,v) &&

equivalentMappings(map1,map3,al,v)) ||
(validView(map1,map2,al,v) &&

equivalentMappings(map1,map2,al,v) &&
validView(map2,map3,al,v) &&
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equivalentMappings(map2,map3,al,v)) [by Lemma 3, Lemma 4]
= (map1=map3) ||
(validView(map1,map3,al,v) &&

equivalentMappings(map1,map3,al,v)) ||
(validView(map1,map3,al,v) &&

equivalentMappings(map1,map3,al,v)) [(P||P) => P, by equivalent]
= equivalent(map1,map3,al,v)

B.2 Proof

In this section, we prove that equivalentModules is an equivalence relation. Suppose
that map1, map2 and map3 are arbitrary mappings, and al and v are an arbitrary alphabet
and view respectively. In order to prove that equivalentModules is an equivalence
relation, we have to prove that it is reflexive, symmetric and transitive.

We first show that equivalentModules is reflexive.

all M1: Module, al: Alphabet, v: View |
equivalentModules(M1,M1,al,v) [by equivalentModules]

= (all map1: Name->Seq[Atom] |
M1..semantics(map1) =>
(some map2: Name->Seq[Atom] |
(M1..semantics(map2) && equivalent(map1,map2,al,v)))) &&

(all map1: Name->Seq[Atom] |
M1..semantics(map1) =>
(some map2: Name->Seq[Atom] |
(M1..semantics(map2) && equivalent(map1,map2,al,v))))

= (M1..semantics(map1) =>
(some map2: Name->Seq[Atom] |
(M1..semantics(map2) && equivalent(map1,map2,al,v)))) &&

(M1..semantics(map1) =>
(some map2: Name->Seq[Atom] |
(M1..semantics(map2) && equivalent(map1,map2,al,v))))

[map2 = map1]
= (M1..semantics(map1) =>

(M1..semantics(map1) && equivalent(map1,map1,al,v)))) &&
(M1..semantics(map1) =>

(M1..semantics(map1) && equivalent(map1,map1,al,v))))
[by Lemma 5]

= (M1..semantics(map1) => (M1..semantics(map1) && true)) &&
(M1..semantics(map1) => (M1..semantics(map1) && true))
[(P && true) = P, (P=>P) = true]

= true

Next, we show that equivalentModules is symmetric.

all M1,M2: Module, al: Alphabet, v: View |
equivalentModules(M1,M2,al,v) [by equivalentModules]

= (all map1: Name->Seq[Atom] |
M1..semantics(map1) =>
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(some map2: Name->Seq[Atom] |
(M2..semantics(map2) && equivalent(map1,map2,al,v)))) &&

(all map1: Name->Seq[Atom] |
M2..semantics(map1) =>
(some map2: Name->Seq[Atom] |
(M1..semantics(map2) && equivalent(map1,map2,al,v))))

[(P && Q) = (Q && P)]
= (all map1: Name->Seq[Atom] |

M2..semantics(map1) =>
(some map2: Name->Seq[Atom] |
(M1..semantics(map2) && equivalent(map1,map2,al,v)))) &&

(all map1: Name->Seq[Atom] |
M1..semantics(map1) =>
(some map2: Name->Seq[Atom] |
(M2..semantics(map2) && equivalent(map1,map2,al,v))))

[by equivalentModules]
= equivalentModules(M2,M1,a,v)

Finally, we show that equivalentModules is transitive.

all M1,M2,M3: Module, al: Alphabet, v: View |
equivalentModules(M1,M2,al,v) && equivalentModules(M2,M3,al,v)
[by equivalentModules]

= (all map1: Name->Seq[Atom] |
M1..semantics(map1) =>
(some map2: Name->Seq[Atom] |
(M2..semantics(map2) && equivalent(map1,map2,al,v)))) &&

(all map2: Name->Seq[Atom] |
M2..semantics(map2) =>
(some map1: Name->Seq[Atom] |
(M1..semantics(map1) && equivalent(map2,map1,al,v)))) &&

(all map2: Name->Seq[Atom] |
M2..semantics(map2) =>
(some map3: Name->Seq[Atom] |
(M3..semantics(map3) && equivalent(map2,map3,al,v)))) &&

(all map3: Name->Seq[Atom] |
M3..semantics(map3) =>
(some map2: Name->Seq[Atom] |
(M2..semantics(map2) && equivalent(map3,map2,al,v))))

[(P && Q) = (Q && P)]
= (M1..semantics(map1) =>

(some map2: Name->Seq[Atom] |
(M2..semantics(map2) && equivalent(map1,map2,al,v)))) &&

(M2..semantics(map2) =>
(some map3: Name->Seq[Atom] |
(M3..semantics(map3) && equivalent(map2,map3,al,v)))) &&

(M3..semantics(map3) =>
(some map2: Name->Seq[Atom] |
(M2..semantics(map2) && equivalent(map3,map2,al,v)))) &&

(M2..semantics(map2) =>
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(some map1: Name->Seq[Atom] |
(M1..semantics(map1) && equivalent(map2,map1,al,v))))

[map2 = i2, map3 = i3, map1 = i1]
= M1..semantics(i1) =>

(M2..semantics(i2) && equivalent(i1,i2,al,v)) &&
M2..semantics(i2) =>

(M3..semantics(i3) && equivalent(i2,i3,al,v)) &&
M3..semantics(i3) =>

(M2..semantics(i2) && equivalent(i3,i2,al,v)) &&
M2..semantics(i2) =>

(M1..semantics(i1) && equivalent(i2,i1,al,v))
= M1..semantics(i1) =>

(M3..semantics(i3) && equivalent(i2,i3,al,v) &&
equivalent(i1,i2,al,v)) &&

M3..semantics(i3) =>
(M1..semantics(i1) && equivalent(i2,i1,al,v) &&
equivalent(i3,i2,al,v)) [by Lemma 7]

= M1..semantics(i1) =>
(M3..semantics(i3) && equivalent(i1,i3,al,v)) &&

M3..semantics(i3) =>
(M1..semantics(i1) && equivalent(i3,i1,al,v))

= all map1: Name->Seq[Atom] |
M1..semantics(map1) =>
(some map3: Name->Seq[Atom] |
(M3..semantics(map3) && equivalent(map1,map3,al,v)) &&

all map3: Name->Seq[Atom] |
M3..semantics(map3) =>
(some map1: Name->Seq[Atom] |
M1..semantics(map1) && equivalent(map3,map1,al,v))

[by equivalentModules]
= equivalentModules(M1,M3,a,v)

Since equivalentModules is reflexive, symmetric and transitive, we conclude that
it is an equivalence relation.



Appendix C

Proof of some Basic Laws

Before starting the proof of Laws 1, 3-7, 9 and 11-12, we propose some lemmas that we
use in the proofs.

C.1 Lemmas

Lemma 8 If M1 and M2 are arbitrary modules and S be an arbitrary empty signature
that belongs to M2 signatures, then M2 has the same names of M1 union the name of S.

all M1,M2: Module, S: Signature |
(M2.signatures = (M1.signatures + S) && (no S.relations)) =>

M2..modNames() = M1..modNames() + S.name

Proof

M2..modNames() [by modNames]
= M2.signatures.name + M2.signatures.relations.name
[M2.signatures = (M1.signatures + S)]

= (M1.signatures + S).name + (M1.signatures + S).relations.name
= M1.signatures.name + S.name +
M1.signatures.relations.name + S.relations.name [no S.relations]

= M1.signatures.name + S.name + M1.signatures.relations.name + {}
= (M1.signatures.name + M1.signatures.relations.name) + S.name
[by modNames]

= M1..modNames() + S.name

Lemma 9 If M1 and M2 be arbitrary modules that have the same formulae, then we
state that M1..modFormulae() = M2..modFormulae().

all M1,M2: Module |
(M1.formulae = M2.formulae) => M1..modFormulae() = M2..modFormulae()

Proof

M1..modFormulae() [by modFormulae]
= M1.formulae [M1.formulae = M2.formulae]
= M2.formulae [by modFormulae]
= M2..modFormulae()

121
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Lemma 10 If M be an arbitrary module, S be an arbitrary signature that does not
extend others and belongs to M signatures, and map be an arbitrary mapping, then the
name of S satisfy the extends implicit fact of M.

all M: Module, S: Signature, map: Name->Seq[Atom] |
(no S.extensions) && (S in M.signatures) =>

M..satisfyExtends(S.name,map)

Proof

(M..satisfyExtends(S.name,map) [by satisfyExtends]
= M..hasExtension(S.name) =>

(S.name.map in { atm: Seq[Atom] |
all s: M..modSignature(S.name).extensions |
atm in (s.name).map }) [by hasExtension]

= some M..modSignature(S.name).extensions =>
(S.name.map in { atm: Seq[Atom] |
all s: M..modSignature(S.name).extensions |
atm in (s.name).map }) [S = M..modSignature(S.name)]

= some S.extensions =>
(S.name.map in atm: Seq[Atom] |
all s: S.extensions |
atm in (s.name).map) [no S.extensions, (false=>P) = true]

= true

Lemma 11 If M1 and M2 are arbitrary modules, S be an arbitrary signature that belongs
to M2 signatures, map be an arbitrary mapping and n be a name different than the name
of S, then a module satisfies the satisfyExtends function of n and map if and only if
the other module also satisfies.

all M1,M2: Module, S: Signature, map: Name->Seq[Atom], n:Name |
(M2.signatures = (M1.signatures + S)) && (n != S.name)=>

M1..satisfyExtends(n,map) <=> M2..satisfyExtends(n,map)

Proof

M1..satisfyExtends(n,map) [by satisfyExtends]
= M1..hasExtension(n) =>

(n.map in { atm:Seq[Atom] |
all s: M1..modSignature(n).extensions |
atm in (s.name).map }) [by hasExtension]

= some M1..modSignature(n).extensions =>
(n.map in { atm:Seq[Atom] |
all s: M1..modSignature(n).extensions |
atm in (s.name).map })

[M2.signatures = (M1.signatures + S), n != S.name]
= some M2..modSignature(n).extensions =>

(n.map in atm:Seq[Atom] |
all s: M2..modSignature(n).extensions |
atm in (s.name).map) [by hasExtension, satisfyExtends]

= M2..satisfyExtends(n,map)
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Lemma 12 If M1 and M2 are arbitrary modules that have the same signatures, then
a module satisfies the satisfyExtends function of n and map if and only if the other
module also satisfies.

all M1,M2: Module, map: Name->Seq[Atom], n: Name |
(M1.signatures = M2.signatures) =>

M1..satisfyExtends(n,map) <=> M2..satisfyExtends(n,map)

Proof

M1..satisfyExtends(n,map) [by satisfyExtends]
= M1..hasExtension(n) =>

(n.map in { atm:Seq[Atom] |
all s: M1..modSignature(n).extensions |
atm in (s.name).map }) [by hasExtension]

= some M1..modSignature(n).extensions =>
(n.map in { atm:Seq[Atom] |
all s: M1..modSignature(n).extensions |
atm in (s.name).map })

[M2.signatures = M1.signatures]
= some M2..modSignature(n).extensions =>

(n.map in { atm:Seq[Atom] |
all s: M2..modSignature(n).extensions |
atm in (s.name).map }) [by hasExtension, satisfyExtends]

= M2..satisfyExtends(n,map)

Lemma 13 If M1 and M2 are arbitrary modules that have the same signatures, then
both modules have the same names.

all M1,M2: Module, map: Name->Seq[Atom], n: Name |
(M1.signatures = M2.signatures) =>

(M1..modNames() = M2..modNames())

Proof

M1..modNames() [by modNames]
= M1.signatures.name + M1.signatures.relations.name
[M1.signatures = M2.signatures]

= M2.signatures.name + M2.signatures.relations.name [by modNames]
= M2..modNames()

C.2 Proof of Introduce Empty Signature Law

In this section, we prove that Law 1 is sound. We consider that the left side of the law
is denoted by the M1 module and the right side by the M2 module. Suppose that a is
any alphabet and v is any view. We have to prove that:

equivalentModules(M1,M2,a,v) [by equivalentModules]
= all map1: Name->Seq[Atom] |

M1..semantics(map1) =>
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(some map2: Name->Seq[Atom] |
(M2..semantics(map2) && equivalent(map1,map2,a,v))) &&

all map2: Name->Seq[Atom] |
M2..semantics(map2) =>
(some map1: Name->Seq[Atom] |
(M1..semantics(map1) && equivalent(map1,map2,a,v)))

The first part corresponds to the introduction of an empty signature and later to the
signature removal.

First of all, we will prove the introduction of the empty signature S. Let map1 and
map2 be arbitrary mappings that map2 = map1 and M1..semantics(map1), then we
have:

all map1: Name->Seq[Atom] |
M1..semantics(map1) =>

(some map2: Name->Seq[Atom] |
(M2..semantics(map2) && equivalent(map1,map2,a,v)))

= M2..semantics(map2) && equivalent(map2,map2,a,v) [by Lemma 5]
= M2..semantics(map2) && true [by semantics]
= M2..satisfyImplicitFacts(map2) &&
all f: M2..modFormulae() | satisfyFormula(f,map2)
[by satisfyImplicitFacts, Lemma 8, Lemma 9, map2 = map1]

= all n: M1..modNames() + S.name | M2..satisfyExtends(n,map1) &&
all f: M1..modFormulae() | satisfyFormula(f,map1) [by Lemma 11]

= all n: M1..modNames() | M1..satisfyExtends(n,map1) &&
all n: S.name | M2..satisfyExtends(n,map1) &&
all f: M1..modFormulae() | satisfyFormula(f,map1) [by Lemma 10]

= all n: M1..modNames() | M1..satisfyExtends(n,map1) && true &&
all f: M1..modFormulae() | satisfyFormula(f,map1) [by semantics]

= M1..semantics(map1)

Since the last statement is our precondition, we finished the proof of Law 1 applied
from left to right. Finally, we prove the removal of the empty signature S. Let map1

and map2 be arbitrary mappings that map1 = map2 and M2..semantics(map2), then
we have:

all map2: Name->Seq[Atom] |
M2..semantics(map2) =>

(some map1: Name->Seq[Atom] |
(M1..semantics(map1) && equivalent(map1,map2,a,v)))

= M1..semantics(map1) && equivalent(map1,map1,a,v) [by Lemma 5]
= M1..semantics(map1) && true [by semantics]
= M1..satisfyImplicitFacts(map1) &&
all f: M1..modFormulae() | satisfyFormula(f,map1)
[by satisfyImplicitFacts, Lemma 8, Lemma 9, map1 = map2]

= all n: M2..modNames() - S.name | M1..satisfyExtends(n,map2) &&
all f: M2..modFormulae() | satisfyFormula(f,map2)
[by Lemma 11, M2..semantics(map2)]

= all n: M2..modNames() - S.name | M2..satisfyExtends(n,map2) &&
all f: M2..modFormulae() | satisfyFormula(f,map2) &&
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M2.semantics(map2) [by semantics]
= all n: M2..modNames()- S.name | M2..satisfyExtends(n,map2) &&
all f: M2..modFormulae() | satisfyFormula(f,map2) &&
all n: M2..modNames() | M2..satisfyExtends(n,map2) &&
all f: M2..modFormulae() | satisfyFormula(f,map2)
[(P && P) = P,
(all a:A | p(a)) && (all a:A-b | p(a)) => (all a:A | p(a))]

= all n: M2..modNames() | M2..satisfyExtends(n,map2) &&
all f: M2..modFormulae() | satisfyFormula(f,map2) [by semantics]

= M2.semantics(map2)

Since the last statement is our precondition, we finished the proof of Law 1 applied
from right to left, hence concluding that Law 1 is sound.

C.3 Proof of Introduce Empty Fact Law

In this section, we prove that Law 7 is sound. We consider that the left side of the law
is denoted by the M1 module and the right side by the M2 module. Suppose that a is
any alphabet and v is any view. We have to prove that:

equivalentModules(M1,M2,a,v) [by equivalentModules]
= all map1: Name->Seq[Atom] |

M1..semantics(map1) =>
(some map2: Name->Seq[Atom] |
(M2..semantics(map2) && equivalent(map1,map2,a,v))) &&

all map2: Name->Seq[Atom] |
M2..semantics(map2) =>
(some map1: Name->Seq[Atom] |
(M1..semantics(map1) && equivalent(map1,map2,a,v)))

The first part corresponds to the introduction of an empty fact and later to the fact
removal.

First of all, we will prove the introduction of the empty fact F. Let map1 and map2

be arbitrary mappings that map2 = map1 and M1..semantics(map1), then we have:

all map1: Name->Seq[Atom] |
M1..semantics(map1) =>

(some map2: Name->Seq[Atom] |
(M2..semantics(map2) && equivalent(map1,map2,a,v)))

= M2..semantics(map2) && equivalent(map2,map2,a,v) [by Lemma 5]
= M2..semantics(map2) && true [by semantics]
= M2..satisfyImplicitFacts(map2) &&
all f: M2..modFormulae() | satisfyFormula(f,map2)
[by satisfyImplicitFacts, map1 = map2]

= all n: M2..modNames() | M2..satisfyExtends(n,map1) &&
all f: M2..modFormulae() | satisfyFormula(f,map1)
[by Lemma 12, Lemma 13, M1..modFormulae() = M2..modFormulae()]

= all n: M1..modNames() | M1..satisfyExtends(n,map1) &&
all f: M1..modFormulae() | satisfyFormula(f,map1) [by semantics]

= M1..semantics(map1)
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Since the last statement is our precondition, we finished the proof of Law 7 applied
from left to right. Finally, we prove the removal of the empty fact F. Let map1 and map2

be arbitrary mappings that map1 = map2 and M2..semantics(map2), then we have:

all map2: Name->Seq[Atom] |
M2..semantics(map2) =>

(some map1: Name->Seq[Atom] |
(M1..semantics(map1) && equivalent(map1,map2,a,v)))

= M1..semantics(map1) && equivalent(map1,map1,a,v) [by Lemma 5]
= M1..semantics(map1) && true [by semantics]
= M1..satisfyImplicitFacts(map1) &&
all f: M1..modFormulae() | satisfyFormula(f,map1)
[by satisfyImplicitFacts, map1 = map2]

= all n: M1..modNames() | M1..satisfyExtends(n,map2) &&
all f: M1..modFormulae() | satisfyFormula(f,map2)
[by Lemma 12, Lemma 13, M1..modFormulae() = M2..modFormulae()]

= all n: M2..modNames() | M2..satisfyExtends(n,map2) &&
all f: M2..modFormulae() | satisfyFormula(f,map2) [by semantics]

= M2.semantics(map2)

Since the last statement is our precondition, we finished the proof of Law 7 applied
from right to left, hence concluding that Law 7 is sound. The proof for Laws 1, 3-7, 9
and 11-12 are equivalent.
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